AGENDA
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN MEDICAL COLLEGES
COUNCIL OF DEANS MEETING
Friday, May 9, 1969, Georgetown West Room
9:00 AM - 4:00 PM

411

Washington Hilton Hotel
Washington, D. C.

I.

Minutes of Meeting, February

8, 1969

Report of Administrative Committee Meeting
April 9-10, 1969

National Service for Medical Graduates
IV.

V.

•

VI.

Proposed Bylaws for the Council of Deans

Report by Student Organizations

Report on Federal Programs:
Dr. Robert Q. Marston

10:00 a.m.

Dr. Joseph English
Dr. Carleton Chapman

VII.

Report from Executive Council

Report on Commission on Medical Education
and Committee on Graduate Education
IX.

•

X.

Report by Regional Groups

Dates of Future Meetings

I

MINUTES
COUNCIL OF DEANS MEETING

•
February 8, 1969
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Palmer House
Chicago, Illinois

1.

Opening Remarks by Chairman Anlyan
Chairman Anlyan reported that the agenda would be modified. The
report of the Ad Hoc Committee on Bylaws has not completed a draft
of the document which will be mailed to the members of the Council
for review and comment.

2.

•

Roll Call
John Hogness, Chairman Elect of the Council, called the roll of
representatives. Dean Hogness announced that a quorum of representatives was present.

3.

Report of the Regional Chairmen
Northeastern Group. Dr. Robert Bucher reported on a meeting
of the Northeastern Group on January 14, 1969. One of the major
topics considered was the report of the Seven Center Cost Study.
Dr. Walter Rice and Mr. Thomas Campbell of the Division of Operational Studies discussed the study in some length and one case
study was examined in detail.
This group also considered its role and functions. To function
more effectively, the group decided that subjects would be examined
in depth at each meeting by having well prepared topics beforehand.
Southern Deans Group. Dr. Winston Shorey reported for the
Southern Deans. He announced that Dean Emanuel Suter, the University
of Florida School of Medicine, would serve as Chairman of the group
for the coming year.
The group reviewed and approved plans for a meeting in Atlanta
on April 29-30, 1969. This meeting will be held jointly with
the hospital administrators of the Southern Regional Group. Dean
Manson' Meads reported on the activities of his committee that is
conducting a study of faculty salaries and matters relating to
Federal funding.
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•

Midwestern Deans Group. Dr. Robert Howard reported for the
Midwestern group of Deans and other representatives of the institutions who met on January 29, 1969, in Chicago.
Most of the time was spent in considering how the Midwestern
Regional Group could function more effectively. Dr. Grulee and
Dr. Mayer served as an Ad Hoc committee to recommend an improved
organizational structure for the group. The plans that they
presented were adopted in principle. The proposal called for the
continuation of faculty involvement in the Midwestern group.
Reports were received on pending Federal legislation. The
group considered the question of use of data being collected by
the Association on faculty salaries and income. It was approved
in principle that this data ought to be made available to agencies
and individuals that have a valid reason to have this information.
It was further agreed that the "Prudent Man" principle should be
used as a yardstick in deciding when to release such information.
The Cost Study was introduced but not discussed. It was
agreed that this was a proper subject for the next meeting.

•

The group elected Dr. Clifford Grulee as the new Chairman
of the Midwest group and Dr. William Mayer as Vice-Chairman for
the ensuing year. ,
Western Deans Group. The report of the Western Deans Group
was made by Dr. Merlin K. DuVal. He discussed the January 27, 1969,
meeting of the group in San Francisco. At this meeting three topics
were considered: health manpower, the escalation of faculty
salaries, and the role of the university in graduate education.
With regard to health manpower, the primary discussion was about
the Kerr report. The group voted unanimously to endorse the report
in principle with the understanding that when legislation is introduced that there are specific aspects of the report which should be
considered in more detail. The group recommended that a very
thorough study be done on a national basis of the health care
delivery system and that the Association would be a logical
organization to provide leadership for such a study.

•
•

Concern was expressed about the escalation of faculty salaries
which is considered to be one of the major problems facing medical
schools today. Although the AAMC faculty salary surveys were
considered to be useful, there is some question with regard to
their complete validity. It was the opinion of the group that
these reports should continue to be considered confidential and
that the present method of distribution of information should
continue. After a discussion of strict and partial full-time and
geographic full-time systems, there was concurrence on the need to
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•

develop a plan to reduce the rate of escalation of faculty salarie
s.
Two suggestions emerged: the establishment of an agreement among
medical schools on a fixed ceiling for a faculty category; that all
schools be encouraged to move toward a strict full-time salary
system or a geographic full-time system with previously agreed upon
ceilings for each rank.
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•

After a discussion on graduate medical education, the group
overwhelmingly endorsed the reorganization of graduate medical
education so that responsibility would be assigned to the University
as a local corporate body.
Dean DuVal reported that the Western group had not elected a
new Chairman.
4.

•

Follow-up on the Workshop on Medical School Curriculum, held in
Atlanta September 1968, and the Consideration of the Health Manpower
Problem at the Annual Meeting in Houston in November 1968.
Dean Anlyan noted that the Association has been deeply concerned
with Health Manpower for a number of years and that the Workshop and
the topic of the Annual Meeting were evidences of this concern. He
reported that the letter which he and Dean Hubbard sent to all
medical schools on November 21, 1968, was a follow-up to determine
the interest of medical schools in increasing their medical school
classes and the extent to which planning for this had progressed.
Dean Hubbard reported on the analysis of the responses to the
questionnaire letter. Replies were received from 82 out of a possible
89 established schools and from all developing schools. The replies,
with rare exception, acknowledged the importance of expanding enrollments and to provide opportunity for an increase in the number of
students from disadvantaged backgrounds.
The information supplied by the schools about proposed increases
in enrollment agreed very closely with the results of the study
published in the form of a DATAGRAM in 1967. It appeared that the
schools were projecting about a one-third increase in size of their
class by the middle seventies. This would bring the entering class
to about 12,000 students.

•

Dr. Hubbard suggested that one mechanism for increasing medical
school enrollment would be through a five-year special improvement
grant or a contract which would provide about $20,000 for each new
graduate. The grant would provide $4,000 a year for four years and
the balance at graduation of the student. This might give some
incentive to the schools for shortening the curriculum. He further
recommended that any increase occuring after July 1 of 1969 satisfy
future requirements for construction funds. He urged that it be
made clear that the level of funding he recommended would not support
the entire cost of the additional medical students, and that the
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institution or other Federal programs would have to support the
increase required in other costs associated with expansion such
as research and service.

•
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Dean Anlyan supported the general approach presented by Dean
Hubbard and stated that it was the consensus of informed opinion
in Washington that for the coming fiscal year, support for expansion
of Health Manpower would have to come from existing legislation with
an increase in appropriations requested to the full amount authorized.
In the discussion that ensued, Dr. Robert Bucher agreed in
general with the support on a capitation basis. He did warn that
the other activities of the medical school would have to be protected
and that one could not disassociate these from the basic educational
program.
Dr. Carleton Chapman, Chairman of the Federal Health Programs
Committee,made a report on his Committee's activities. The Committee
has endorsed the Kerr Commission Report in general. It is recognized
that it may be difficult to get the legislation in the present
session of Congress, but recommends the testimony and support of
funds on a per capita basis for increments in enrollment be given.
He pointed out that the part of the Kerr Commission Report relating
to interns and residents needed further examination and study and
should be dealt with separately from support for medical students.
This arises from -the effect that subsidy of house officers will
have on reimbursement under Medicare and Medicaid.
5.

Arrival of Student Representatives.
At this time a number of students entered the meeting and Dean
Anlyan invited their six spokesmen, Ronald Berman, Mel Cole, Evonne
Butterfield, Mike McDermott, Dick Clapp, and Mike Michlashak, to
take seats. He said that the Council would be ready to listen to
the students' presentation at the conclusion of the consideration
of the agenda item under discussion.
The students indicated that they wished to speak immediately.
In spite of a further request from Dean Anlyan that they be orderly
and permit the completion of the discussion underway, they continued
their insistence on being heard. Because the meeting could no longer
proceed in an orderly fashion at this point, Dean Anlyan adjourned
the meeting to another room.

6.

•

Report on Student Conference on Medical Education.
Mr. Christian Ramsey, Vice-President elect of the Student
American Medical Association, was invited to make an announcement.
He reported that a student conference on medical education was in
session at the Pick Congress Hotel.
He pointed out that although the students who disrupted the
Council of Dean's meeting were to his knowledge not from the student
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conference, there were not great differences in the basic goals
of the two groups. Both wished to establish communications with
the faculty and administration to explore ideas and ways to
improve the production of physicians. He said that it was unfortunate that the strategy of the two groups differed and hoped
that the Deans would not lump all of the students into a single
category.
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Continuation of Discussion of Health Manpower. Dr. Franklin Ebaugh
supported the special improvement grant approach to the support of
medical education. He pointed out that in some cases this could
be used to permit expansion of classes but in other cases it was
necessary for support to be given schools to maintain their present
levels of physician output. Both kinds of support are essential
if we are to produce the number of physicians needed by the country.
Dr. Bostick expressed concern over establishing any percentage
increment in medical school classes as he feared that this might be
increased during the enactment of legislation. He also pointed out
that expansion would raise problems in faculty recruitment and result
in inflation of faculty salaries. A slower increase in the number
of students would reduce this problem since new faculty could be
produced over a period of time to supply the need.

•

Dr. Robert Felix cautioned that the Federal agencies and
Congress clearly understand that the per capita support suggested
by Dean Hubbard would not cover the total cost of increasing
enrollments.
Dean Charles Sprague noted that schools which had recently
increased their enrollments would not benefit from the proposed
capitation support and that such support might drive out state
•support already promised for increases in medical school class
size. Dr. Hubbard pointed out that it was difficult to devise a
scheme which would not have some inequities.
7.

Further Consideration of the Students' Presentation.
There was discussion about the agreement to hear representatives
of the students present their viewpoints. After much discussion
about the wisdom of inviting the students to return and present
their views, or for the Deans to move into the room being used by
the students, a motion for adjournment was made and passed.

The meeting adjourned at 11:15 a.m.

DRAFT*

•
•

BYLAWS OF THE COUNCIL OF DEANS
OF THE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN MEDICAL COLLEGES

The Council of Deans was established with the adoption of amended Articles
of Incorporation and Bylaws of the Association of American Medical Colleges by
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the Institutional Membership on November 4, 1968.

Section 1.

Name

The name of the organization shall be the Council of Deans of the
Association of American Medical Colleges.

Section 2.

Purpose

As stated in the Bylaws of the Association of American Medical Colleges
(Section 11), the purpose of this Council shall be (a) to provide for special
activities in important areas of medical education; (b) with the approval of
the Executive Council to appoint standing committees and staff to develop,
implement, and sustain program activity; (c) for the purposes of particular
emphasis, need, or timeliness, to appoint ad hoc committees and study
groups; (d) to develop facts and information; (e) to call national, regional,
and local meetings for the presentation of papers and studies, discussion
of issues, or decision as to a position to recommend related to a particular
area of activity; (f) to recommend action to the Executive Council on matters
of interest to the whole Association and concerning which the Association
should consider developing a position; and (g) to report at least annually

•

to the Assembly and to the Executive Council.

- *Discussed by Administrative Board on April 9-10, 1969.

Bylaws/2

•

Section 3.
a)

Membership

Members of the Council of Deans shall be the deans of those medical

schools and colleges which are members of the Association of American
Medical

110

Colleges as defined in the AAMC Bylaws:
Institutional Members.

Institutional Members and Provisional

For the purposes of these Bylaws the dean shall be
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that individual who is charged by the institution with the administration
of
the educational program leading to the M.D. degree.
b)

Voting rights in the Council of Deans shall be as defined in the

AAMC Bylaws:

each dean of a medical school or college which is an Institutional

Member or a Provisional Institutional Member which has admitted its first
class shall be entitled to cast 1 vote in the Council of Deans.
c)

If a dean who is entitled to vote in the Council of Deans is unable

to be present at a meeting, that member of his staff whom he shall designate

•

in writing to the Chairman shall exercise the privilege of voting for that
dean at that specific meeting.

A designation of a substitute shall require

separate and written notification for each such meeting.

Section 4.
a)

Officers and Administrative Board

The officers of the Council of Deans shall be a Chairman and a

Chairman-Elect.

The Chairman shall be, ex-officio, a member of all committees

of the Council of Deans.
b)

The term of office of all officers shall be for one year.

All

officers shall serve until their successors are elected, provided, however,
that the Chairman may not succeed himself until after at least one year has

•

elapsed from the end of his term of office.

Bylaws/3

c)

Officers will be elected annually at the time of the Annual Meeting

of the Association of American Medical Colleges.

•

The Administrative Board shall be composed of the Chairman, the

d)

Chairman-Elect, and 1 other member elected from the Council of Deans
at the
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time of the Annual Meeting.

It shall also include those deans who are elected

as members of the Executive Council of the Association of American Medical
Colleges.
e)

If the Chairman is absent or unable to serve, the Chairman-Elect of

the Council of Deans shall serve in his place and assume his functions.

If

the Chairman-Elect succeeds the Chairman before the expiration of his term
of office, such service shall not disqualify the Chairman-Elect from serving
a full term as Chairman.

•

f)

The Chairman of the Council of Deans shall appoint a Nominating

Committee of not less than 5 voting members of the Council who shall be chosen
with due regard for regional representation.

This Committee will solicit

nominations from the voting members for elective positions vacant on the
Executive Council and Administrative Board.

From these nominations a slate

will be drawn, with due regard for regional representation, and will be
presented to the voting members of the Council of Deans at least two weeks
before the Annual Meeting at which the elections will be held.
g)

The Administrative Board shall be the executive committee to manage

the affairs of the Council of Deans, to perform duties prescribed in the
Bylaws, to carry out the policies established by the Council of Deans at its

•

meetings, and to take any necessary interim action on behalf of the Council
that is required.

•

The actions of the Administrative Board shall be subject

to ratification by the Council at its next regular meeting.

Bylaws/4

•

Section 4.

(cont.)

The Administrative Board shall also serve the Council of Deans as a
Committee on Committees, with the Chairman-Elect serving as its Chairman when
it so functions.
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Section 5.
a)

Meetings, Quorums, and Parliamentary Procedure

Regular meetings of the Council of Deans shall be held in conjunction

with the AAMC Annual Meeting and with the AMA Congress on Medical Education.
b)

Special meetings may be called as set forth in the AAMC Bylaws.

c)

Regional meetings will be held at least twice annually as set forth

in the Bylaws of the AAMC.

•

d)

A simple majority of the voting members shall constitute a quorum.

e)

Formal actions may be taken only at meetings at which a quorum is

present.

At such meetings decisions will be made by a majority of those

present and voting.
f)

Where parliamentary procedure is at issue Robert's Rules of Order

shall prevail.

Section 6.
a)

Operation and Relationships

The Council of Deans shall report to the Executive Council of the

AAMC and shall be represented on the Executive Council of the AAMC by members
nominated by voting members of the Council of Deans.
b)

Creation of standing committees and any major actions shall be taken

only after recommendation to and approval from the Executive Council of the

111

•

AAMC.

Bylaws/5

•

Section 7.

Amendments

These Bylaws may be altered, repealed, or amended, or new Bylaws

•

adopted by a two-thirds vote of the voting members present and voting at any
annual meeting of the membership of the Council of Deans for which thirty
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days' prior written notice of the Bylaws' change has been given, provided that
the total number of the votes cast for the changes constitute a majority of
the Council's membership.

•

•

•
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PROCEEDINGS

1

THE C3IAIRMAN:

The meeting will come to order, -

and I welcome all of you to the second meeting of the Coun,ci
of Deana.
And I certainly look froward to a full day of
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portant business;
I had better call on Clusilie Sprague to call the
roll.
DUN CHARMS C. SPRAGUE;

Alabama?

10

DEAN CLIPTCti K. MEADOR: Here.

-11

DEAN SPRAGUE:

12

DEAN HAROLD C. WIGGERS: Here.

13

: Arkansas?
DEAN SPRAGUE'

Albany?

NR. HORACE' MEIN: Here.
DEAN SPRAGUE:
16

(No response.

17

Beirut?

18

(No response.

19

Boston?

20

(No response.)

21

DORMS Gray?

22

DEAN MANSON HEADS: Here.

23

DEAN SPRAGUE:

24

DEAN !ARUN BOSTICK: Hers.

25

DEAN SPRAGUE:
•

University- of California at Irvine

University of Ion

U. C L. A.?

1
MR. JOB, FIELDS: Here.
DEAN SPRAGUE:

University of California at San

Francisco?
(No response.)
University of Southern California?
(No responsmt)
Case-Atestern Reigerve?
(No response.)
Chicago Medical School?
10
11
12
13
14

DEAN LE ROY P. LEVITT: Bore.
DEM SPRAGUE: University of Chicago
School Of Medicine?
(No rowans',)
University of Cincinnati?
responee.)

16
17
1
1

Colorado?
(110 response.)
Columbia?
DR. GEORGE A.

RERA: bore.

DEAN SPRAGUE: Cornell?
DEAN JOHN E. DEFFRICE: liar.
2
DEN SPRAGUE: Creighton?
DR. JOSEPH X, sounumi: vier*.
DEAN SPRAGUE: Dartmouth?
(No response.

Pritzker

;.

DEAN SPRAGUEi_-DukS?
2

THE CHAIRMAN:

Here.

DEW SPRAGUE: Einstein? DEAN

HARRY ii._Gol.RD0R:

DBAK SPRAGUM1

Here.

Emory?
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DEAN ARTHUR P. RICHARDSO(:
:.DICAN,SPRAGUE4 Florida?
4ffor rosponse.)
Although Dean Emanuel Suter was _absent at (NE: -Although
10

roll Cali, he spoke later in the -day; therefore ,he is_ iincluded -

11

in those present on the title pages.)

12

DEAN SPRAGUE:

13

DEAN JOHN C. ROSE: Here.

14

DEAN SPRAGUE:' George Washington?

15

DEAN JOHN PARES:- Her

16

DEAN SPRAGUE: 'Georgia?

17

DEAN HARRY B."O•REAR:

Georgetown?

Here.
•

18

DEAN SPRAGUE: Hahnesaann?

19

DEAN JOSEPH R. DI PALMA: Here.

20

DEAN SPRAGUE:

21

(No response.)

22

Howard?

Harvard?

(No
response,)
Illinois?
DEAN WILLIAM J. GROVE: Hers.

DEAN_ SPRAGUE:

2

5

Indiana? -

'DEAN GLENN W. IRWIN, JR.:
DEAN SPRAGUE: Iowa?
DEAN ROBERT. C. EARDIN: Here.
DEAN SPRAGUE: ,Jetterson?
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(No reeponsie.)
Johns Hopkins?

8

(No reeponee.)

9

Kaiistasi?

10

DEAN GEORCZ A. 11012, JR.:

11

DEAN SPRAGUE:

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Zero.,

Kentucky?

(No response.)
Ipso, Linda?
DEAN DAVID B. ZINNIA,: ,Here:
PRESIDENT.JOHN A. D. COOPER: Kentucky's bare.
DEAN SPRAGUE: Kentucky?
DEN_ WILLIAM S. JORDAN, JR.:
- DRAW SPRAGUE: Loon Linda?
. DEAN DAVID B. spawn:
DEAN SPRAGUE: Louisiana State?
Oio response.)

22
23
24
25

DEAN MEN L. SMITH: Mare.
DEAN SPRAGUE: Marquette?
DEAN =BALD A. EZERIGAN: Here.

telAN SPRAGUE: Maryland?
(No response.
MeharrY?
(No- response.)
Miami?,

hout permission

REPRESENTATIVE FROM MIAMI: Here.
(NOTE:

Two names appearing on the list as Miami's

C. O. D. representatives, I presumed both to be present and
therefore listed both Frank Moya and W. Dean Warren on the

he collections oft e AAMC Not to be r

title page,)

DEAN SPRAGUE: Michigan?
DR.

,O!WALL:

Mere.

DEAN SPRAGUE: Minnesota?
_DEAN ROBERT B. HOWARD: Here,
'DEAN SPRAGUE:. Mississippi?

DEAN ROBERT E. CAR1ER: Hire.
DEAN SPRAGUE: Missouri?
ADEAN WILLIAM D.
DEAN

MATER: Mere.

SPRAGUE: .Nebraeka?

DEAN ROBERT B. KUGEL: Mere.
DEAN SPRAGUE: New Jersey?
DEAN RUYAN W. RAWSON:

Her.

DEAN SPRAGaZ: New Mexico?
DEAN ROBERT S. STOKE: Her..
DEAN SPRAGUE: New York Medical?

DEAN J. FREDERICE:EAGLE: .H0e.
DEAN SPRAGUE: N. Y. U.?
(No response.)
- North Carolina?
DEAN ISAAC N. TAYLOR: Dare.
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DEAN SPRAGUE: North Dakota?
DEAN.TIMODORE

RARWOCD: Rem

DEAN SPERM: Northwestern? '
DEAN RICHARD H. YOUNG: Rare.
10

inks =VAGUE; Ohio State?
DEAN RICHARD L. NEILDIG: Bore.

-12

DEAN SPRA(BE: Oklahoea?

13

DEAN. JAMS L. DENNIS: Here.

14

DEAN SPRAGUE: Oregon?

15

(No response.)

16

Pennsylvania?

17

(Bo response.)

18

Pittsburgh?

19

(Wresponse,)

20

Puerto Rico?

21

No response.)

22

Rochester?

23

(N) response.).

24

Rutgers?

25

(No response.)

15
Saint louts?
(No response.)
South Carolina?
(No response.)
South Dakota?
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DEAN GEORGE W. WOE, JR.: Bore.
DEAN SPRAGUE: S. U. N. Y. -.Brooklyn Downstate?
(No response.)
S.,U. N. Y.

Buffalo?

10

(No response.)

11

S. U. N. 1%.Upstate?

12

(No response:),

13

Stanford?

14

mo response.)

15

Stritch?

16

DEAN JOHN G. MASTERS: Her..

17

•

DEAN SPRAGUE:

Temple?

18

DEAN ROBERT N. BUCHER: Here.

19

DEAN SPRAGUE: Tennessee?

20

DEAN N. K. CALLISCS: Mere.

gi
22
23
24
25

•

DEAN SPRAGUE: •Texas - Galveston?
'DEAN JOSEPH H. WHITE, Ja.: Bare.,
(NOTE:

Although be -did.not call out his. own name

on the roll, Dean Sprague

of course, is listed on the title

Pages as representing Texas.
Southwestern.)

DEAN SPRAGUE: Tufts?
DEAN WILLIAM F. MALONE: owe.
3

DEAN SPRAGUE: Tulane?
(No response.)

5

Utah?
DEAN KENNETH B ICASTLETOK:
DEAN SPRAGUE:

Here.

Vanderbilt?

DEAN RANDOLPH BATSON: Here,
9

DEAN SPRAGUE:

Veraiont?

10

(No response )

11

Health Sciences Division of Virginia Conmonvealth

12

Unfiferiiity?

13,

DEAN KINLOCRNEISCIE:. •Here.

14

DEAN SPRAGUE:

15

DEAN =DIEM R. CRIBMLL: Here.

16-

DEAN SPRAGUE:

17

DEAN JOIN R. HOGNESS:

18

aux SPRAGUE:

19

OW retspolyme.)

20

Wayne State?

21

(No response.)

22

West Virginia?

University of Virginia?

University of Washington (Seattle)?
Here.

Washington University?

DEAN CLARK K. BLUTH: Here.
DEAN SPRAGUE: Wiaconsin?
25

OW response.

17
lidnan's Medical?
DEAN Glal R

LEYMASIER: Hers.

DEAN SPRAGUE;

Vale?

DEAN FREDERICK C. REDLICII:

Here!

DEAN SPRAGUE; Provisional Menbars:
Arizona?
DEAN MERLIN K. DU VAL, JR.: Bare.
DEAN SPRAGUE: Brown?
DEAN PIERRE ii.'GALiZTTI: Bern.
10
DEAN 81:SAGUN:
11
12

University of California at Davis?

DEAN CHAR= J. DIPPER:

Hare.

DEAN SPRAGUE: University of California atSan

13
14
15
16
17

DEAN .CLIFFORD GROBSTEIN: Bare,
DEAN SPRAGUE; Connecticut?
wiuf JOON 11. 'PATTERS:II; Bern,.
'DON SPRAGUE: Hawaii?

18
(NO
19
20
21
22
23
24

ao

rissonse.)

'llassiebusettn?
'MAN LAI1AR SOUTTER: Bare
DEN SPRAGUE:

Michigan State? I

(No .response.)
NoOnt Sinai?
DEAN GEORGE JAMES::', Rare.
DEAN SPRAGUE:, Penn State?

DEAN GECRGE T. HARRELL: Here.

1

DEAN SPRAGUE: Texas

an Antonio?

(No response.)
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Affiliate Imititutional Mashers '
5

Alberta?

6

(No response.)
British Wlwabia?
;

9

(No response.)
Dalhousie?

10

(No response.

11

Laval?

12

(No response.

13

Faccuse se?

14

PRESIDENT COOPER: ,TheY

• 15
16
17

DEAN SPRAGUE:
In any case

not be here.

All right.

I will read those who* I recorded as

absent, and if any of you are present, please let Me know:

le

Baylor?

19

(No response.)

20

Beirut?

21

(No response.)

22

Boston?

23

(lio response.)

24

University of California at San Francisco?

25

OM; response.)

19
Southern California?
(Ho response.)
Case-Western Reserve?
103

response.)

University of Chicago?
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Oft response.
Cincinnati?
(M) response.)
Colorado?
'10

(M) response.)

11

Dartftouth?

12

(No response.)

13

FlOrtdat

14
1, 15

respoase.)
Harvard?

16

ORO response.)

1?

ROvard?

18

(No response.)

19

Jefferson?

- 20

(No response.)

21

Hopkins?

22

(N) response.)

23

L. S. U.?

24

(No response.)
Maryland?

I

(No response.

2

Meharry?
DEAN RALPUJ. CAZORT:
DEAN SPRAGUE:

Here.

Nee York Univernit ?

(No response.)
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Oregon?
(No -reeponee.
Pennsylvania?
9

(No reepOnne.)

10

Pittsburgh?

11

(No response.)

12

Puerto Rico?

13

(No regtponse.)

14

Rocheeter?;

15

(No reeponne.)_

is

Rutgers?

17

(No response.)

18

Saint Ibuie?:

19

(No a4aionee.,

20

South Carolina?..

21

_ (No response.)

22

$. U.-.)(

23

(No reipolone.).-

24

S. U. N.Y. 7 Buffalo?'

Z5

(No response.)

Y.

13rook1yn?

S. U. N.Y.- UPstate?
)
1..P01100.
010 .
Still4Ord?
Oft

5

response.

Talmo?
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(So response.
Vanderbilt?

,

(No response.)
Washington 'University
10

(No reOponse.)

11

Wayne State?

12

(No response.)

13

Wieconsin?- -

14

. Louis)?

.DZAN PE= L. SIMON: Here.

,

15

• DEAN. SPRAGUE: thritaii?

16

Olo response.)

17

Michigan State?

18

(Na response.)

19

Uniiiersity 'of Texas - an Antonio?

20
21.

•

(No response.)

.ThE'CHAIRMAN:

Thank you very _much, Charlie.

22

The first item of busthese, President Jahn Cooper

23

would like to introduce ono of his new senior staff members.

24

PRESIDZWT COOPER':

Thanks, Bill.

In the back of the room is Sr. Trevor Thomas, who

22
has Just joined the Association.

Be will be Executive Office

of the head of the Division of Business Affairs.
in Washington now.

Trevor is'

lie is head 'of the Collage Loan Program

for H. U. D., and has had experience here, earlier in a

Progra

during the Korean War of allocation of scarce materials, ate*
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and aluminum and so on.
He was Vice President of the University of South
Dakota School of Mines
t tea with us.

and he has already come on board part

He has been in the Evanston Office for a week

10

helping tut get the budget organized for next year,and.-,he

11

will be on full.time, starting June 1st

12

Trey is'in the back.

1

I would also like to just say that Bob Glaser. as

14

so to extend his

15 couldn't be here.

to say that he was very sorry -that he
We spent ,the afternoon together Yesterday,

16

and he got a phone call from Stanford, saying that there were

17

problems again with the students, and..Prosident Pitzer asked

1E1

his if he would come back, that it would be helpful

19

might have to call out the police.

that the

20

So Bob very reluctantly had to go back late yes.»

21

terday afternoon and be wanted. me to express his regretis to

• 22
23
24

you.
• THE CHAIRMAN: Thank you

John.

One other 'correction, or addition

in tie agenda:

At 9:45 I hive asked (luck Goulet, amichtirman of

23
the Joint Committee of C. 0. T. H., the C. A. F.

and the

Council of Deans, working on the financial implications of
the hxopital costs and hospital operations, to come and brief
us on the background and what to do in the future about the
new Part B

hiedicare-iledicaid regulations.

This is a very

hot topic that hais just emerged,- and we certainly want everybody to participate in a discussion of an important subject
such as that.,
Now the first forma/ item 'is the report Of the
10
11

-

actions or discussions of your "Executive Committee":
The meeting took place on April 10th here in /Wash-

12

ington, and I will be very brief, because most of the items

13

are on the. agenda:

14

Ye felt that the by-laws were not in shape to

' 15

present to you for action instead that they ought to be

16
17
18

‘•
circulated to you, that we ought to discus
in terms of not the -fine print
principles, and

them this', morning

but the gross guidelines and

it your suggestions, then have it go back

19

to the Regional groups for another set of discussions, and

20

hopeful* come up for action at our October-November meeting,

21
22
23
24

in association with the A. A. 11. C. meeting, and we will come
back to that in a moment.
We were very concerned about the appropriation
for student loans, and the whole problem in that area

and

it was agreed that Carleton Chapman and the Federal Liaison

1

Committee- should take this up as a high-priority item, and.
we look forward to hearing from Carl a little later in, the
•

3

day.
main part ofthe morning was taketi,up with
the formulation of what should be on the program today and,
obviously, it is before you.
So I will move right on.

8.
9

The first, the next item on the agenda is the
consideration of a National Service Plan for the graduates

10

of our medical schools.

11

sittee of the Council of Deans, that we ought to_bring this

12

before you to see how such support we have

13

there is Very broad support,- this is going to be a very com-

And I felt, with the Executive Corn-

because unless

plex thing to bring about and negotiate ,with the various componentil of the Federal Establishment -- and ,unless there was
broad support, that it was not worth the energy that would, go
into it.
Just to recap briefly, it is our suggestion that
with the *problems we now have of, our students facing the
- Berry Plan, the risk Plan, the Ford Program, -the'various
•••"

"11
w

22

Reserve-- Progress, and so on, all coming with different guidelines at different times, that perhaps what we need, rather
• than the Military Service approach i8 a National Service appreach that would include service in the urban ghettos, the

25

rural health vacuums, and possibly the Peace Corps type of

1

prograias

2

the computer programme such as the National Intern Matching

and that this could be effective in a Manner in

'Program, whereby one single agency in the FederalEstablishment would be 'developed, that could be Called the Health Mant
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power for National Service Agency, and that is the, senior,
year the student would lint his choices not. only of the type
of service, but also at what time in his future career' he
8

would like to have this type of service

9

The computer program could be weighted in favor'

10-

of the military needs, but in essence the young man or --

11

young man; I was about to say "young woman" too, indicating

12

another subject as to whether female students should be in-

13

volved as well.

In

14

But let us rattek to themale ,sex at the moment

15

and say that at that point:
- the student would know exactly when

16

and where his National.Service would be.,

17
18
19
20
21

Now what I would like to do is give you the,opportunity to discuns thin, Concept and see if there is any
.Support

support

fOis up.am.your Executive, Committee,

:to look into setting up the maChinery with the Federal Establishment to explore it further. So the floor is open for ails=
.7^

g-,

eususion.

FROM THE FLOOR: Bill do •we loam who will head
24

that Committee?
Will Jim Kano still? That it

has'Os Cbstitt0e.

1

been reappointed under the new administration?'
THE CHAIRMAN:

3

As far as I know, Jlm - Kane will.'

John Parks, your head went up.

Do you have any,

4 .additional information on any reshuffling of the President's
Committee?
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DEAN JOHN PARIS:

No

I 'don t, Bill,but I just

wanted to know what sort of response you had from then,
8

any, to this suggestion?

9

THE. CHAIRMAN:

Well I had not explored tnis with-

10

Jim Kane, because before we stepped outside of this group,

1
• 1

muted to see if this was an acceptable proposal,
'
or what no--

12

din-cations thereof

or we could drop it completely and try

to continue to live with .thewaisting situation.
14

' Bob Howard.

13

DEAN HOWARD: Do, we have any indications from any-

16

body within the Federal Establishment that there is interest'

17

in this?

18

Are there straits in the wind that get batik?

19

TOE COA1MMAN: 114,11, the one straw ham t.settleldr

20
21
22

down yet..
In Januarys I explored this with Johnny:
Johnny is 100 per cent for this.
(Laughter.)
And at that time it appeared as though there would
be a clear road.

I don't know if I can nay any more!

But

DEAN HOWARD:
3

You don't need to!

THE CHAIRMAN: But if his appointment is confirmed,
we will have a very strong ally.
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We have several questions: Bill Jordan and then
George James.
I would like to endorse the general

DEAN JORDAN
8

idea of this.
ite notion that if you take a mountaineer out of

10

the hills of Kentucky, and give him an M. D. and have his. go

11

back, or a black Out of tie ghetto And have his go back

12

it

.eeemsto Me is erroneous, and the only way to .... one of the
best ways to get service to these areas is to hav&such a"

15
16
17
•'18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

The question that I would like to ask is, you limited this .to health, as I underStand it.

I have heard in

the past that this might be a such brooder kind of universal it:oath service-, including many other areas beside* Just health.
Perhaps we would have a stronger case

if we could find other

groups to combine-with.
TIDE CHAIRMAN:
DEAN' JAMES:

George• James.

I would just •like to raise two questions

Connection with it:
First of all, ifthe:war,Oantinuesi,',then its value
to obvious as an alternate And an opportunity of putting in

28
service

in

addition to the Army.
On the other hand, if the war is over

haps we could hope that it would be soon

and per-

then I wonder if,

there would be enough push behind such a move to get. it actually done

because here we would be mandating sort of a

required service on the'part of young physicians

whereas

other groups were not being asked to participate in this kind
of a mandated service:
So I don't know whether I would feel right about
10

forcing physicians into this type of a program, if no 'other

11

groups were exposed to it.

12
3.
L4
15

The second aspect of it is, how would it work?
Are the people who are going to control it going to be individUals that we would have a good rapport with? ,
If it is operated by people who have as the basis

16- - of their things that motivate them the improvement of medical
17

practice, the improvement of amdioal training, if they will
give assiipieents to research, to internship and residencies

19

and'Spikcialixation, and so on

20

their allocations, than we would feel more

21

if they could include that in
MOW*
.

But if it falls into the hands of certain poli.

22

tical groups, that would like to take the pieple. and spread

23

them around the country and drastically interfere with train-

24

ing programs and priorities, then it could be -poor.

25

So a whole lot would depend on who runs it, how

29
such influence we as an organization would have on who these
people are, and how it operate*.
THE .CHAIRMAII:

I think these are two excellent

points, and I night just comment on one of them:
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I don't know how much difference, whether the
Shooting in Vietnam goes on or doesn't

s going to sake to

the picture in terms of our commitment for defense around the
globe.
Secondl,v, the .problems

at the

urban ghettos- and

10

the rural health vacuums are not going to clear up, and I

11

don't see 'anything drastically changing in the next ten or

12

fifteen or twenty years.

13
'14
15

But the second question you raised, George, I think
would have to be looked at very carefully if, the machinery
should develop to continue to explore this.

16
17

I think we have several other comments to make.
Warren Bostick

18
19
20
21
22
23
24

I think your hand'SaS up first.

DEAN BOSTICK:
add.

Ihave„adma remarks

George, to

I have sdise reservation*
I think thirre is sass real merit on this
-

but it

still could so easily turn out to put another layer of res•ponsibility on the part of dui graduates, rather than to,,.
relieve the

of One.

I admit that there are many demands for service

25
in various categories, as you said there, and others layered

30
upon our student*.

But I think that the real world seldom

ends up by clearing everything up into one nice, neat package
It end* up by adding another layer.
And I have always felt that a young physician,
who comes into the world of early medicine with many
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gatiOns

and I wonder if what we won't end up by doing *-

just adding Another one,.
I would like to say,01
!
- I would also like to sat,
• that this would have an entirely different complexion

FAY

10

mind if something, in general., happened to the draft;

11

you know, it IS being seriously challenged now in terms of

12

Constitutionality, particularly in a peculiar Situation when

13

we are not really it'war,.at least,. legally..' And I would.

14

late to see us get into that thickset, and end up by having

15

our young ; men

16

training

17

and more now as clerks, getting out into the community,

18

a fors of service in addition, as a byproduct, a very desirable

19

MM.

20
21

who have spent so many,'many 'yearis in their

and a lot of their training is interns, and sore

AndI have some real.reservat tans' as to whether.,*his
is really the right tills to push this.

22

TIM =AIRMAN:

23

Before galling on the next discussant, I would

24

like, to mention that we have four student representatives
with us

Thank you.

and we certainly want to welcome the

to join in the

1

discussion,
know that this particular agenda item affecta.

2
3

their future too.
I would like to identify them:
. Would Bert King of the. Student Health Organization
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6

please stand?'
(Mr. Bert Xing rose.)

8

That is Bert Xing.
Maurice Weise of the Student National Medical As-

10

sociation.

11

-FROM THE FLOOR:

12

THE CHAIRMAN:

ars

13

From the S. A

M. A., we have Bob Graham.

14

(Mr. Robert Graham rose.)

15

And Peter Andrus.

16.

(Mr. Peter Andrus rose.)

17

So that we would ve-lcome you

18

Not here yet

I don't believe.

is not here yet.
Bob.

in the discussions

that take place.

19

Yes, please?.

20

FR(11 THE FLOOR: I have two comments, or a question

21.
22
23
24
25

and a comment:
I think that so far as women go, perhaps one of
the minor items is that we should certainly not consider them
in the same category.
'Dough, in many ways

I think that we have

it difficult

for women to enter the field of medi-

1

cine, and I think adding this sort of, service Will not permit
family obligations,andfamily formation,' and X think it should
not be nondiscriiinatory, here

that we should bediecrilar -

- insitoryi
The second point in

I wonder it the American Med-

ical Association has discussed this, taken any position -on
it -have any answer to it

either at the Committee level or

$ome other?'
9

1
THE CHAIRMAN:

Which group?

10

FROM THE:FLOOR:

13.

THE CHAIRMAN: As far an Viola. no.

12

Harry?

13

DEAN GORDON:

14

THIVCILAIRMAN:

A. M. A.

I would - like to
I think the recorder had asked me

15

tO'have eVerybody say their name loud and clear so that she

16

can, hitie.it e4the record.

17
18

•T1

19

,DEAR GORDON: Dr. Gordon, _Einstein Coilo

ao
21
22
23
24

CHAIRMAN: Dr. Gordon

Medicine:
I-wOuld like to know whether this is going, to be '
voluntary or compulsory?
If it LO Volusary„ X would be for' it. If it is
compulsory, I would is against it
seen any evidence:- I

simply because X haven't

an, generally, as represented0.-

A
least, by the Congress
2

or the state legislatures m

have-7

peen fit to take their responsibilities for health 'services
in the
And I can't, quite see singling out the medical_stu-
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dents for this.
them

If some of them — and there aren't *any
. .A. of
,.

- want to volunteer for this

I think they Should- be

encouraged' in every possible way'so that they perhaps could
8

take this kind of service instead of Military service.

9

after all, that is a - itiluntary issue, for the students.

But,

10

can't see it as a compuliory one in the present

11

lack of real consitnent to taking care of health services,

12

however.

staie of

otir

13

Tag CHAIRMAN:

14

George Harrell.

15

DEAN HARRELL: Harrell,- Penn State.
"
I had occasiOnl a ,couple of months ago, to throw.

16
17
18
1920
21

:out the idea an a trial balloon OVA- period of national service, not national medical service
idea

but -calling up Will Jordan'a

I expected the roof to cave in,-- but it did not, Bo

I _think that the climate say be such that; it would be worth
it to go on a such breeder basis than siaqaly medical grad-

22
23
24
25

THEMAIRMOUr Sort of the Mormon Cburch approach.
John Deitrick,
- DEANHDRITRICK:

•
Well

I would , hope that before

34
1

the establishment would make such a commitment as we are
talking about here .that the students might be given an opIn other' words, we would be already

portunity to vote on it.

establishing what we think is good for them to do.
And as far as I am concerned, the problem that you
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6

raise goes far beyond the E. D.'s.

It takes in social worker

and nurses and
8

FROM TEE FLOOR: Teachers.

9

DEM' DEITRICK:

And the problem, I think, is much

10

broader than just the medical school, ,and goes far beyond jus

11

the medical school M.

12

scratching the surface, and you ought to be exploring, but

13

/ would be opposed
to taking on and assigning medical student

14

or any student to do work of this kind, unless. the whole so-

15

ciety takes on such more responsibility.

16

THE CliAllUtnis.- May ire perhaps

17

graduates.

I think you are only

John Parks

and

I would like to call OD the students the*.

18

DEAN PARE: George Parks, from George Washington.

•19

You have presented this in such a broad fashion,

20

, Bill

that I wonder if one of the feat urea of it may not

get

21

lost in the discussion, namely, thslact that there in a pen'.

22

of trio years required iiiIitary service?

23

proposal as a distinct advantagement in the management of

24

this Portion that is already with, us of the -federal program,

25

a matching Plan - in 'Which the young man mould have an oppor-

And .I'could pea your•

35
tunity to express his desires.
And I should think that we should not lowso this
.s4Vastage in discussing the Whole community and the ghetto and
whit not.
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THE CHAIRMAN: So it could be tied to the fact that
we are already under special legislation
DEAN PARES:

That's right,

THE CMArRMAN:
n

And it is just a matter of broaden-

it.
' Would the student representatives lite to comment

on this?

MR.

Lumwr

KING:

While I do feel that a program

of this sort might go tar in alleviating some of the health
problems of poverty, areas with the use of physicians in such
Programs, I would think that the approach should also include On examination of the military utilisation of physician
manpower, which, I feel, is very wasteful.
And the question should go much deeper than just
prisposing a certain number to the military and a,certain number
to the civilian service,
THE CHAIRMAN:
Bob?

Thank you, Bert. Peter or Robert?

Any comments you would like to bring up?
A- STUDENT:

I am not sure that I would have a

great deal to add, Over and above the principles that have

already been discussed here.
2

I would emphasize

3

have been made about the timeliness of this consideration.

4

I think that if one were to interpret the feeling or the spirit

5

that is abroad in the land among the students, or among the
younger generation
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I think, the two comments that

7

I think it might be said that 'if this ,

program were handled correctly that you might find rather
ride.based support.

9

'

And as to .- I'would take, exception with the

one

10

gentleman who was reluctant to include the female students.

11

I think perhaps we are moving now to just dropping this ar.

12

tifioial separation of the sexes.

13

nom

14

04uEhter.)_

15

A_ STUHEHTt

16

AO

THE FLOOR: That im prittY good!

At least, consideration!

Bert hue raised the question already, we are

17

dealing in an aria)Ohere there is already sensitivity and

18

artinng feelings about the 'military, about indentured service
,

19
20

to the government: '
There are those who wish to serve, but they are
very sensitive abodi the context in which they serve, and
the moraldeterrentOthich they feeli-AO do sOmethingtollacton

23

able to .theniselvies,

24

THE CHAIRMAN

25

Any 'other comemants

Thank you,
Yes?

37
FROM THE I'LOOR:

Yea.

Grassi from Iowa.,

I would like to say that the -last comment here -.
in the seise that it concerned me a bit regarding the.origin
of this particular suggestion -- and it bangs on whither it is
voluntary or involuntary.
If this body is responding to a request by the
federal government, this is one thing.- 'e are rgjving theta
feedback.
If it is originating in this body, then I would
like to feel that you are talking about a voluntary type of
unless the commitment originated from the students

commitment
themselves.

So if it is voluntary and it originates from this
body, that is one question.

it is involuntari

haps the federal establishment should be making
this body for further discussion.

then perrequest of

I think there is an la.

portant difference here that should be clarified.
THE CHAIRMAN:

I think one of soy worries

frankly,

is that we have been reacting involuntarily too -much of the
tine.

And the effort here was to act voluntarily, to
lead the federal establishment into something that :had a broad,
base of support,

we are
And I really want
- to clarify that

not talking *boat adopting anything this morning, just that
if *here ito enough support to set up the Machinery with all

38
peOpls affected, including the student -organizations, to look into: it fOrther, or; on the Other hand, to drop it, and say
there is no consbnaus in this group, if the student's -want to
originate it, then they certainly can

from their end of the
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is there any further discuss
this?
•

MI TAYLOR: , I would lika to maks one comment.

ThE CitAIRMAIO:
10

•I think you were first,

and than Warren BostiCk..
FROM TSB MOB: I would like to support it, in terns

11
12

of the objectives* in general.

13

v ation

16
17

But I would have *hi* reser.

I was thinking that a program that .involved just

14
15

Ike Taylor .

compulsory service might not be is the
the people served.

best interest* even of

If it is voltaitary, then I an in support ot

it.
If it is not* I think it sight result in the act,

18
19

that

20

individual is doing this because he has to do it, and he doesn't

2/

have-a basic interest in the problems that they have.

11111lny

of the people being served might sense that this

And it

night not work out to be a very good service that was ren7
dared.
For that reason* I would have reservations, on it an,
a compulsory.thing,

THE auzame

Taylor.

FRIA TIE yid:ion:

•

Taylor, North 'Carolina.

don't have anything really new to add to the

ail"-

mations so far, and all of the cautions and concerns certainly
are.very_ real.
•

OD the .other hand, if you want eZpressions:ot op

Los from the group, I want to be on record' as generally
favor. of this 'kind of approach to meeting the needs of society
for health tiervices.
10
11
12
13

In et state and your., Bill I don't tie* how we
can possiblY rain the need for phisiCian

services and other

health personnel services, given adequate total amounts of
manpower, without eons kind of structured- system, which can -

'lead to the proporutilistsition in terms of -distribution of this
15
I think, as an ftaliPlito in north Carolina, of the
17

absolute; abominable nedtcal -conditions -which exist in Our

• 18
prison system, and for which, in the present free enterprise
3,9
morbid

there appears to be absolutely no solution.

And

20
these

problems of this sort, as well as tho problems of the

21
and of the rural area, ars so compelling- as to make

as state

I hope, With Some *aphasia, -- that I think that

23
conversitiOns about thiai kind of thing should go forward
24
• keeping in mind the dangers which have been cited.
25
THE CHAIRMAN:

Thank you.

40
I think Warren Bostick is next and then Fritz Redlich.
'
DEAN BOSTICK:

I -.just want to make the comment that

I think the discussion to, me implies that it won't remain
voluntary very long; neither,did the Army.
THE CHAIRMAN: Fritz.
DEAN REDLICH:- Fritz ,Redlich, Yale.'
I would favor
vice

IMAM

'with very involuntary militant ser.

with involuntary service in the general health area for

physicians of both sexes, and then expanding as the second
Step to all of the health professions, which, of course ,would
require a very vast reorganization of health services, which
ought to benefit thaw, people who &met receive any adequate •
1

health service.

15

THE CHAIRMAN:

16

I think our reporter would like us to either speak
she just sent, as a distress signal,

17

louder

18

microphone.

•••••11.

Thank you, Fritz.

or to us. the

But I'think Most of us got the - message_ from Fritz.

19
-*mason.
21

DEAN NEADElt*" l''wonder if we couldn't approach this

22

by speaking to it iw,Slaort-range and long-range Objectives.

23

It seems to me that it was brought out that we have a law,
and there are inequities

and could We approach it from that

standpoint and leav ing open the long range?-

It seems 1o.Se• that anything which Will move the

1

control over our interns and residents

from the Podunkcentex

. ,mationaLpool:for - distribilt*O4
Draft. Board and put theaj* a
4

would be a distinct advantage at this point_ in time.
THE CHAIRMAN:. Thank you

Manson.
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,I think, at this point, I would like a straw vote -and I want to emphasize that there is nothing ligai about
'
8

this -- in terms of whether you want to have your`Executive

9

Committee, or , whatever we call it whin wo,adopt the by—laws,
to pureue this natter further and report back to you, step
by step or whether you want us to drop it.
So that a "yea" for the olairw vote would mean"Tes,'

13.

pleale continue to explore this, and coos back each time and

14:

give us a report on the next step and so on, and continit- to

. 10,

explore Lt.'s

16"
-17

A "nay" vote -would bet "Drop it cold; it isn't worth
your ties."'

18

May I hive a ahem Of handi'for - th'e 'yea's"?

19

(A stowing of hands.)

20

The "nays"?

21

(Aakowing of hands.)

22

I guess the "aye's" have it overwbelmingly

23
24'
25

John

De tr Jolt
'.
- .DEAN DEITRICK:

I am a little confused

We are

voting on momsthing that is rather vague,. and I- wani to

a little more sure what we are talking -about.:
It seems to me that _there As i major issue, raised
.here:
One, the adequacy or inadequacy or the bad parts
in the present draft law for the health profession, is that
the primary doctrine?

Will that be included?

Are we going

to talk about what is wrong with the present situation that
is inequitable?
I think- that without clearing this up

I would

10

have to vote "nay", unless we are certain that we have enough

11

strength to clean - up inequities which now exist, I would not

12

propose to go on with soma broad program which simply compou

13

the inequities that I think now exist.

14

the local draft board

15

Present system is not a good syStem; I would not vote to expa

16

Wunder the present system.

17
18

As related to,"med",

the system is not a good :Distant; the

But if we go ahead with this, Itbink we ought to
have one, two, three points:

19:

Mliere do you start?

20

And what do you get a hold of?

21

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes?

22

MR. FIELDS:

•

23

John- Fields from Ur. C. L

would like to say that when I voted "yea", which

24

I did, that I was voting very specifically merely to ,explore

25

this further.

1

THE CHAIRMAN:

Yes.

MR. FIELDS: And with the understanding that th
Committee would report back at every step.
THE CHAIRMAN:
MR. FIELDS:

Right.

No further license was my understandi
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wal implicit in this.
THE CHAIRMAN: Ibis is all we asked for; is whether
we were spinning our wheels or not

whether you wanted us to

explore it _further.
10.

Chuck Goulet was supposed to be here in about one
minute for that Part B of Medicare.

12
13.

haps ve can start out on the next item on the agenda, regardi
the proposed by-lavs.

14
15

Until he arrives, per-

And we would welcome

Bob Felix could not be he

Warren Bostick and Bob drew up the first round Of suggested
•by-lsnrs.

17
18
19
20
21

These were worked on by John Cooper and his staff.
They were examined by your Executive Committee, and they are
before you as for information and discuesion-for gross:inequities, changes in the guidelines approach in the by-laws,
but not the "nitty gritty" specifics.

22
23
24
25

Now we would like to have that discuesed at the
Regional meetings, and then come back in final form in Nov.
,sater.
Warren, as a member off the committee

would you ;

'like to spàkto this?
DEAN BOSTICK: I didn't know Bob was not going to
be here.

don't know that there is such to be said about

them. .
'They are quite short, as you have noticed.

You
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have noticed that we have tried not to call some of the Coma.
mittees

like it would be wise to call our central cos.

mitt*e not the Executive but the Administrative Committee,
just because the Association of American Niikiicai Colleges
10

itself has an Executive Committee, and frankly we should adopt

11

a name that should be distinctive of the Council type of au-

12'

thority structure, as distinguished from the Association

13

there

14

We have tried to ward-thie- in such a 'way that this

15

body will develop a sense of invalWesint, and not be passive.

16

Bob felt that that has been,some of., the weakness of our pre.

17

vious organization, and we would like to see it cleared up

18

little bit more, very much as it was this morning in the

19
20
21

d is cussion about the NationalService.•concept•
You will note that the Council does report an.
'wally, and it is supposed to reportannually not only to our

22

Adainistrative Board, but also annually to that Assembly, giving

23

it a certain sense of direction in that regard.
You will note that it does not spell out in detail

25

how we are going to continue our regionalization, but it says

' in a very few words that: it'existis,,and that at one time these
2

by-laws had rather extensive descriptions of:,how.the regionit,
were going to be organized, and who would be the chairmen
and 40 forth, but a little bit more mature consideration
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resinded us that that really didn't have to blunt in the bylaws, that that coU41- be.bandled- at A sore direct organizational'levelt:rather than folded into verbiage_ of the
laws..
The membership is very much the way we have been
10

accustomed to.

11

not a'member of this by virtue of your title of "Dean", and -

12

because there are various uses of that term, or there are

13
19
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

You will note that we indicate that you are

various nasal assigned to the guy that has the immediate
responsibility of running the show in his area

So we have

tried to designate in a descriptive term the Man who is
immediate charge of the administration of the educational
program leading to the M. D. degree, so he,might haver the
status of Vice President, I guess, or something like that,
but

in any case, I hope that might clarify it.
We also note that each dean is supposed to be her*.

If be is not, then for that particular meeting he may have ,
an alternative, but he is not Just to got in the habit of
having a stand-in representative, and thereby relieving him-

24
self emotionally, at least, of the obligation of being here.
25

Other than that, I think that the rest of it is a sequence

of .nomination.
•"- We do invite and have an arrangement for-a Nomin-,
ating-Cbmaittee

and how these are., bow it is put together,

it invites nominations from the regions, and with appropriate
balance within regions as they come through, and then it in-
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dicates the responsibility of the_Administrative Board.
don't know that I used to go into,muckinrthet
detail. -It:is a first stepand I think *1.1 of us would be
very appreciative of any changes or,suggestione.
10

THE CHAIRMAN:

11

Ike?

12

DEAN TAYLOR.: _Do you want toContinUe.this'discussic*

13
14
15
16
1?
18
19

Thank you.

new or go beck to the original'agenda?
THE CHAIRMAN:

Ike, if! may, iwould like: to -come

back to this agenda item, because we are:running:-.two ring*,
lith the ChUncil of Teaching Hospital* meeting next door. - And
call on your whenwe resume this discussion?.
:DEAN TAYLOR:

isa.. going to see .if my status

couldn't be clarified'as yielding at this point-'

20

•(Laughter.)

21

AIE CHAIRMAN: - I_appreciate the "gentleman from

22
25

North Carolinaiyielding to thioventleMin .lrom plinOis!
It is because they Are running their meeting so

24

tenuously.that they are interrupting it to Join us'for this

25

agenda itoni that I„-have asked Ciluck GoUlet,:the Chairman of

that Committee.the.Joint Committee of the Council of Deane
the Council of Teaching Hospitalsorancithe C. A. 8., t
sent on this item that has Come upo, Partr m Of Medicare,
it pertains to the teachinirhOstdtal
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And Matt McNulty Will also contribute to-the:dis.;.

Chuck.
MR. GNARL= GOULCT

I Would prefer to have

-TEE CNA/AMAN; Do you mulatto have Matt?
10
11
12
13
14

MR.

17
18

off, toliaVe Matt lead off, if

you would '-please.
MR. MATTHEW F. MC NULTY

Thank you

Mr._ ,

Chairman, -and I thank the delegation from. North Carolina
Ladies. and 'gentlemen, good morning:.

15
16

GOULET:=' Lead

Craner does have 401W 14andoupavthat L I- think„
are pertinent to this AMMO that we are going to--tryHtoprer
,sentireryliiefly4 and with apologies to allrof.you, because
we have our group in session, and have to return to theme ,

19
20
21
22
23
24
25

FR

THE

FLOOR:' A- lift/0 louder.

MR. MC NULTY:

Oh,. he says "A little louder".

didn't know whether he Meant his or me.
H-4iut what We are shout to do

if Vmay,
:take

gression because Umort of think it fits our consideration:
of what We are going to try to present, relates to the pa

48,
dinal in the Northeast - part of this count*, who %You-14 hold -,
2

classroom exercises in his elementary school every year, and

3

•the good nuns always tried to prepare the students for his -

4

appearance

and give various exerciSes,-

arithmetic exer-

cises*, composition exercises, spelling exercises..
And this one nun wanted to give a spelling .exer-,_
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tine, and she, was having the children rehearse it, and. standup and. give their name and - mention the word:and .spell it,
9

stand up' and spell"dog"

"d-o-g

and sit down.

And 'she _

10

had one Puerto Rican youngster in her class, who was named

11

"Jesus CordoVa", and he said,

12

going to spell 'cat'

13

I am Jesus (brdova, and lam

Ic.41-t 1";

And the Sister said,'''NOV, the Cardinal is hard -

14

of hearing, -Jesus, and be May misunderstand this.

15

don't you just stand up and Say,

16

your word

17
18
19
20
21
22

and spell it

am

J. Cordava'

and say

and sit down?

That was fine-.

And the big- day came, and the Site,
ter sits on the left, quite proud of her.
,
clase and the Cardinal comes in and sits on the right, and down the line every__ thing goes very well.
Then up stands J. Cordova,
:and J. Cordova says,' "lam J. Cordova and I, am going to spell "Scluiectady/

23

(Laughter;)

24

The Sister blanches and looks

25

So ivhy

says ,'Jesus, you can't spell

and jumps

Schnectady'!"'

up and

And the Cardini*:looks -oVerat her, puzzled,_ and:
he jumps:up and. says

"Well Sister, fOr:Christ's sake, let

him try:"
(Laughter.)
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Well, that identifies-O4r - effort this mornings
There are several Committees; the genesis of what
are to bring to your attention relates, in terms of origin]
and genesis to, largely, the Long Committee on Finance of the
Senate

several Committees of the House and Senate that Are

al/ engaged in trying to fillIbe vacuum thrtlias:reaUltimi
from the departOre and really new era

- and I WentiOn that

in terms of Appropriation and everything else
13
14

are in a new era'of trying-to do business at the national
level.

15
16
17
18
19
20

And it is an entirely,different era.1

23
24
25

no
Wehave
,
_

one to turn to now, and we, need to somehow influence all:
congressmen and all Senatorsi.in the, hopes of:eventually
finding the,ones that are going to eventually have the Power:
- posture ap-a result of respect, tenure, and all Oftbe'other
.tbings.

21
22

because we

'So that the Committeeti looking on this'istue-AO:
one of

this issue being health and the payment .of bealtb_4.

is one of national concern

because a good bit of

mail

every day is, "I can't get health care, and when I can get it,
I 'can't pay for it" -- are sort of tieing the "witch hunting":

1:

50

•

approach, *Rich is a. typical political approach at the state
level and the local level and the national level.
of the "witch hunting" has paid oft,

And some

It " is profitable.

Everythimg we do is now on tapes:
It is on tapes ins. S. A,
t is on tapes in the N. I. H.
t is on tapes in the H. LW,
And one Committee in part/Oyler has found it pos.
sible to-I:papier. the runs of billings either under Part B
or the supervision under Part A for given days of attendance,.
and at the same tine document that the individUal was on a
trip for which there was reimbursement and an honorarium was
13
14
15
• 16
17
18
l9.
20
21
22
23
PA
25

paid, and things of this type, which could arise from confusiol,.:*ich .has• been our strong point, that'really we are
talking **Out confusion, not -about duplicity.
ut, in any event, these Committees MVO really,
I would shii; interrogated aril hounded the S. 8. A. to product
sore manlier ul descriptive material interpreting the law,
What you have in hand is an attempt by the Social SeCirity
Adminiat4tiOn to do just that. .
,
This came to our attention, I think, fortuitously,
with some littlo ]*ad tine, resulting from Dr. Berson and myself beim* sOmewhat in constant attendance on Tom Tierney and
Mr, Hee! lihd' Mr. Ball.
likshowsi•to you as a draft.:

It has now been

We were hoping and urging for an issuance in the

issued.

"Federal Register".

Rules and regulations are 'issued in the

"Federal Register"; guidelines need not be issued in the
"Federal Register"
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It has:been distributed as an Intermediary
No. 372.

It bears a date of April

latter. are not given ,days

Lette4.

no day; the Intermediary

they are just given months.-

And

it is probably nos in the process of final distribution,

11

pending on what part of the country it had to go to.
. .
Now we have had the opportunity of presenting this '
to Deans in the Southern Region, in a Joint Meeting' with the

12

Council of Teaching Hospitals, and to Deans in the Great

14

Plains

14

there by Dr.u3se.

10

• 15

and Midwest Region

at the excellent seating called

We have gotten all ranges of opinion from one that

16

the document 'tat," merely what the law says and what we

17

Should be doing, to the other extreme that this is restric-

18

tive, it is prohibitive, it is a violation of personal in-

. 19
•

20
21
22
23
24
25

tegrity and

well., we could use all of the other nouns and

verbs and adjeatives and adverbs.
Now the issue is complicated.
Many of us in a flight of real eagerness would
like to see all Part A transposed as the ,law changed, and
„placed -on Part Be
Then'ifyou do a little exercise in your own in-

5
mtitution, and you say, "Well

all right

we are going to

finance the house staff through'Part.0, and they are going.
to get a fee for service for the intern service, for the
junior resident service, for the senior resident service,
for the attending service, it is pretty

those places that
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have done it have come up with the conclusion that really
the S. S. 'A, or no goVernmental agency is going to pay that
range

of

fees

and without that range of .feóstt:isgongto

be difficult to support the house staff.
10

And then there are the considerations of what

11

education and what is not education in this relationship, and

12

here you are the authorities; I as not.

13
14
15

So the issues are difficult, and that is just one
example.„ I could go on, but time is limited.
What we have Attempted to do to get at the issue

16

is to expand the Committee on Financial Principles': to include

17

tour Deans, and as Soon as we can accomplish it through Dr.
:

18

Rhodes, the Chairman of the Council of. Academic Societies,

19

we would hope to add three members from that group, and have

20

these various individuals, plus directors of teaching hos-

21

pitals, see what they can put together, in terms of their

22

best analysis, and their best interpretation, and their best

23

wisdom, and their best recommendations for an action 'position,

24

Li an action position_should be taken, and methodology for

25

impIementation of action!

53
7.

Mr.. Chairman, I think that may be the summary I=
would present.
'THE CHAIRMAN:
4

Chuck, are there any additional comments that you
would
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Thank you, Matt.

to make?
MR. GOULHT:

Just two,

'

I Vot:Id like to emphasize that :Matt said
the complication of the Part A, Part B division

and point out

that our work has been infinitely more difficult because,
10

as you know, the Part B, Medicare, is not-i, A governmentally -

11

supported program.

12

It is supported partially out of'contributions made

13

by the patient, which changes his status both:with:respect

14

.to the fund, and with respect to the services which be can

15

demand a*

in a semi*, a part-paying 'Patient.

18

It is further complicated by the fact that the

17

previous 'administration and this: administration have both

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

elected not to increase the contribution from the patient.
Therefore

the funds available for the payment of profes-

sional ,fees is limited, and it is our understanding will have
to result in restriction of payments to some fee schedule
there for physicians'. service.
I point this out because it is

if we were to

- transfer, all of these payments over to the 'Part B *lotion,
,we would be confronted with a fund that has a finite limit under

the Present arrangement., and that arrangement depends upon
an increase in the payment from the Medicare recipient

which,.

in turn, would necessitate- an increase in Social ,Security
benefits

because of its implication for other parts of the.

program.
The second is that we hay, not wished
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•

as a Corn.-.

•aittee of Financial Principles of the C. 0. T. fl. to 'approach
• this as

C. 0.-

H., but have, worked closely with Dr.

Anlyan and Dr. Rhodes in an effort to enlarge the Committee,
10

and pi. Mayer was very kind

11

an effort to arrive at a position that is acceptable

12

least, tolerable .= can we sly that. in North Carolina?

13

with us at our last meeting-, in

Or,

at

(Laughter.)
To all of the various interests. that'have a stake
n this problem.
•

CSAINILAM:

Thank you, Chuck.

Are there any questions that you would like to
direct?
We have another problem here in that Bob and his
colleagues

Lan Fenninger, Bob Marston, and Frank McKee ==

•=7

are hare, and they have only one hour with us, and Chuck is
22

leaving at noon, but Matt is available this afternoon • so

23

that if there are any direct questions to Chuck that you

24

would like to raise now, let's do it, and then we will go on

25

with Bob Marston's presentation.

55
Art.
- DEAN RICHARDSON:

Richardson trout Emory

I don't see anything in this quick look dealing
With the problem of the anesthesiology and radiology; what is
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5

the status on that?
MR. GOUIET: - The regulation's -DEAN RICHARDSON: - The so.w4alled "hospital based"
physician?
MIL, OWLET:

This we have not had a problem with

10

so far because the issue has largely concerned the payment

11

of services for the supervising physician

12

physician.

13

and the attending

DEAN RICHARDSON: You mean -who hasn't had a prob-

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23.

MR. GOHLET: Nell, the S. S. A.'s condom with the
Part B of the program has not.
DEAN RICZAR6SOM; This has been a real difficult
part for us.
MR. GOHLE'r:

Yes; oh; certainly, certainly.

But.

it has not been an issue in thia go around, you see...
DEAN RICHARDS' CU: Nell; I don't think you can we ought not to separate those two.

It seem to me that

these are part of the same package, and I believe that they
ought to be tied together, and 'ought to be looked at, at the

1
2

THE CHAIRMAN:
DEAN NELSON:

4

Kinloch Nelson and Ken Crispell,
Nelson, Virginia Commonwealth Univ-

ersity.
I would ask you to •comment on the local carriers,
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liberties or inierpretat ions or how can he

does he have

any, his representatives?
I. have been working in that general atmosphere
9

of dealing with a local carrier in trying to interpret some

10

of the fine print.

11

know it.

12

to know it;

13
14

And if this is wrong* we would like to

And if this is right

we would particularly be happy

MR - VC MIT:

,Kinloch; this. is a

very difficult area.
We are trying to get the Social Security Administration to hold regional meetings' of their carriers, at which,

17

we would try to have representation

18

present

19

of *Teaching Hospitals

the Council of Deans, and the Council

20

of. Academic Societies

to review with them how medical ed.

21

ucation is accomplished in relation to patient care

22

do not know.

23

from the A. A. M. C.

I would think of a representative from the Council

they just:

And all I can say is that some of you in the audj= have brought to our attention your problems with the
carriers.

I think, in the, three instances that you have,
2

We

have gotten them resolved in our favor and in your favor -our favor in the sense that we try to represent you.

4

It is a real area of _confusion, lack of under.
,
standing, and, really total ignorance, since many carriers have
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not dealt in this area before.
DEAN RICHARDSON:
you?

Is

In:, specific Cases

can we consult

/here we might, go?

9

MR. MC NULTY:

We would encourage it.

10

Yes?

11

THE CHAIRMAN: Zan.

12

DEAN CRISPELL:

13.

Is this the "Federal Register" document, or is this

14
15

your docuaant?
•
MR. GOOLE?:

16
17
18

in hand, is a document from the Social Security Administration.
DEAN CRISPELL:

23

Which i,s already in, the "Federal

Register"?

21
22

No, that is Federal..

MR. MO NULTY: This .andicating)„- What, you have

19
20

Then I as confused'.

MR.- MC NULTY:

Which is already in existence as

an Intermediary latter, which is a guideline document and
dOeli not have to be released :through. the "Federal Register",
so it will not appear in the "Federal Register"
-

DEAN CRISPELL:

And we still have a recourse t

Social Seaurity?
MR. MC NULTY:
DEAN CRISPELL:
MR
5

MC NULTY:

THE CHAIRMAN:

Very definitely.
We still have dialogue?
Very. definitely.
I think you ars next

Rol' then .Char Ii..
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Sprague.
DEAN RICHMAN: Richman of Wisconsiti.b.
8

An important part of this Intermediary ,letter to

9

ne is on page 2 and / would like clarification on this;

10

refers to community -standards:

11

"If the supervising Physician was present at our•

12

wry and the surgery Was performed by a resident, and

13

so on, and it states that."unless it were customary in

14 ,

Uzi community, for such services to be performed in a

15

stellar fashion to private patients".

16

Now the thing'that I think that

17'

at' least in the

setting :in which I am working, there is .no question that privats!. patients are. handled in exactly this manner on some

19

Occasions:
Cataract operations) night be a.. goodr example.

20

— I an concerned

And

with our carriers, how much do we have to

'document?
23

Is it a matter of frequency?

If on. can demon-

24

strate that in a given number of situations this occurs, or

25

certain kinds of procedures, and the statement of that is

sufficient?

Or does it have

o be that every private patient

is handled this way?
Is it all? Or none?

3

MR

MC NULTY,:

Or partially?

Hell, I think that here we probably

can only give you an opinion.
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'DEAN EIOIMAN

,Yea.

. 'MR. MC NULTy: The word_ that we have been using*
in making this four-region tour, has been to make the service
9

auditable, in other words, have a documentation.

10

The documentation

a

the type and the instance

you are citing, I think, would be juat to be able to indicate
12

that there are 's number of inntances in which this is performed

13

in this way, and not that every instance has to be. -But I
would think that it would have to .1* aiore than one,

. Rich-

_ man.
16
17'
18

DEAN RICHMAN:

Yes, yes; but your point is to be

sere that you could document that statement?
•

MR. MC NULTY:

Yen.
l

19

DEAN RICHMAN:

•
That Is the point you are making?

20

MR. MC NULTY:

Yes, sir

21

,DEAN RICHMAN:

And indicate that', and so on?.

22

MR. MC NULTY: Yee; Sir.

23

THE CHAIRMAN; I think Charlie Sprague, and then,

24

because this is such an important UM 110

25

to come back at 3:00 o'clock, and continue this discussion

Matt hasliromised

GO
eith
DEAN SPRAGUE:

Well, porhapo we could wait then.,

'until. Imveomes back.'
THE CHAIRMAN:_ Would you like-to,do-that7

1 don't

want to be deferring too many, and just start back allover
again this afternoon:At this time. it is * pleasure to welcome Bob Marln
.;on
Thank you very much, Matt and Chuck, and I appre10

°clot* your interrupting ,your program

11

to boating, you bank this afternoon.
(At this point, Mt. Godlet and Mr. McNulty left the

12
13
14

and we will took forward

room.'
THE CHAIRMAN: Bob Marston need* no introduction

15

nor does Len Fenninger or Frank Melee

16

forser colleagues who are now trying to do a tremendous job:-,'

17

in the federal establishment.

18

They are friends and-

And Bob, the floor is yours, and I understand that

19

there will be plenty of time for an exchange in the discussion

20

of Bob's comment.

21

Bob.

22

DR. ROBERT Q. MARSTON:

23

I eontinue'to have to work under constraints.'

Thank you;

24

am getting used to this, but Bill reminds me of the problem,

25

and John Cooper says "Don't. talk long."

.(Laughter.)
° But I will be passing out

and later I have got

about fifty copies, and there are more than fifty people he
I have got some more coming down

is an outline of eons

of the organizational and budgetary things that *are present
at least, as of this time this spring.
I have prepared this for a sooting with the Pro-.
feseOrs of Medicine last week in Ailantic City.

But it does

give i summary of some of the areas of concern, I think, to
,this group

and I thought that you might like to have it Passed

out.
'The budget is one of concern to us
to you.
14

and concern

I won't try:to go over it in _detail,
Let se'say` that when one compares the 1969 budget

15

and the .April revision of the 1970 budget for the totality

16

of W. I It.

17

lars, but the difference in dollars, is'sinus _$985,000. Soo

18

essentially, we are talking against a base of 1.5 billion,

19

of essentially the Same budget for 1969 and the setae budget

20

for 1970, as propOsed,at present.

21

the difference in dollars

The refiearch grants' will be increased by a 9.6i

22 .million figure.
23
24
25

not' constant dol-

This includes 'increases of 3.2 million for

planning.
You will get all of this in

at least half of

you will get it'. on the basis of what I have at present:

62
1

(Laughter.)

2

•

3
4

The other half will get it when the material gets_
down, 'which lam sure it will.
Well, the increases, in essence o _of_family,planning, are 1.5 million for the
, new, Eye Institute, and 4.9
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6
7
8
9
10
11
12

•

13

million for now.competing grants, and built-in requirements,
such as the Heart Drug Study and the grant-supported Dental
Institutes,
The training area is the area of the greatest
concern to us, and certainly it was of the greatest concern
to the Chairman of the Department of Medicine, and has been
of greatest concern to most groups that I have talked to
along with the problem of student loans.

14
The situation with the training grants is not
1.5
easy to summarize, but let me start by saying that there has
16
been no increase in the number of training grants from the
17
N. I. H. since about 1963.1964.

There has been an increase

18
in the dollar level up until more recent years, but the numbe
19
has stayed essentially constant, and this was atter a very
20
rapid growth in the training grant programs.
21
We started this year with a reduction of some22
thing over seven million dollars for training grants and
23
fellowships, and then there was -- under the concerns of the
24

additional budgetary constraints with the Nixon budget, at

25
one time, a consideration -- I don't know how serious -- of

1
an additional 94 million dollar cut.
2

This finally cane out.

as an 11 million dollar additional cut.

3

I must say that our attention was focused for some

4
period of time on the larger figure, and there was a certain
5
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degree of relief that the cuts, were not greater than they
'Ur*.
7
Now I want to make it clear though that I don't_
8
think the training grants could have escaped the type of
9
exercise that we have had to go through in recent weeks and
10
months without serious cuts.

I think one has sort of two

11
universes to think about:
12
One, the 1970 budget when, by any criteria that
13
I know of, there would have been significant cuts.
14
And then the problem of the fact that there has
15
not been growth in this area, that there will be questions
16
in the future about the training grants, because they do
17
serve a variety of purposes.

Indeed, about half of the dol-

18
lars -- about 97 million out of the 1969 base of 197 million -19
goes for the support of things that might be called the en20
vironmental

the environment for training, and about half

21
for stipends.
22
In other words, half of it goes for the payment
23
of salaries, and the purchase of equipment, and this type o
24
thing, and only half of the training grants for the actual
25
support of the stipends forth* people who are in training

programs.
. Nell, you know as such about training grants
I do.

all

You know the place, the role they play in your in-

stitution.

We hear, over and over again, that they have
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been the meet valuable type of support that *any areas have
gotten over the years.
Well, let me not go further, other than to say
that we are concerned about thili approximately tin per cent
9
proposed reduction this year, but sore than that, I think,
10
about the whole question of whether the training grants --11
the need for moose method of justifying the purposes of the
12
training grants in a wey that has been more effective than
13
has been possible 'over the lost four or five ymmarso or indeed
14
to find some other sedumism that may more accurately describe
15
the purposes of these grants.
16
Wow the clinical research Centers
17
going to tick these off in almost telegraphic stile18
clinical rememarch center* have for some time now been bor.19
dering on the verge.of how do you adjust to increasing hos20
pital coats, when the dollars allocated, to the clinical re.
21
search centers; have not been able to keep up?
22
And we are examining a number of possibilities,
23
including tie imesibility of allowing a third party payment
24
of sons of the costs of the clinical research centers, real25
ising the problems that this raises

and realising the no

cessity to maintain very strictly:the principle of acceptance
of the clinical research centers being independent of the ,
ability of the patient. to. pay.
In the health professions education and manpower
training area
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five million dollars was added.

This was one

of the few areas across the Department's budget where addition
were added to help -medical schools increase enrollment in the
1970 academic year.

And I.would like to come back at this

point and speak in some greater detail, and tell you where we
10

are as ofthis morning, at least in our thinking

11

I think we have got 'a different situation -- and I

12

will say this now and then I will repeat it

13

think we have got a different situation than, prObably, vie hay

14

ever had before:

15

n a moment'

That is, that we have an opportunity, at least,

16.

today, to talk about something that is going to be proposed

17

and publicly debated before the Senate Appropriations Com-

18

mittee in open, hearings sometime in June.

19:

ao
21
22

So there is no way for me to be pinned down and
tell you precisely what the ground rules are.

But it. is pos-

sible.for me to toll you something about the background, and
-where we stand at present and then 'ibis organization and the

23

individuals have ample opportunity to make themselves heard in

24

June.

25

It is, I have gathered, something of a contrast

66
from the previous subject that you have had under discussion,
however.
The dental health activities are shoeing an in4
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crease of seven hundred thousand

$700,000 primarily to

support training of ,dental
The student assistance, which includes trainees,.
scholarships and loans in the 1.970 budget, provides an in
crease over 1969 of 4.8 million. .but this is almost all, for
expanded enrollments, and I know that you will want to go

•10

into this in a little more detail.

11
12

Oonstruction grants are belOw those of the 1969
year.

It is always hard, in the construction area, to have,

from year to year -.0 there is an increase Jot 10.8 million,
14

however, for construction grants to medical, dental and related "schools.
-2'here is, also, as you know, a zero figure for
research construction, but now there is the authority under
the new manpower legislation for the payment of those portions of research construction needs which are required by
the educational needs.
The Library of Medicine: shOws, a slightly higher
budget than the 1969 level.

The grants,'however.; are 1,2

million below the 1969 level, and the direct operations primarily .in "Medlars" are 1.4 million above that figure.
The principal area of decision was the implemen-

tat Ion of the Litter BillNational Center for Biomediwa
Communications, and this, the increases here have been deferred in the 1970 budget.
The buildings and facilities direct construction
on the N. I. H. grounds have been eliminated in tot* with
the exception of repairs,
By any criteria, this is a tight budget.

I think

that it is a disappointing budget- f.or the Secretary and his

roduced

staff.

I think that it is a disappointing budget for all

of mi....
.The Prime profiliaiiire,the. background of the Viet..
.0milt war and the inflatiOnark presainms

and those have not

e collections of the

shown signs of ,easing /*Xi:
/At age tUrn,..* somebody knows how to work this
(indicating slide projector); let's shot, the other one first

tunic.
We have decided that I would continue talking,
, because of the time limit, .rather than shifting and having
different people here.
This is a Mimeo that I haven't quite signed yet,
I tore off the top and the bottom on 11.
Me first slide wee shoen.)
We are in the process there of trying to work-out
the details and, indeed, the propomed guidelines

well,

firet, our immediate problem is to work out testimony for

6
the Senate Appropriations COmmittee„- And what I would like

to 0, over

the next few minutes, isjuit_laY as emir of the

cards on the table with you as possiblp.
We propose to getatic many of the cards on top of 7
the table as Possible before the Senate Appropriations
Document from the collections of the AAMC No to be reproduced without permission

.inge

and also

ityou.want to see them in the last line

here, to be sure that both the substantive and the Approp.
rittion Congressional COiamitteeit'are thoroughly informed
concerning the proposal to have a --. I guess 'special, ape-.
,.
program" Were the words that you need back inFebruary,
Sill.
Lt op say -that no one looks on this as being an
uncomplicated emarclee

I Will try to point out the biggest

red flags, as Ise* them, andlon and Frank, as far as their
opinion* are concerned,
Mara was a:prOposal in response. to a request to
Come up with all of the ideas of what one sight be able to
do in 1970 or probably soon, as the critical manpower pr biome.
There was a-proposal forwarded brey office in
February, 1969
22

commenting on the social demands for greater

medical services.
, and the perception that the medical schools
and other professional schools in the country were under
considerable pressure, from a variety of sources, to do Some,
.
thing about the manPoeer problems, and that under these cir.

cumstances that the federal government Should re-examine
2

its role, not just from the standpoint of enticing or coercing or stimulated increased anabers, but in recognition that
these pressures did exist in the field and at least in many
parts of the country.
We proposed a program to assist schools to expand
beyond their presently anticipated enrollments, and that in
round figures the cost would be about ‘twenty million dollars
for an increase of A thousand students, and that in view of

10

the,uncortainties of funding in future and past years, that

we 'would propose that full forward financing occur.
12

And that is that you have twenty millions

13

tagged to the students an they_go through the first

14

third

15

realising that the first year might well cost more.

and fourth years, roughly five million a-year,- but

16
r7
18
19

The concept of having additional federal funds
available was one that Was, ,I think, enthusiastically on-domed.
The'.dollars began slipping, and In actual-feet,

20

ended up with a rive million dollar increasedamount, and

21

with thirmuggestion that five-million dollars he found else-

22

whereia the 8110044. improvement grants. y

23
24

In all Candor Ihis'raistid very serious problena
in My 'staff, in terms of whether one could indeed be of major

25 :skepistenoe, if ontiodidn t have a major increase in the dollar

70
level of support..

•

Well, thin.ie,abere we are at present.
0

So

the gon/ to be explored is the creation of a

thousand additional first-year places, commencing in 1970,
•
and in four yearn total onrollsent mould by up to four thouDocument from the collections of the AAMC 1\1 to be reproduced without permission

sand.
No owe in fixed on these as absolute figures, letse say.

There is no contract all along the line, and these

have been ball perk figures, and an attempt,, andthis‘-is qui
*- 10
11

•

different than a procureMent Contract.
To- achieve:thin k they earmarked ten million dollar

12.

in special project grants for this.progran five Million

1

dollars new,and add On dollars under very tight negotiating

14
15
16
17
18,

-circumstances

fivetaillion.from, it Om prior authoriz-

*tient but that iereally:fros the dollar* that would 410fitt_
been presentin the special improvement grants, mould have
been proposed to be present in the special laProvement grants
independent of this program.

19
And that raison problems of competition between
20
21

profeasions, of competition between

for dollars that, per

lisps, mould have been available for stabilization of schools

22

that were in serious financial 'plight and such.

23

it is one of the places that / voeld put a red flag.

24
• 25

And I think

tot es say that the difforenoe between the pro„autliorisatiOn.level .- I mean

the proposed approPriat

level, and the actual authorization level, is fifteen million daltars.
Po the constraints that one has at present are
the Prelident s !midget, which, with the present tone of Congress, it may be very difficult to get any change in this.
/ an saying that there is nothing

that there is no abso-

lute top on here in terms of having _a bind,„as far as the
authorization ceilings under the special improvement thing
the special project thing.
10
11
12
13
14

Now we had felts, after.'talking With a ninaber of
people, that a portion of the funding for the program ought
to be, shoukl be vieWed as product cost given this year, and
think from the chart this will ma.ke clear what I "mean here
aCtually.

15
16
17
18
1S1
20
21

But, in addition, there should be an operating
cot, averaging about five thousand dollars the first year
pledged

that :the future funding of approximately fifteen

million, twenty million, twenty-five stilhon, for the next
three years, but dropping to twenty 'million in the fifth and
anbsequent,years would be required

that the inatrument

;or administration would be project grants

reviewed on an

22

individual, school basis in open competition, but that the

23

eventual need of the schools for construction is recognized,

.24

and the need — the type Of thing that was talked about in
Texas - the need to protect the school, if there are urgent

72
and unusual actions taken in increased numbers here

that

penalty in terms of future construction would be avoided.
Student aid for additional students, will be needed
outside of anything that is done here

and again, that the

legislative appropriation Congressional Comsubstant
: ive and
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Mittees be talking

this is the kind of thing that we are

recommending in greater *tail.
And there is no way that I can get final commitsate Out of the Department or the Bureau of the Budget other
than to say that in discussing these with them that these
3:

iarticUlar items have not been=viewed as being unreasonable.
Again, I say that these, that there will be an opportunity

13

to discuss this in full before the fit/nate Appropriations

14

aittee.

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

C0121.o'

(Another slide was shown.)
See the next one, which again I_would caution you,
I would caution that you look on as a schematic type of thing,
notasa guideline'.
But the .goal is an increase 'of roughly ten per
cent in, the enrollment of the students for the .first year., •
And this looms that when'this•claes gets in the =Second year,

22

and another class of a thousand comes in

23

a total enrollment increase of tyro, thousand, and eventually

24

four thousand.

25

that you have ,got

• In other words,, looking on this as, being a

manent 'increase

n the first year enrollment class from

whatever it is .- ten thousand now to eleven, I guess it is
I may be off a little bit on that, but that the federal con.
4
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5

tribution to this, recognizing that this is not going to
amount to a full funding, would be ten million dollars the.
first year, in which one could visualize about half of that

7

being needed for renovation and repair and whatever else one
'needs to do in terms of 'start-up.
The second year you would have twice as many stu-

10
11
12
13
14

dents enrolled, and it woUkl, be ten million* plus five million,
start-up type of activity,
The third year a total of twenty million.
And then twenty-five million, and then dropping
down to a level of twenty million after that.

15
• Now the problem .at this point is to start arguing
16
about whether these figures down here should be an average
17
of ten thousand per student, or 8.5* rather than 7.5 or whether
18
• these 'figures actually are meant to reflect the cost per cap19
JAR education -- which they aren't

so again I would say

20
,that I-am prepared to vacillate a little "bit in corning down
21
22
23
24
25

here -whether I would show this schematic one

or whether I

would show one that didn't have those things- that 'are called'-„
"start-up" each year in it.
So thedetails again are things that, I think,
_appropriately, will have to be debated and wtirked.out before,

74
Congress.,
But what I wanted to take advantage of was thia_
opportunityto,sketch out, at least, where weare at present
in our thinking and ow,proposa
- Why don't I stop at this point?
THE CHAIRMAN:

Thank you, Bob.

kriOw that you can feel the questions,
And I
*a sure thi:i there are going to be a- lot of them, without my
help in introducing your former colleagues to you.
10

So the

floor is open for questions and Comments, to be directed to
Bob.

-

12
- :13

Yes, that will be fine.
,DR. MARSTON: Hi:

• 14

FROM THE FLOOR: Dr, Marston.

15

DR. MARSTON: Yea?

-16
'17

FROM

THE FLOOR:

In the:field of student aid, are

there any special provisions for special aid to the deprived

is
students?
19
DR. MAESTOW,t, To what? ,Special aid, to Who?
• 20
,FIOM THE FLOOR:
21
ically deprived
• 22
23
24
25

To the students that are econom—

and educationally deprived, that we are beim

asked to take in increasing numbers.
DR. MARSTON:

Lan.

' MR. LEONARD FENKINGER:

Well, the provisions for

scholarship aid are on the basis of a_formula.of ten per cent

75
of the total enrollment this year, it will be the total
enrollment times two thousand dollars is the total amount that
• a school can receive for scholarships.
The increase of 4.8 million dollars in student
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aid is' actually to take Care of the fourth year class, Which
is now _included.

You reiaember that the Scholarship :grants,

have gone tip one year at a timer and we will now be funding
all four'years

and ,frankly all of the Student aid increase

- ntering class so
year class, or the now e
in for the fourth
,
10
that the fourth -year class cali'get their money, 'based on 'the'
21
formula of ten per -.gent of the total enrollment ,times two,

12
thousand dollars.
13
- And this is the legal limit.

It is up to the .

14
sdhoOIS'to tae

the funds as they Will: to aid those students

15
who are from particular

in particular financial need,

16
however.
17
DA. MARSTON:

I think we sort of get caught in

18
three areas with broader considerations:
19
The library problem, or the ,--- well

I think we

20
have Buffered by the problem of libraries, in general as part
.21
of -'iMat deal.
22
In the student loan and scholarship area, there
23
is no question but that the concern about dollars, and to
24
atm, then' towards guaranteed loan programs, as opposed to
scholarships and the types of things that we have had, was

76 "
1

a reason for our constraints.
,And then the construction problem has-beeoa part

3F

of the bill, also.
,Does that answer your question on it, AWtr77
PROM THE li*LOOR:
BR. FENNINGER1

Yes.
Well, I sight just add'that- as far,

8

as bane are concerned, it is anticipated that the students
,
will be turned to the Guaranteed loan Program in the Department

9

of Education. ..,.Office of Education,

10

DR, MARSTOW:

11

PRESIDENT COOFIR:I have had some contact with

22

John Cooper.

these programs.

13

I have had the pleasure of

14

FROM 1ER FLOOR:

15

PRESIDENT COOPER:

A little louder, please.-.
I have had the pleasure of work

18

ing with Bob on some of these health manpower problems.

17

think that it is clear, Bob, in the presentations that you

18

have here, that What we are talking about is funds here for

19

increased enrollments

20

will be involved with a new Health Manpower Act, which will

21

and that the later parts of this plan

.extend or replace the one that is now in force
:

22

_So, as^one looks down the roads well reallyi_sOvae,

23

of these things will have to

24

Act.

25

CVAD

under a new Health Manpower

Secondly, this doesn't,

,A

anyway, compromise

programs or attemPts to provide

if we can gó

it -- sup-

port for the present student enrollsent, to maintain the
viability of medical schools, to carry on the kind of progra
that they are now -- or the number of students that they are
now training and educating.
The two questions:
One is, this is just a program for increase in
8
9
10

-student body, and doesunot, -in any way, compromise attempt*
to get some kind of support for the present level- of enrollMeld

11

Whather'this can be done or not is another matter.

12

And secondly,

13

DR. MARSTON;

14

this -- If I can answer this first

15

million dollar program with five'million dollars new money.

Well, I think the onty problem on
IS that At is a ten

18

_So it aoee mean that the Other things

17

professional school*:

18

the Order of 6.1 - million, rather than new money óf the order•

19

of 110. million.

20'

incl9ding_other

be . compoting.

oellvmoney of,

And this predictably will raiSe:diecuSSion* and

21

problems among schools ofpharmacy,-,veterinary-sedicine, and

22

all-oUthe:other schools.:

23 •

- 11R.-YRNMINGER* Dentistry, parti-cUiarly-

24

DEL MARSTON: Dentistry, yes, especially on this.

28

So the question is, conceptually does it comprori

78
miss?

And the answer is no.
Actually, it will be-viewedas
PRESIDENT COOPER:

I was actually looking down the
-

road a little farther, in attempting to get programs over
the years ahead

- not in this particular special improvemen
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gran* program, but looking over the years ahead at some ,kind
of a program for support of the on-going programs of the
medical schools, especially if we -are going to be faced with
the kinds of cutbacks in other areas of support, which have

10

been very 'deeply

.are very deeply involved in the fabric,

in the operating costs of a medical school.
12
• 1$
14

DR. MARSTON:

Well, let me

let me answer this

in Smother way, because I think that' it is a very important
question:

15

1 -don t

we propose that this not be viewsklast

16

an add-on toIbe support meChapipm that we have at

17

basic improvement grants, other aspects of special improvement

18
19

grantsv construction,-and student assistance
basic things that we have - to, do-.,

• 20
21
22
23
24
25

to -take -the,

.0n. the other hand, I think that it ishOuld - be:Joo*ed
on as something of an experimental progralcinvolving in the
totality relatively snail numbers of dollars and a proportim
'of the student enrollment increased needs that we are talking
about-.
If you look at this very garefUlly, and if it -cones:

79
out the way I havivpixt it on the board

this_motilt.be. the,

first Sort of sustaining part of dollars not requiring constant increase in numbers that we would have,. because:, you
know, it is a one-shot increase, and what we ,have proposed,
5

is that, the dollars go on from that point

on.
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Now your question, I mean,,you can question what
7

will happen when the manpower legislation, which will be in-

8

troduced for extension about this tins next spring, comes

9

up.
It *some- to me that what this would do Would in-

,10

but ,tt would,

11

deed -- it wouldn't be underway next spring

12

give

13

in terms of the ability of institutions to increaseunder

14

conditions, a*lost emergency condit ions, their enrolbloat

15
16

And they Would- hair* a'lot more in ormation, although no eX.„,
.perience aloUg this line.

17
18

by that time we would have additional inforMation

The seoojid ,question may have been part ,of this,
was it not?: .

19

Pisa DANT

20

DR.-NARSTCtI: -0. R.

21

at3OPER:

I think that covera .

'Harold?

22

DEAN WIGGERS: Do I understand that your hopes,

23

your high hopes, are that in this special project funding

24

might be available in the 1970 budget or in the 1971

25

hopes?

your

80
• DR. MARSTON:

Well

it would have to be in the

1970 budget, although the enrollment of schools, you know,
the enrollment would occur in fiscal 1911.

The grants would

have to be _awarded next spring.
Otherwise, you would be in no position
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couldn't do it.

you

The goal would be to actually make awards

next spring.
Bill.
DRAM MAYKR:

Could you be a little more explicit,

Bob, in relation to, you know, the five million dollar "existing authorization"

you know, what would, maybe the

question should be phrased, what would those dollars have

.

13

gone to in the past if they had not been, you know, projected

14

into this new program?

15

DR. MARSTGII:

I can give you some' guesses: on this

16

Almost all of the dollars, Ben and Frank, in the special

17

improvement

1$

provement grants went last year for the problems -of insti-

19

tutions and medical schocils in seriouti financial problems.

20.

Is that right, Frank?

well, 111=44- the dollars in .ths special im-

21

MR. FRAN1E_MC UR: (Nods head.)

22

DR. itARSTON:

This year we are in the process of

23

not being able to move much beyond that — is this again

24

right?

25

But somewhat beyond that.
So in the 1970,

budget, hopefully with an 11.1 sill on

increase, one would have been able to put some 'dollars anyhow
into the increase of students

how much of this, we don"t

But, in addition, a whole new group of institu5

tions will become eligible for these grants as of tbe first

6

of July:

7'

And this is all'of'ithe sdhools of pbarmany,.and

8

all

9
10

of the schools of veterinary medicine. And I think,

predictably, since they would, for the first time
-

be competing

for these funds, that they would feel that a diversion of

21

f Ise million dollars would be taking money out Of their hand"

12

actually.

13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Now s:hools of dentistry mould as. this as protected dollars that

Would

be protected from their open corn-

petition, but this is so important _that,

tan

do you wait to _

comment further on this, or Frank?
MR. FERMI:MGM:

Mell,:I will just point out that

the new legislation under the special project grants
as one of the emphases the increases in enrollment, in addi-

20

tion, to the previously existing law, which emphasises the

21

"save the school" kind of use for special project money.

22

As Bob has already said, there are ninety-two institutions

23

which will be eligible under the law for special project

24

grants, starting

23

the first of July:

Eighteen schools of veterinary medicine.

And the eighty-odd school's, or seventy-five schools
of phariaacy.
So the five million dollars would have been dism
tributed on a 'competitive basis ron_the sale

for the same

purposes as the other special improvement grant noneya under
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the new legislation, to additional

with additional numbers

of institutions; eligible.
Now in the past- experience, ths moneys have gone
largely to school.* Of medicine and dentistry. anyway, and one
10

would anticipate that, in terse of the quality of application

11

that, this would Continue,

12

- But that is where the dollars —'the *glare are

13

being shifted for an *cream of a thauland students by en7

4

,tering in September, 1970, Over and above the predicted or

5

Jammed for numbers which the

16
17
18

schools have

between the 1968

-September, 1968, Onxelleint of first-year students, and the
1eptember.,1970 enrollment.
The schools themeless, over the two-year period,

19

had already Committed themselves to nearly six hundred et*.

io

dente,' This is a thousand in addition to that. -

•
21
22
23

24
25

TM MADMAN: Let ta. just interrupt for one minute,
that the stenographer would like everyone to -mention their
names as they ask a question.
Also, Maurice Noise, who is the Student rePreasentative of *be Student National Medical: Association

has joined

us ifter I introduced the students, and I note that he has
had his hand up too. So I wanted all of you to know who he
was.
ey question an-

IIAURICS WEISZ: May I ha
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seared?
I as going to bring a question back, up again; be:mum I as a little bit confumed in this.

It 11400111111 like that

Owe is a need for generalising increased enrollment in the
medical school; and it seems lib* to me that the moat crucial
arse of this is in .minorities, with minority students And:
you /raow, if the problem isn't addressed in this proposal
you

know; where is it addressed?.

13
And It it isnot anywhere else, why not here?
14
DR. MANION: T well *in the second point; th
15
to your question; that our proposal vas for increased dollar
lB
in student loans

it was simply to *ay that I agree with

17
your quest On.
think,the problem that we will be facing;
19
I have been disclosing; particulerly, in the last tWenty.fo
20
hours

you have a special program for the increase in

21
student enrollemmt, in medical schools, because there are
22
major and overwhelming social problem

of which increased

23
umbers is only one of the components how do you assure or
24
get any indication that by increasing numbers you actually
25
aro going to have any impact on the health problems of poop

or the distribution of physicians, and all of the rest?
. And this was the last thing we were discussing
rather vigorously that almost made as late getting down here,
actually.
And our problem is in terse of federal dollars
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handled, that ZinAow of no mechanism that one can say five
years iron now or ten years from now, that the person who
comes in under this prograa will in fact, be practicing
under these condition*.
I think
to talk this out

personally

and we haven't had a chanc

that this question should be asked and

spoken to as a part of the application which comes in and
should be lade available to the,peer review mechanism that
speaks to this.
T

But going beyond this and actually getting
know, the last thing / ever planned to do was to be permanently
in the federal government, permanently'.
Doe* this answer your question? Does this, bear o
your question? It doesn't answer it.
Ike.
DEAN TAYLOR: Bob, you may have *Mired this, but
I Isn't help asking if your projection for us today that increased class enrollments for the class entering in the fall
Of 1971 night not be inhibitory upon increasing the class
size for those schools who can do it in the fall of 1970, or
1969 as far as that is concerned?

86
grants, and special, improvement grants

and in construction

grants, in order to get ,the ,money, to qualify for moneys, have
bad to guarantee certain increases already.
Thome, the :thousand students by the fall, Of 1970,
is in Eldition to a roughly six hundred figure between 1968,
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and 1970 that was Already planned for, But we are talking
about the two4ear'increase of students enrolled in the first
,year to come out: to apProuimately siixteen hundred

hun'7,

dred already committed in present Plans of schools,- and an
10

• additional thousand -to come through this program.

11
12
13
14
15
16
• 17
is
1
20
21
22

DEAN TAYLOR:

I think that answers ex question
1

there.
- DR; MARSTON: Mr. Andrus.
R. PETER MMUS: Peter Andrus is,n;y name from
the University of Pennsylvania School'of Medicine.'
I think that you answered a very pertinent question,
poised by Mr. Weimes question, but I as not sure that it is
the question that

he

asked.

I think that what he vas putting forth

that if, is setting up

as the'

prOgran such as this, 'hick we

all agree is an eiccellent idea, and increasing the number of
• akedical students

unfortunately, you are already constrai

23

by the budgetary restraints

24

pose really in doing thiá if yoU then cannot provide, the

25

f*aiding- mechanisms for these medical students through tichalar

on you, but is there any Pur...

87
ships and through loans, to actually get them into medical
school, and take then on their way through a four-year
course?
And /'maid lila to address one specific question
to you:
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And that

he

that with regard to the argument that

has been given on tie budgetary revisions, that the decreases
in the actual grants or, scholarships and loans will be conpalmated for and more than compensated for by the guaranteed
0
11
12
13

lean program operated under the Office of Education.

what experience do _we have in the past that this is indeed
an affective funding sechaajsm for medical and other health
profession students in getting Immo?

14
15
16

And can you candidly really 'argue that this will
be an effective way to fund:these student* in the eaelait
yeers?

17
18
19

DR. MAR:MEI:
to argil* in ex" office
this as he

20
21
22
23
24
25

Now

was not able, candid'',
se

re-preeent Dr. Penning*, for

sues it.
int.

FEESINOICI:.

think/the rahools theratielVes

heal had the experience with the availability of the, guaranteed
etedint loan program from the

Ot;ice of Education to medical

*talents in their _own **hello. And I -don't

we have no

experience' with this, and therefor, I(mutt answer tha t quips.
tics.

88
Perhaps there are -those here who have had experience and know what the availability of such money is. You
10444 we don't have any aS, of detersIning.

MR. ANDRUS:• I would think that this information
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would be svailable to O. E.
But, in any case, I would be inclined to think that
guaranteed loans Would not really be an adequate

an

of

accompliehiag this.
Does the experience of the dean, in the various
10

schools bear out mY mutilation?

"11

DR. MARSTON: Let's have an answer.

12

DRAW BATSON: Batson from Vanderbilt.

13
14
15
16

I don't know that there IA a,general study on this
but spot- checks acroseIhe nation tend -to infer that

are far from anxious to use the guaranteed'nechanise for *ed.
Leal students.

17
18
19
20

bank

.PeNSIDENT COOPARi. Bob, amyl juet say that ee
have a bUllettacoadag,Out„ in which a lot of the data which
Bob has presented, ,and which he very kindly, provided te es on

the budget changes will be included
TROIA TER FLOOR:, Can't hear you.
MI Tin FLOOR* . can't beer; S louder.

3

pamozirr COOPER: Will be included.
There will also be an analysis which hes, been done
in our

in the Aseoeuttion of American Medical Colleges on

this student 1010 problem — and it is a terribly serious
problem.
In 1967, fiscal year, 11,303 student.. received.,
leans, and the loans averaged a little *VOW & t*meow dol..
lars.
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In the projected Johnson budget, 9,885 students
or tventy-seven per cent of all of the students enrolled in
the 'schools participating in this prove* — might 11•1*
*sired leans of shoat $1,150.
10

In the reductions in the Nixon budget, if the

11

average loan remains the amp 51,150, only 7,545 students

12

will be able to receive loan*. And this is only twenty per cent
at all

at the students enrolled in these school*. And the

14

estimates mbich have been lade by Dr. Johnson and oor

15

Dr. Striter in the Office, the Division of Student Affairs

16

indicates that there are about probably fourteen thousand

17

potential borrowers, eligible borrowers in these schools.

18

So this represents money to only support half of the potentia

• 16

and

borrowers at the rate that they were supported last year, or_

20

to reduce, of course, the loan to,each student, to,about $620,

21

and this is a very serious problem.

22

I wonder if lomebody iron Ihnnespee could report
n their use of the I. D. S. A. or other loan funds? There
is tiSS school that has not participated or
FROM TIE FLOOR:

90
DR. MARSTON: lennessee. Or Dube?
IRON 'TES FLOOR: I wasn't going to cont on it.
DR. MARSTON: Nog- are not from Tennessee,
FROM THE FLOOR. No, hardly:
(Laughter.)
DEAN dALLISON: Nell, we think it works very
t he.mow is coning back in, and the fund keeps building up,
sad it is, of course, self-enortizing, and .we see .no reason
to leave- this for the other.
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

DR. MARSTON: Dr. - Richmond.
(NOTE:, Is this Dr. Richmond the Dean Julius B.
Riohmond who was not present during roll call? If so, he
should be added to those present on the title sheets.)'
DR. RICHMOND: Iton, Bob, I Julia wonder if actually
is the support of students fron disadvantaged backgrounds
whether it might- not be appropriate to think of * slightly
different mechanism, and that ii as a source of federal agencies,
the Office of Reonoale Opportunity, in its legislation, does
have the potentiality for supporting educational and training
programs for etudents with dieadvantaged backgrounds,Now there hasn't been such money that has been put through that Conduit yet, but I think that while it night
be difficult fro* Congress to get appropriation* for. this
purpose specifically earmarked though Your legislation,
night be quite feasible and ,apPrOgriate, through the other.

ehannel.
And I just madaored if this night not be another
of going about it?
MR. niesuraut: I can only wir that the pirobkha
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ssr the tederel governamit

ti* mOdieel schools

is

DB RICHMOND: "oil, aoestimeat it is saratarkod.
MR. BEIYIIROBR: This is time real

T beg your
-

9
pardon?
10
DR. RIGIEMD: Boametissa it is also Oerwarked.
11
YR. nasneaca: loll, but that
12
DR. alafilaND: Boarettaiss it is sarmarked„ whereas
13
the other,agency, the attics of ZoommiC OppOrtunity, is net
14
up specifically for this purpose, to provide program.
15
NR. FISISINGIBR: loll, this is certainly a insist,.
16
bility.
17
DR. RICIDICSID: Y.
18
YR. 7A1011XGER: But there IS an effective roducti
19
in the amount of money availablo for studonts in the health
20
protestations in the WO budget*
21
- And that la the bmic problem.
22
23

DR.,MARSTON: I think m should look into th
I think that this does raise the other side of the, probles

24
though that immediately would be asked, and that is, is in
23

vestment of reautive4y large* anowitis of dollars tor riplati,"

*stall ;umbers of 'medical students a better investeeni than
other less costly for people from disadvantaged backgrounds_
who want ,to get into the health field.
But I think that me should caviare this asa posi-
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s ibility.
DRAB WIGGERB: I an just curious
.
Dr._ Wigors
.
frost Albany
whether you had a feedback.. In this, I notice
that everything had tea. cut, but was there any feedback
that perhaps these were not being handled properly and that
10
this was a reason for cutting back? Or wen.it Strictly
11
formula type of reduction?
12
13

DR. MOTOR: Well

let me comment on this one*

first.

14
You know, I guess we are sort of
15

I guess we

are overly on the record, aren't we?

16

(Laughter.)

17
Well, even ,being all the way on the re0Ord,
18
think I will have to be candid on this. The Bureau took a
19
Very strong stand against thew cuts at every Stage in terms
20

of

student loans.
There was so trade-.off, you know,- that I could

2
identify that I really 'believed between one hunk of money and
another hunk of RoneY,
think that the thing that made the student loan
problem difficult was the Problem of student loans seraglio the

3.
2

board in the federal government, and the hope, , at least, that
a movement toward ,* guaranteed loan system

3

not. for .med-e,

Leal_ students, but across, the board, would ooinehew stretcht4fb fideral dollar farther than by the things that we have,
end I think this was the poblem.
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6
People are always looking

and I mean„ I always

IT

- look too

to nee where this five million went, and what the

8
trade.oeffa were between different
9

but I think then, as Z.

perceived what was happening, that if it had not been for a
10
sort of a general feeling' that guaranteed loans would *llow 11
more people to get now than any other mechanise, that maybe
12
this would have fared better.
13
Do you wit t to crystal gaze on it;
?,
14
112111111GER:

Well, I think,what really happened

15
was that the Depaktiont ono required to find money,- ind- that . 16
in looking for money within the DePartmental budget,- ,- an nom.'
17
peted with potential Wourees outside of the Department, and
18
oukside,the federal government, the lOan program is very
19
vulnerable, !Meas., in ,a :theoretical Seam there are other 20
moneys available

from foundations, five guaranteed loans

21
from hank", from private sources, as Well as from the.federal
22
government.
23
-SO the whole loan question was a Very vulnerable,
24
one for al/ of higher education, and the health professions
23
loans- were part of that general vulnerability. And Ibis was

1

a search for moneys to reduce a federal Departmental budget
essentially, and part of the cut was tsiken from the health

3
4
5

professions loans, with full recognition '

-at least, the

information had certainly been supplied.i. that this was
indeed going to present major problems for every student who
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had to, borrow money who was going to every health profession
school, and that it was going to create major problems for lba administration of student aid programs within the schools

10
11
12
13

imiNK BOSTICK: Bostick.
•

I just want to express a thought that I know is,

obviously, high in your own' mind* and in all of ours.

A

little mathematics does show that we consider that there are

14

a hundred schools, and ob the average

15

there is roughly a hundred thousand dollars available per

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

for this formula,

school.
And that sdhool the'first,year 'ill he adding
students, and that in a,steady state there will be forty
more students in a school

and that school will be getting

two hundred thousand dollars a year
Now I think that the main thing that you certainly
must be aware of, as we all are, is that this can only be
looked upon as taking up the slack.._

And I

hope that every

effort will be made as we approach Congress to realize that
you can't buy medical students At this price the next time

95
around.

It just plain costs more that

to run the Chow.

But L certainly think, as a:starter, In an effort to get the
program you said then we will get up to a level'and then
,
continue, and this certainly seems to have sOme
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But it would be a little hard, I think:, unless,
missed the point

to run the record around again the next ,

7
time at the SAMS price, because there is the matter of con8
struction ancithing0 like that.
9
DR. MARSTON,:
10
DEAN BOSTICK:- Do I miss the :point

or

not?d

11
DR. MARSTON: No, I certainly agree with you, and
12
I hope that this

I hopLthet we have been able to make the

13
point that is in addition to the construction and the student
14
loans and the basic Improvement grants.
15
But,let Me just comment:a little:bit-op your math
16
now:
3.7
As I recall, the per capita dollars Per student
18
under the basic improvement grant is something like $340
19
dollars per student, Frank?
20
MR. PENNI:NOR:

Well, we don't know exactly what

21
it will be under the new formula
22
DR.:MARSTON:

I don't know-...rsomething like that.

23
MR. flNNIN(R:

Because the formula is split into

24
three parts
25

DR. MARSTON:- Yes.

MR

FENNINGER:

Based upon how much money is ap..;

propriated.
DR. MARSTOH:

Which already is pretty far from w a

ever the average is.
FR011 THE FLOOR:
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DR. MARSTON:

Yes.

But the second thing, it seems to

is very important, and it bears on, it goes back to a
question of saying we hive got a real problem and that these
pressures exist on the schools iiidependent of any special
10
11

program. _
•

I think just to add ón ten students to every schoo

12

in the country and $100.000 would be a very unfortunate way

13

to use these dollars.

14

something from them, and the hunks of increases

15

a voiding words like "substantial increase" and all of those

16

but I mean these should represent some change in terms of

17

the .probability of Meeting some of the problems beyond just

18

the increased numbers.

19

We really should be able to learn

I think this is a tough one.

and I am

And I agree with

20

you on you are not supposed to implement this on a formula

21

basis of dividing up the pie equally either in terms of sayin

22

that the sane number of dollars per capita should go into

23

every institution.

24

problems -- there may be some institutions that can cone in

25

with a proposal that sailed through the peer review once at

There may be ---and I don't minimize the

97
quite a. different leva;-1 of expenditure per student than Other
institutioat; but I don't know, you know, I would not 124k in
favor of ha-43.4g a

rogram that added ten students to evert

medical school in the country and put a hundred thOusand
5
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cblar formula in.
I know you don't mean this
No, but I --

DEAN BOST/CK;
DR. MARSTON;

Warren.

But I —
Just, thinking ahead.

DEAN BOSTICK;
10
DR. MARSTON;

That's right.

11
Dr. Meads.
12
DR. MEADS;

Um, are; you saying that it it3 highly

13
unlikely that Congress will restore the Cuts in the student
14
loan Program, and therefore everybody, all of us in this room
15
better start looking to other .sources for our class next
16
September?
17
Is that,What you are saying? ,
16
MR„- FRININGSR;
19
that,

I am not

the

I didn't know that I vitt saying

Congress Or a member of it.

20
,What 1 Amfitaying is that the President's budge
21
22
23
24

proposes a cliff *rent way of getting moneys for medical students-for 1970, fiscal 1970, from that mix of fiscal year 1969
And I know that we have never, from the Bureau, supplied a
hundred per cont of the requests for loans from any single
school anyway.

, 98
And I assume that the schools have been working
vigorously right along to get other sources of funds for loa
and grants in aid to students.
I would say, personally, that thee* efforts should
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not, in any way, be diminished.

In fact, I think they shauld

be stepped Up.
What the Congress will do, I can't say.
DR. MARSTON:-Yes?
DEAN DUVAL: DuVal, Arizona.
Bob, can I check Out one other thing on your step
up draft mechanically? Do I understand that in a.competitive
situation, you are real* =king a commitment for the new
•

cvnill thousand students in the first year of operation, so that
14
in a sense of the competition, would I be correct in assuming
15

that the poor review thing in effect would last, as it were,

16
one year, and that then after that, those that are already
17
in the system are in it; would it then be on a first come,
18
first serve, basis?
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

DR..11AR6TON: 'This-would not be the way that I
would visualise it
would visualize that there would be a project
period, and that there would be a review at the
project period

en4, of

that

and a re-examination of thejustifitatiOn;

both of the dollar level and; I guess, in some inutaaeost
of actually'continuing it 'Would be reviewed'.

d

99
But it seems to me that it is Possible

partic-

ularly if other methods -of support continue, that it might
be possible that Institution A could increase substantially
its number of students over a period of five years; but then
with the construction of new facilities might not he able
to Justify the same level of need for the next five years, if
you would.
DR. MARSTON: I think that is not -- may I repeat?
9
DEAN DO' VAL:

Yes.

10
DR. MARSTON: Supposing that we started on Your 11
stepped-up thing, and for the moment

to simplify it, let's

12
take out your start-up cost.
13
DEAN DU VAL:

Yes,

DR. MARSTON:

In your second year then you votild

14
15
kave ten million.
16
If in your first year of operation thirty schools
17
let's

Ma*

it twenty schools

came in with fifty students.

18
apiece, you would have saturated the program.
19
DEAN DUVAL:

Right,

DR. MARSTON:

That answers the question, and the

20
21
second year wouldn't be open to anybody.
22
DEAN DU VAL: Right.
23
DR. MARSTON:

I don't know what the commitment

24'
n the second year would be, but let_ me say in answering "yes

26

0 your question, this is focused on increased numbers of

situdents enterinj in the fall of 1970, yes.
And so beyond that and the probability -- I mean,
this is the program, and that is the focus

and I think the

experience will play a role next spring in whether this approach
6

whether one shouid think about doing the same thing

at some time in the future.
John.
DEAN HESS: Hogness, University, of• Washington.
I can't — I want to make an editorial -coauaent,

10

because throughout this discussion I have a feeling of un-

11

reality, and I an making this because I for one don't feel

12

that I want to get too complacent.

13
14
15

Obviously, I think most of us would support this
ktid or_ltrogram. ..But even if it is implemented
able tø -implement it

and we are

it really is a drop in the bucket to

16

so-living the problem that are confronting us.

17-

think we must be prepared for, and must deal with increasingly

16.

in this coming year, as an AssociatiOn, is the probability

19

'. we are going to be asked to double our enrollment with
th4

20

no increase in money, no increase in overall funds.

2.1
22
23
24
25

And what I

And I think we should look at this fairly soberly
and begin exploring ways in which this could be brought about
. actually.
THE CHAIRMAN:

I think this might be the appro-

priate time for me to -- Bob will:have to leave in a lani

101
minutes, but Len and Frank can itay on

I understand -- that

this program isn't Werely,thoight up by Bob and Len and Frank
and their staff.

There was very broad consultation with the

Executive Council and Of the entire Association on the Sunday
of our Chicago meeting,
And it was obvious that we could .not expect any
new health legislation, that we had to work within the framework of existing legislation.
'Bo the recommendations of your Executive Council
10
11
12

m the collections of the

23
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

to Bob and his Staff on that Sunday morning were that Wthe
only way we could shoot for the twenty million dollars that
was enacted but not appropriated, was for the increase in .
enrollment, which is, as John has pointed out, a tremendous
need of society, that we ought to gear
and package we came out for -.0. a substantial increase in en?ailment.
But, on the other hand, we didn't want to lose the
brownie points" for fiture project Crania or requests to
stabilise the situation.
'And we also-lelt that it should not be done just
. on a pure capitation basis, but that it should be-done on a,
project grant bails with Pser.review .. '
The final comment that I would 'like- to make:in
.this" regard is that I think that Bob and-ten ,and Frank have
..(1one.a remarkable j4 in an extremely tight situation basically

102
to come up with what they have been able to come up with,
and I would not want then to leave Our iessionsithout an
expression of- a strong voteof confidence from this grOup,
that, they have done a remarkable job, and that we in turn
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are ready to try to respond to tae program that they haye-.
presented to us.
I think John Hogness

Cc:temente are_Very_appropoe

and we will be asked tO.makelliese increases, and we are,
9
lucky indeed that Bob and his staff have come up with a pocket
10
of money for this purpose, at least for a starter. ,
11
X think

Bob

would you be willing to answer one

12

•

or two more questions?

And then we must let you go to your -

13
other commitments.
14
John Patterson,
DEAN PATTRRSOMi Patterson, coaneCticut.
16

What would be the. basis of peer review for somethi

17
like this?

a

DR. MARSTON: Frank, do you want to comment on

MC KKR:
• 21
22
23
24

1 sighti say, since 1,haven t asti&r

_anything yet, that We are Sort of in the position of the
college president when the- cOeducational
existence

dormitory esti& into,i-

and he said that the letters that .got from

parents would lead him to ,belleve that they had never thought'
about any of these problems.

I think that we have thought a great deal about
,the problems that are confronting you and us and everyone
•lee in this whole business of health manpower shortage, and
I will come to the review amcihanisia in a moment.
But I think that one should recognize that, as of
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6

the last couple of weeks, we are now funding sixty medical
schools and four osteopathic schools with these special improvement grants.

9
10'

So- that between the basic and 'special

improvement grant there has been a great deal of money
new money -- that has been poured into the educational aye-

11
tea.
12
13

And I think that one should look forward to the
continuation of that program as a bolster for what we are

14
talking about today.
15
16
17
18
19,
20
" !V

The peer review system is, I think, a very remarkable *petal' in a country that prides itself on. its democracy and on the participation of all of those concerned.
I think we have been very diligent in our nomination of
• people to involve themselves in this process, and that we .have people who 'really will understand what the problem*
are.
I remember one time renting an apartment over a

23

garage from a very .wealthy woman, and was told that if I had
any financial probleme about my rent, I should go see her
husband

because he had been through bankruptcy once:

(Laughter,)
And I think, in the nOminatilin of people to look
at these various problems,7,it is nice to, have, a feW folks
who understand What poverty and impecuniarity Sean.
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The question that Dr. Patterson asks, I think
a very seriane one, and I see among the audience many pectole
who have very actively and exhaustively participated in this
process. :The'review ,last year,.as you Imo, involved the
analysis of 106 applications, and took about four and it half .
10
days,

And as Chairman of the Committee, I sometimes felt

11
that I had over-stretched the capability and ,endurance Of my
12
co-workers.
But I think that I would say without equivocation.
14
that the review was a remarkably thorough one, and that no
15
project

or anyone who was interested in a project

need

16
feel that he was given son. kind of a short shrift by the
17
Committee.
18
I think that the other way around, that with the
19
difficult, unclear, rather -incoeplately constructed projeat
20
the Committee put a 'great (teal of time in trying to analyze
21
just what the applicant Was after, so that they could respond
22
to his need.
23
I don't think oneneed worry here that this same
24
process will not continue.

The. mechanism that. we have for re

25
viewing the procedure that Dr: Marston ban comasntod about

earlier, and that we are talking About now, is fairly ws
.2
clarified under the law, and as tar as the Council mechanism
goes, is under the law.
The Review Comemittee„ all eighteen strong, may
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find tbesmaolves unable to do this, in addition to the _other
Opportunities they have for revinif of project grants amid so
on, and is nay have to bolster that with mom additiomial
consultant..
But I would assume that these grants would get,
10
as thorough a review as anything that hamm been 'done in the
11
construction area, or any other of the federal government tha'
-12

•

have seen since I have been down here.
13
DR. RAX31CS: Frank, I believe the proposal that
14
you have made is to have a Special Review Ccommittoe,
is
ising the time pressures and somewhat different funotione16
of the current Review Committee

* Special Review Collmittow

17
to make recommendations to the Council

which

this *get make

the final.
19
FROMM FWOR: al 4u0Otion waSn't 14,
811Y
20
to the answer.
21.
What I really wanted to find out was

if this pro-

22
grams is to increase enrollment

what activities other,than

23
an increase in so many students would be pumpted into the,.
24
decision as to who would be supported?
MR. MC MRS:

May 1 spook?

DR. MARBTOM:
MR. MC NEZ:

Yes.
I think there are a fluabrl f things

and this comes down really to one word

capability.

/

think that there is quite a difference between wanting to
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do sonethiag and being able to do it.
And I think this comes into the review nechanisam,
when one looks at what is the situation in the school* and
what are the numbers Of the faculty, and their capability*, -.
sad, I must say, in addition, their enthusiasm.
10

look at the facilities.

11

One has to look at the equipment.

One has to

One has to look at student, support,

12

Now all of thee* thine are factors, and I think

• 13

that what Dr. Marlton has indicated is that this problen of

14

capability is one of the things that would prevent the over.

15

all parceling out of money on,some kind of a formula grant,

16

that Dr. Bostick very sicely eorbed out =thematically.

17

timuchfertY

18
19
20

I don't think that mathematics are necessarily
the thing that ve look at the most when it cones down to the
'actual analysis Of who is going to do this.

21
22

TIM CSAiRMAM:

Is there one more question speci—

fically directed to Bob,'because we suet let him go.

23

/1R. PENNING: Frank has to leave' too.

24

FR
dollars

TIE FLOOR:

If there are not currently- enough

in the projected project for the key loan problems,

if in addition there is a feeling of need for the deprived'

student:0 loans, and these are not available, and likeivise
the other health professions are going to begin campaigniu
for these dollars, cone July, or a certain amount of these
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dollars, and thirdly with the emasculation of many universities by state legislatures and other fiscal representatives,
on both private and state institutions, which' could result
in more "save the school" problems next year, which would
mean dollars necessary in special improvement areas

Whet

10

„chance do you think that you stand to Nell this to Congress?
11

(Laughter.):
2

•

DR. MARSTON:

Gee, I thought the question was

13

to be different!
14

(Laughter.)
15
16
17

thought the question was going to be, "What the
heck are you about, trying to sell this to the Clongreas?”:-which maybe would be the first queStion to answer!

18

FROM TER FLOOR:

19
20
21
22
23
24
25

DR. MARSTON:

Because it in even --

If

intact, the results are de-

creasing all over the place, why should one try to dO more
With less?
And the only answer that I -would give on this is
that the pressures that are pushing for increases, and the
difficulty --a the difficulty of, you know, this sort of gams
that tends to get played if the ante IA high enough, -butcwe:-

Von't do it unless it ist:think that one can sialle.the
.
,
•
case that, under theme cirenistanceir
- , that one can cut back
on the nusbar of students.
And I think that it one is only looking at the
federal role, that this is the logical conclusion..
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6
7

a
9
10

As I understand it, what is happening though, fitxt•
in the .connunities, this is not * very. viable alternative:in
terns of any of the other goals.
this point

And I just want to cophoilze..

that five aillion dollars additional.:aeney isn't

the reason for trying to.get -a thousand ,sore students into:

13.

the medical adetiols tiezt year, -Minty million dollars

12

we had gotten it

13

And I think that this is one reason why Congress,- at, least,

14

Should look .at this.

is not the basic reason for doing it.

16

Certainly this was the point- that cane up most -

16

frequent kr of ,all in our AppropriatiOns Cownittew, of the

17

pressure of health manpower.

18

if

AS I soaking any sense in this discussion? - I think

19

they have _choices of saying that lolairivare better prograiss.

20

Maybe more smeney should be available. .ilaybe, as John has
euggearted, you lace, there is a lot of fat in the systems and
you don't need any sore money s,

23

double the students. I think

there are a lot of alternatives.-,

24

But I think that a thing that Congress is unlibely,

25

to de is to turn its back on the problen with. a number of pro

visions.
/a this the problem.
FROM TIM FLOOR: I don't know how you are gothgto
do it.
5
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6

DR. MAIO3/0/1:

Oh, I don't think I am going to.

Quite frankly, on this I don't think this is the -type of
program

it has got too much sass appeal over the counties',

and too nosy people who will be spooking for it; it is not
the type of a program that is designed within the bureaucracy
10

sad is sort of handed to the Congress as this being a good

11

idea, but we have got to get all of the

12

the development of a gadget that I don't know what it would

13

be, in which the =pert testimony is the thing that carries

14

the day.

15

xPert knowledge and

I think that. 'this is one that is tied into the

16

whole interest in the problems of socilety, and ‘i, think that

17

the saving of. it will be through the responses Of peoplo in

18

the flout, sad the impact in Congress mare than it Ii1 2*

19

in **thing we any.

20

/ think, Leonard, it would be fair to say that we

21

were sUllkod by the Appropriations Committee what more Can be

22

dom to do something about the phyeician, shortage,

sore

than

the other Way around.
" MR. 11111111(ant: Well, there is no Oestion that
the expectation of mijor' commitment of pithlie funds which

110
has been made in medical schools for a long period of time,
is now that there will be somebody to answer the telephone
when I call his, when I need his.
And in terms of selling the idea of inareases in
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wise to the Congress, there is not going to be any trouble
selling it to the Conipross

I think the nest issue is wbe-

tiler the medical schools are prepared, at this point,
an

to Mk°

all-out effort.
Tin CHAIRMAN: •I want to interrupt at this point

10
became Ian is going to stay on, and I want to thank Bob
11
very such and Frank McKee, who have to leave 'and. we give
12
them a strong vote of thanks for coning up with something
• 13
just abort, of a niraclev in a -very tight budget year, to help
14
us try to do our job and Met the needs of Society with some15
thing instead of nothing

which was the other alternative.

16
Mob

thank you very Mush for easing-

17
(Applause.)
• 18
(Or. Marston and Mr. Malls loft the roan at this
19
point.
20
Is will now take a ten-minute coffee break that
21
is thirty minutes overdue, and we will reconvene in tan sin..
22
satin.
23
(Whereupon, a short recess was taken

after which

24
the meeting was resumed.)
25

TUC ClIAIRMAX: If anybody can whistle out there,

111
let's see if we can stir then up. Gentlemen, if we can re-

Ian reunini.r says that he has a few minutes sore
that he. calm spend with us, and I knot that many'of you will
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be calling on bin and writing to his and his staff, to finish

So 1 wonder if there are any questions that you
would like to direct to Ian?
Arthur Richardson.
10

DRAM RIO:ARMS: Would you care to 03aIlletit on
a

the allied health professions prows's, what the future holds
12
13

for that?
MR. FRISIMUMR: $o, I don't know what the future

14

holds for that, and I as not, at the somment, sure that the

15

Departiment'sill do about its recommeendations.

16

. The report has of course, been sent to the

17

which was required by lee, when the Act was extended for ono

18

year, and the report itself recommended sootier year's ex-

19

tension- to asks the law co.torninus with all of the other

20

health 'legislation and training within the Department. So

21

that 'in the sooting session,. or starting this spring

22

spring; within the year, one could hope for an interrelated

23

Basith Pratearalaiaa-Maalth Occupation', Act, rather than to

24

haves lot of disparate hunks.

25

- This is where it stands at the soment.

There are, Of course, a 010 number of problems associated with the Allied Health ...if one thinks that the
Zenith Profession. Educational Asideifeice Act has its prob.
leen, the Allied Bealth Act has considerably more, since
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them people are trained in hospitaia on the job, trained
in junior colleges, trained in colleges; medical colleges
are involved to an increased degree, and the universitietu
are.
9
And ale *Rah new group gets recognized, it wants
1Q
- recoipaition under the low.

And one could go the route of

11
twenty...five categorical definition/ listed as

at

today, and

22
a few years from now one would have another 125, and one
13
would end ttp with another totally fragmented piece of legis14
lation.
15
But the report has gone forward to Congress, and
16
the recommendattiori is to sake this co-terminal.
17
THE COMM: iron Crispell

you had a question.

18
CRIBMELL:
19
FROM THE FLOOR: This is not a loaded question.
20
MR. FEMMINGEB:
21

All questigme are loaded these
•

days:
22
(Laughter.)
23
DEM CRIBIELL: Criswell, Virginia.
24
25

Is there any evidence that Congress is worrying or
thinking about tolling us what those! young von • will haw* to

113
do aftor they finish thsir medics/ school training, 1. Is.,
I understand there Is a rumor, George James, that them is
a bill inihs legislature to see what will be done about
family practice in the State of New York.
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Is that a rumor? FROM tMS YLOOR: No, no
MR. 12MMINGRR:

it has passed.

It is fact.

YEN= ?LOOK: It is a fact, but it was very
alial1ywOr40d.
It says that ovary one of the four statemedically
operated schools must hays a program to train students in
general practics.
DEAN CRISPRLL: Is that all it says?

Is thore

anything of this at the national lawn, Ian?
MR. FRINMISR: Well, of course, there is the.
problem Of the personnel to answer the phone and steer- the
person through the maze

this is trus among members of

Congress, this is true in the Department

this is ,true among

modical schools, and there are a variety of sources raising
qtions about the development of family practice, and also
about ths whole residency, the distribution of pooplw in
residency, how many (Ardis* surgeons do you need

how sanY

arologistadoyou need?
And in *Ant Of fact, I don't think anybody knows,
ant is on. ecitallaunitY you nay mood one nix and in another

community you night need a different Aix. Them have always
been people who wish to tell other people what they ought to
do, and I think this is increasing in the 'Mated State* as
Well, and this is pert of a -general phenomenon.
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I have been Stoked, I don't know how many times,

•

about the distribution of people in various- area where they

are needed.
Well, it just so happens that Congreee has not
passed a law making an the person- to do this, and if they
10
did, one night raise the question, "Why not teachers?" "W
11
not lawyers?" "Why not .manufacturers?" "Why not change t
22
whole fabric of society?"
13
And it melees to me that school/ have to be very
14
vigilant

as does every citizen

about this question of

15
she

we will have a society which tolls its somber* where

16
they will go, or special segments of it, and how they will.
17
lead their lives.
28
This is inherent in yowr Question.
29

DiAN CRIOPELL: That
„,.. 20
MR. FIDISIKEli:. But the forces are moving to make
21

people do things in certain specific ways.

22
TIN CHAIRMAN: 'Bill Mayer.
23
MAN lIATEllt
24
25

I had the feeling of a thousand ex.,

beyond already existing commitments
specific:

let Nat bar sore

115
•Now yoU aro talking about a 1968 balm with an
increase of stUdents in 1970.

lat's annum a medical school

increased its Student body in 1969. Presualab17, wider what
,, •
you are planning* they would not be eligible mho.* there
a
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was an additional increase in 1970, under the prograa that
was provided.
7
Is that correct?
FENRINGER: Their increase, in 1969 was an
increase recntired - under the basic improvement grant, and
10
under a ommaitment for construction, and under a commitment
11
of a specific improvement grant, where eons schools have
12
applied far increases in students, that would not count.
13
Them would hove to be an ',acreage over and above that.
14
If, on the other hand, a school epontaAeodely
15
had done this,'without any previouskplan, and suddenly did
16
this, then this would be involved in the enrollment, the
17
total 'enrollment, for between Septsabor 1968 and September
18
1970.
19
DEMI IlATIOt:

Thank you sir.

20
'MR. FRISINGER: /3ut1 as I said earlier, the echo*
21
22
0
24
25

kayo told us that' they plan, between 1968 and 1970, in Con-,
struction programs and basic isprovomant grants, increases
_
that aro nearly "six hundred. This thousand is over that increase
TOR cR.

I think, if 1 may

excuse,me,

Ian Fonninger„ ,hecause I pronised his that we youId try to
set through, and I also want to finish -up the urefinisheai„,
busisioss,that' se halm interrupted, and give the attnienta tin*
bolero inch.,

ithout permission

And Apo, Len, seny thee** fOr ical414,
precis:to it.
(App
(At this point lir..renninger.

left the rocie4)

9
/RN CRAIRNAN: I ttai tarn to'ay twllow lionator from
10

e collections of the AAMC Not to be r

the St to of North Carolina who yielded the floor,
11
ika Taylor;
12

DEAN TATUJR: I _want to go back to the proposed'
13
bylaws, and having given this :matter scrutiny in the piano
14
ride between Raleigh and Washington, I have got

11/o111. quotations

15
to alik and Ma* suggestions,to saki,
16

In the first place, Warren already' referred on
17
page

2 to the question of definition of what _a Dean is, and I'

18
think that that ought to be give* sae more conetidsratiOn
19
FROM Tat /LOGE: Rear, hoar!
20
DEAN TAYLOR: I don't liki thew wording hero; it
21
dosan•t appeal to me particularly.
22
And I would suggoet that coesidoration be Oxon
23
to terms such as "principal academic administrative offi.Oor"
24
or something like that, or perhaps to couch it, in terms of
25
lettisg the constituent school designate who the institutional

117
representative would be,
law perhaps sore substantive, on page 4, Section
6, I would siggest in "ii)" that the wording be changed.
•

?RON THE FLOOR: - -There Is no suck,—
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DRAW TAYLOR: Excuse ne.
Section 6:
"The Cbuncil-of Deans shall report to the

bum-

attire Council of the AMC and shall be represented on
the lizecutive Connell of the'AMC by ambers of the
Council of Deans eleeted,by voting sesibers of the Camila
of Deans.*
Isn't that what we do? Don't we elect our own

Or do ire just nominate thee and
.CILAIRMAN: Dr. Cleves Snythe,
DR. CRITES SWISS: First of all

/at,-ne say that

Bob Felix'talked an the. phone about thane bylaws.
This 'particular section, at this stage of the game
was very deliberately lit loose beauties the =set way the
Aseembly worts does not

the raw fact of the natter is .that

the Connell is elected by the Assembly.
DEAN TAYLOR: al, I $ee.
DR. CRAMS ORME: Nonination is from this group
sad that the *animations are really de facto elections.
DUX TAYLOR: 0. L.

118
, DR. CHEM =Mg: But if you use the word "al.
actions"

it would politically

an that this group was overt

nominating the AsSembly:
DEAN TAYLOR:

That satisfies me.

(Laughter.)
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Under Section 6; paragraph "b)" I think that 'oil'
better read:
"Actions of the Council of Deans shall be Subject
to review

approval arid/or disapproval by the Executive.

Council of the *AMC."
It seems to we that the "Creation of standing
Cbmmittees" ,and the adjective "major" in kind of excessively
limiting in the lonno, of that paragraph.
=CHAIRMAN: fine.
As I said earlier, all of this is going to be
subject to re-digestion by the alimentary tract of the regional meetings, so that we will have plenty of opportunity
for discussion.
,

If there ist no other question about any gromsin

equities in these bylaw proposals
DEAN MgfgR:

Mr. Chairman.

(WIWI: YS, Dill?
DEAR MAYER

Mayer of giseonri.

'Marren Dostickcommemted that, following mature
determination, that the specifics of the interrelationships

119
of the regional groups to'the-- adniniatrative board, or whatever it is called of thO_CoUncil

of Deans and

the Executive

council, had not been defined...
I an really comviiced that the strength of this
organisation is, ultimitely, going to cone out of the regional_:
groups, and would hope, by time consideration between regional
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groups and by the Cotmcil of DIMINO at large, that amate'furtber
_.thought be given to what those interrelationships appropriately
ought to be between the regional, groups, their administrative 10
11
12
13
14

*backed official*, the Administrative Board of the Council
of Deane, and the,Executive Council of the A. A. M. C.,
**use I think unless that
is given to thie- issue

THE CZAIRMAN: Thank you.

16

20
21
22
23
24
25

Very pertinent.

Chimes..

17

19

that me won't be such further ahead t

we now aro.

15

3.8

oonsidered, unless consideration',

DEAN OWES ENTTINt From the point of view Of

the complexity of the whole organisation, its complexity has
• increased by a number of ,ordere of magnitude in the last
year.
We now have threw sets Of bylaws of our Constitu..,
t ion, with which we are,ion working.

Getting theee in alige-

agent is one Of the goals With which we have to work.

The

regionalimatics part ma deliberately left out of Ahem bylava in the hope that it would promote flexibility, blooms*

the fact of the matter is that the different regions and the
different Councils of the Association are attacking the prob.
4

lee in such diverse ways that it didn't

seem

advantageous to.

write this section in at the time.
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I would like to suggest that whenever this le
7

handled that the instructions might be that a section on
regional programa be added.
MCI CHAIRMAN:

I would like to then move on to our student guests

10,
. 11

All right.

who are with us, and invite then to come up to the podium and
be seated here:

12
Peter Andrus
13

Maurice Weise, Bert King, and Bob

Graham.
14
(The four, student guests nained mOved to the speaks
15
table.)
16
And I hope that we will break for lunch at one, an
17
continue the discussion at two.

At two o'clock Irving Lewis

18
will be joining us.

If we are not through with the students,

19
we will continue that discussion later on,
20
The first to speak
21
up here now

and the students have lined'',
will be Peter Andrus of the B. A. M. A.

22
MS.

Prnat ANDRUS:

Thank you very much,

23
I welcome this opportunity .to speak to you and
24
hope that our Use together sill he well spent.

In fact, X

25
would like to discuss a topic that bears quite heavily, on

that Dr. Marston said earlier.
Unfortunately, in the original plan I was to have
3
come last in the student presentations, and I think this
would have led directly to the information that be presented.
5
I would like to spend these few minutes by reviewing the
6
facts in a situation that is of mutual concert to all of us,
7
in tettadoont groupie
and A. A. X C.

3 As

A.,

A. S. X. 0.„ S.

by Indicating how you can

B. A. X. A.

9
in dealing with this situation, and I would like to state a
10
modest proposal Whith I believe will be of interest to you.
11
First, then:
12
It has core to the attention of the 3. A. S. A.
13
recently that a drastic cut in funds available to students
14 ,
of gladiola'', dentistry, osteopatby, optometry, pharmacy,
15
podiatry, and veterinary medicine fOr loans is being contem16
plated. Though

an aware that this sttuation

is k110.4

to

17
you, nay I quickly review this hiStory of this program, and
'18
tbs pertinent numbers involVed.
19
Title VII of the Public illealth Service Act, as an.
20
ended, provides for, among Other means of supporting health
21
professions schools, a program of funding for student loans.
22
Appropriations for such loans are derived from three sources:
23

(I) Federal capital contributions.

24
(2) Institutional capital contributions and
25

(3) Federal capital loam.

122
-.411 funds are ,placed with a separate Health Prof..
1.8SiOniti 'Student Loin Fund tina ,administered -by the siChool.80hOols7re'
:tain federa1 capital contributions in,the tuna-,
ar‘',i-eqtiire‘i to pay the principal'and interest Of federal
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carpital loan* back.to:the federal governsiat. In recent years ,ths'funds wads,available front
federal licouros* tor tIllS PrPgran have bees as follows:
The capital contributions in fiscal' Year 1968
15 million, and in fiscal 1969; *another 15
10
For capital loans in fiscal 1968

116 stilton,

11
and in fiscal 1969 — 11.4 million.
12
This leads to a total federal contribution of •
13
26.6 sinion in fiscal 1968 and a total federal Contribution
14
of 26.4 million in Siena' 1969.
15
Of this,. medical schools received 14.7, million
16

2ison1 year.1968 and 14.2 million in fistal. year 1969.

17
This relates to requests by medical sahools in ,the 'following
18

7

nagnitudes:
19
20
21
22
23
24

•fa 1968, !medical schools, request

33 million and

142.
In 1969,- they requested 36 million and got 14.2 an
ezouale*os this is requests by all types of *schools.

Thirty-

three in 1968 comperes to 26.6, and 36 in 1989 coupares to
26.4 for all loans.
Now, speaking just of nowlical schools, the per..

123
centers of requests that have been filled -in the last /iv*
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years rune as follows:
In 1965

57.4 Per 000.

In 1066

83.9 per cent.

In 1967

98.3 per cent.

That is the, top of it, gentlemen.

After that,

1968, it dropped down to 87.2.
In 1969, down to 74.8.
And according to the earlier Johnson budget of
10
11
32
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

this year, it would have dropped to 51 per cent.
Nixon revisions, it drops now

With the

it is a low of 39 per cent,

lower than the percentage that was covered by medical Schools
in the first year of the program in 1965.
Now the funds that are available. this year from,
federal capital loans (that is, revolving loan' funds), have
bees depleted, and Congress has not made additional appropriations, nor has the Treasury Department been authorized
make -*transactions to replenish this fund.
Therefore

instead of, the -previous level of around

11 million being available from the revolving, 1.1 aillion
dollars is the maximums that can be osgmtateds thin year, and that
may go too.

There may be nothing at all from that source.

The earlier Johnson budget called for appropriations of 20 millions'of dollars as federal capital contributions to partially offset the depletion in the revolving loan

funds, and to retain a level of 21.millions of dollare,
compared with 20 for fiscal year 1969. The -Nixon budget revises this downward,- and leavel
the federal capital contributions at the current 15 million
,cbllar level.

Thin means that a total of approximately 16

Million dollars would be available in fiscal Year 1970, as
compared to 26 million dollars
in fiscal 1969.

which were available for loan

And this representsf.somewbare in the vicinit

of a 40 per cent cut in funds for health profession student
10
loans.
11
Now I have tried to make the point earlier with
. 12
13

Or; Marlton, in which I think he concurred with me,- and in which I think you gentlemen concur, as yell

although it has

3.4
been - argued that a' guaranteed -loan program operated through
15
the Office. of Education wiU take up the slack in this tirasti
16
outback.
17
This is really extremely unlikely, given the pre18
sent tight money situation, then fact that the loans whith19
er* guaranteed are uncompetitive in terse of interest rates,
20
and that students will not be able to successfully compete fo
21
loans in the commercial arena.
22
Nor that, in a nutshell, is the factual situation.
23
I would like to advise you what the Student American Medical
24
Association has done about it so far:
23
Over 30,000 medical students and 10,000 medical

5
administrators and faculty members have been advised by
letter of the planned cuts and requitated to inform their";
Congressmen and Senators of the 'severe and detrimental effec a
that this will have in the coming year.
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Ten days ago

in a period of two days, S., A. N.

national- officers and local members were able to see fortythree Congressmen and Senators,: aet with the Assistant -Surgeon General of the Public Health Servitlik, Dr, Ores*, the
Director of N. I. H., Dr. Marston, who was hero with us today
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

and Dr. Yenninger.
To date over a thousand letters have been received
in the National Office Of S. A.

A., urging it vigorous- figh

against this 'Cut in funding.
In view of the increased enrol/Meat in first-year
*leases this fall, of increasing numbers of minority group
and disadvantaged students who are now •'being admitted to
medical .schools, as a result of concentrated effort during,
the past year, and who will require additional funding
order to pursue a medical degree, and in vie* of the detrimental effect that the extra burden of part4ise job's and
other financial strictures will place On the education that
our medical students are receiving, due to this loan cutback,we feel that an energetic effort Is necessary.
The Student American- Medical Association is currently keeping the medical student oonatunity aware of de..

126

volopmen* in regard

to the loan program.

We are working

with students iii each school to prepare detailed financial
• lyses of alternative nechanisms for funding students, and
the effects that -a cut-back .1/1 have on individual students
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on a natioeide basis;.
We are planning a campaign to appraise members of
• Congress of the sentient and concern in this area

and are

actively recruiting other concerned groups to cooperate in
these efforts with us.
think it is essential to point out here that
we must, at all coats, avoid getting ourselves into the sit,
titian -of "robbing Peter to pay Paul

That: is, a net -increase ,

in Student loans funding this year will be of little advantage
14
if it is Coupled_ with a Conconitaiit deaz•ease in equivalent funds
35
in another area, if an equivalent &Mount of funds is subtracted
16.
from another essential prove.,
17
....With limited funds available, and in the face of
18
more rigid fiscal constrictions, it Is lime new forfes to et
19
some -priOrituse.
20
' , and service-.
itecogning that ri,osearch,education
21
are inextricably boed together in the medical enterprise,
22
we *wit still ;Olen On those arose in which. the Moat,critical,
23
need is felt for •sUpport.
24
seggeet to you that a renewed -effort by this
organisation and,'ttbe student medical associations, in cooper-,

127
ation- with each other and with other components of ebe
health endeavor in both public and Private lectern is es-

would suggest that S. A. M. A, and the A..A. M.
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C. shoUld.begin now to investigate concrete means of involvin
student*, faculty and administration 'together in planning and
setting priorities at the local and national levels
mean, not only for this issue, but for every issue that involves us.
10

Can an association of medical colleges be complete
after all, without representing the views and intelligence

12
13
14

of the students that are taught in thou. schools? Remember,
that in initiating such an effort, we will all be building
not only far today's efforts, but for the efforts of tomor-

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

In closing, I.would like to turn to the immediate,
problem at hand

What .can the A.

A, M. C. and this group do to show iti commitment to this
program's maintenance and expansion and support the Student
American Medical Association in its efforts to prevent a MOO
cut in the funding

ot

the program?

- ollowing threet.point plan:
I you'd propose the f

23
24

the student loan issue.

Affirmation of the high priority that.student

support and

ainiistance holds in the view of, this organiza-

tion and tide dispersal of this stand in the legislative and

appropriate execUtive I ranches of government.
Continued, renewed and increased support in advising members of Congress of the importance of the program
and the detrimental effects upon medical students and medical
Schools that would result from such a cut-back.
Finally, the third point would be strong offortS
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on the part of this organization, in cooperation with ours,
to bring other organizations within the medical community
into a coordinated program of Joint efforts to prevent these
cutbacks, and to urge an increasing emphasis on the whole
area of health within the federal budget.
I again acknowledge the opportunity to speak beLore you, and I urge that this group give its thorough consideration today, now, to the facts and the plan of action
that r have outlined for you,
Thank you very much.
(Applause.)
THE CRALRMAU: Thank you, Peter.
I will have the students present their remarks, an
then have the floor open for discussion.

I forgot to mention

tht Peter is a Junior student at the University of Penn
vania School of Medicine.
S. A. M. A., and
4

2

71-

He is a Regional Vice President of

member of the National 1:Icecutive Council

also.
The next speaker is going to be Maurice Weise, who

129
is a third-year student at Howard University School of. MedJoins, and he is President of the Student National Medical
Associ.atiOo,
Mauria0..
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MR.-MAURICE WEISE:

Thank you.

Well, this is the first tine that a student or.,
gemination of black students has been invited to speak before
you. And it is a pleasure to be here, other than it is alway
a dubious honor to be the first Negro on the prow**.
10
We think molk ha** many things that we can talk abou
11
to you.
12

I

PROM Tar FLOOR
.

Can't bear you.

13
NB. WOE: One thing I solid like to say at the
14
outset is that in the past

black students have existed

15
largely as a tem.school. phenomena.

And so has the Student

16
*attonal Medical Association.
17
But the Student National Medical Aasociation is

18
the Student Branch of the National Medical Association

which

19
represents the bulk of black physicians in the country, and
20
we also represent the bulk of black students

medical Btu.,

21
dente

in the country.,
And one of the things that I would like, to say now

23
is that we have sone difficulty — I don't think all your
24
students, all your black students, are swam of our organi..
nation.

I think

partly, it is your responsibility' to let

130
them know that there is such a thing„ and that there is
place for black medical students to get together.
had intended last night to sit down and write
an organised speech about things. But as met of you know,
at this time„ 1 guess there were disturbances up on the Bill.
I come from Los Angeles, and in 1965, with the Watts riots,
I had decided that this was an opportunity I couldn't pass
up.

I had to at least go out and watch it.
And from that time on, I decided that 1 would go

10

watch these things.
11
I hadn't realized it would become such a frequent
12
activity as it has become at the present time.

I Still find

13
.13 very rewarding each tine.
14
And yet the problems we are havisig up on the Bill
15
'11rei in part related to one of the main things that I want to
16
say: 17

18

Ai you look around the audience, you Will see'
.that'there ,are three black people in this audience,

two

19
of 'then represent black_ iodic,' schools

and -me-- I. 'reproSent.-

20
.21

- a- black Medical student
• Organisation.
.
„
Now things have * way.. of going to their logical

22
conclusion. 'And while it is _easy for white, society to say
23
the black,people should be integrated' into 'the. aociety, as..-.
24
a..wholet, I think that you will find that a lot of the trends_
that *re iimidoint in black thinking today are largelY - a result

1
of the kind of things that you see
2

3
4

people have existed as separate groups,have wank:that these
are the areas that things have ggone into, and these are the
areas that we are moving toward.

5

One other problem,
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6
7
8
9

We exist as a society that ftnictions not on justice, but more politically — we function not so such on justice, but on the ability of certain groups to bring pressure
on the government.

10
11
12
13
14

1,6
16
17
18
1
20
21
22
23
24
25

and the fact that black

Now the fact is that black people — black people's
means of bringing pressure on the government is limited in Certain Ways.
Financially, black people do not have the resources
that white groups have.

And what it means is that black people's

mans of everting force or pressure on the government has
largely been linked to violence, _and as in separation, if
that is the way things work, it seems to me, at least, that t
are the ways that things will develcip, and there * Just no
way around it.
Audi! think that it is partly inherent in yon'
responeibilities to make sure that your institution* can deal'
with the important blame as they come up

not so, such, based

on how such pressure, the black community will put upon you,
' come to
because what it means is that the black community Will
umderstamd that it something is to be accomplished, more and more violence auott be used to get the

to accomplish their

Se

132
loans.
2
And 'if there is going to be any way to atop the
present trend -0- and that simply is the Arend at the time
you people will have to come to face some of the issue* that
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face us today.
ORO of the things that, like I said, like 1. don't
7
want you people to think that in my ten minutes up here that
8
se rally have time to deal with the problems that face black
9
students.

That is a delusion.

10
And it is one of the raliGnit why I don't mind so
11
such getting tip and making a coherent speech, because there
12
is no way in the world that X can cover the kind of problems 13
that we face today.
14
. One thing that 1 would suggest, if you are sin15
cerely interested in hearing black atUdente, is that :you Would
16
go to some of your black students at your schools that you
17
don't talk to already.

I mean, there is no sense in talking

18
to those that yon know well

you de have blaik studente,

19
I t swan
an.
go
One of the problems is that we don't realize boy:
21
short * distance we have come.
22
And I went to

1 had an opportunity to go to

23
ens of the larger medical schools on the East Coast, and
24
talked to one of the people in the administration there, and
25
it was amazing to ma bow many of tbe same old kinds of op-.

133
position that we have been facing in the past came up in the
same waystbut they were phrased in different terms.
Peeple no longer say, "Vent some of my best fiien

•

are Negroes", but they describe some of their best friends
who happen to be Negroes.
And especially with the large increase of black
students, which many of you will have coming into your schooli
that this is innovation, that we are making great change,
but I think, if you will sit down and consider the issue,
10r

you will find that the change is not as great as we might
imagine,
Ohe of the problems that we face now is an increas
jag breakdown in communication between blacks and whites.
And one of the offshoots of that problem is that words that
used to mean things he, Langer mean things.
When you hear a black radical talking, you assume
that it is merely a political diatribeithat he is merely
Saying things to eXcite People, ,But,I suggest that'you
Would consider some of the things that they are saying:'
One of the things
frequently deal with

concepts that these people

is neo-colonialism.

And I think that

you should take it upon yourselves tounderstand what they
are talking about, so that you can decide on which side of
the fence you would like to belong on:this'issue„ 'And Ap' it
-stands now, I don't think that many people know„

And it - seems to

that one of the greatest areas

of concern is for black people to came to be able to deal,wit
their own problems.
thought that it, was 1,n' teTesting that the man
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from N. I. N. phrased the Way that we were talking about blac
almissions when he was saying that

he said "so we could

handle minority students who wanted to get into medical
schools".
To me that doesn't iie*n so much the issue,
10
fact is that the black camauaity, the black usages, as a whol
11
due to many factors, are largely unable to deal with their
12
own medital problem.

I iiik.an

look around you — it is ob-

13
v tows.
14
0„ K., now these are the kinds of things that we
15
have to come to deal with, rather than talking about just
16
black recruitment.

I thiuk it has to go on at all levels,.

17
and from the, little Contact that I have had with this organi18
sation

that the kind of people who are doing the 'work with

19
you in terms of black recruitaent- and dealing with minority
20
communities are
• 21

in a way, almost looked upon with suspi

cion.-

22
And I think that- the time is approaching where you
23

have to consider these problems with a great deal more ser-

24
25

iousness than you have in the past,

I guess if there is any-

.
thing
beelinee you people-ape -all

you people are all in-

125 ,
telligent men, and you are trained in your 011,11 areas.

And

I think, in addition to'that4you have made yourself concOrne4
3
4
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5

with the ileums that face our society today.
But there is one thing that I think that I can,
bring you, as a young black man
quite aware of

that perhaps ,you are no

that the time is caning where tbn kind of

items that face us today

black recruitment, black doctors,

in fact, all of this stuff -- may mean the difference between
life and death, and it is as Simple as that.,
10
11
12
13
14'
15
16

lbe fact is that it may come a time

ben our own

lives may be threatened by these very issues..,
The main concern that is like, you know', if any'one, I see myself somewhat as being caught in the middle
because I am not committed to any kind of violent contact,
and if anyone stands- to lose, if anyone stands to get hurt,
if anyone stands to get killed

it is me and people like

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

And I don't want to see syself put in this kind
of position by the failure of you people to make the right
kind of decisions, and the right kind of commitment on this
important issue.
Now, as I said, I spent the better part of Iasi
night on the Howard University campus, watching an uprising
and these things are becoming more and more frightening.
Now the fact is that the vast majority of black people don't

hate White people,-. That is just not a part of our culture.
And the vast majority of black people don't want to go out
and shoot and kill, but we are moving more and more• in this
direction.
And the 'point:is not when the revolution comes,
or when it will come because I think it has already

Mole

in

a lot of ways, and I think that =leis you take,- these proble
seriously, or the means of getting the black students off
your back, or the white liberal studentsoff your back -- wit 1
10
you make these
11
12

1813130s

important problems, and I think that

it behooves you, for yourselves and for your country and for
your society, to begin. to take these things seriously.
(Airplane's.)
THE CHAIRMAN:

Thank you very such, Maurice.

Our next speaker will be Bert Xing.
the Student Health Organizations.
in the combined U. D.
18

Bert represen

He is a fifth year student

Ph.D. program at the University of

Chicago, Pritzker School of Medicine, and is a Past Preeident
of, the Chicago'rehaptor, StUdent Bealth 'Organizations.
Bert.

21
22
23
24
25

MR. LAMBERT KING:

I would like to ask Dr. Cooper

if the Btrard of Directors of the A. A. U. C. is the same
United Airlines.
on to Norfolk,

When I -case in this morning, ey bag went

and it was filled with S. H

/ understand it is costing back:

0. literature;

137
(Laughter.)
a* nOt.here today to speak avarepresentative
foi theasmy-individual amd'AlutolopOus localchapteri of the
8.,E4,0...1s, but rather ,I can molt, confidently speak as .an
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Individual who has been active in S. Et. 0, and who has talked
at length about their views and perspectives with many member
of the vigorous Chicago,Chapter.
Many of us were somewhat in doubt about accepting
the opportunity to report to you, here today.

We were dubious

not because we thought itwould be a grand and satisfying gee
ure to reject the invitation, but rather because we sincere
question whether the goals of our two organizations are recometlab]. ,
•

We *leo had to ask the question Whether some in-

creased communications really would result in some convergen
of views and goals.
Certainly the process of change requires interaction between us at many levels.

At the present time, I

believe that the interaction must involve challenge and in.
tense political
activity.
-

It must move beyond the simple

exchange of information, if health science education and boa it
care are to Change more rapidly than our present gradualist
Pam.
-.*.present-rate Of,pwogresm:ancilack ofresnon.
• wenoim to the new forces that we *re facing roPreseuts
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large part of the problem, and only .a minute part of the
solution to the health problems in "this country.
I can't, because of time limitations, and because
of my own lack of knowledge, describe to You all of the
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activities of the B. B. 0, chapters around the country.

In

other cities, I believe that the plans of the Boston 8. II. 0.
for their 1969-1970 health action and research project are
particularly noteworthy.
The magnificent effort of the Committee for _Black
10
Admissions in Philadelphia continues.

They are continuing to

11
do very important work.

I think, in view of the urgency of

12

•

the problems that we face, that our one-third demand didn't
•

t twa out to bean silly after all.
114
The Independent Community Adnissions, Review Corn15
sittee in Philadelphia is an important first step toward
16
participation of community people in medical admissions pro17
cedures.
18
We believe that comatrntt7peoplei should indeed
19
20

have a significant voice in admissions policies.
.

The physi-

cian is not simply a white computer -card stamped with H. C.
21
A. T. scores and college grades, and I believe that Ron-profes22
sional health care,consumers are more qualified to assess
2$
swim of the human attributes of physicians than are we.
24
In cirder to .illustrate pose tog the present activites
25
and directions of 8, IL O., 1 would like to 'describe the

139
Chicago S. H. 0. scene to you:
S.

0. members have been,working for almost two,

years with :community health_ committees in the Robert Taylor
Homes and Englewood - areas of Chicago in the -staffing Of
evening medical clinics, and have "joined- with these and-a
number, of other community organization* in efforts (so: far _
very unsuccessful) to restructure and rest*22 the Chicago
Board of Health.
In the 'pest leek,' Representative Robert ,Mann
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

trodUced an important bill regarding.Title XIX into the -ILlinois legislature.

The research and the actual drafting of -

this bill were carried out by law, nursing, and medical'stu..
dents from the Chicago S. H. 0.. over the past two years,„
The bill would provide for an expansion of eligibility for
Medicaid and would provide forpre-registration for all per: Eons eligible for liedicraid as well as categorical Hwelfare.
Presently in Illinois, if a person wants to get on ,Modicaid,.
he has to have a Proven medical, need, and he has to: go .to,
the hospital or to the physician and getthe physician- to
sort of treat his on. the hope that in thirty days the Depart..
sent of Public Aid will certify the person - as being eligible
and this doesn't' work so well.
The proposed bill would' also cover all eligible'
persons under a comprehensive policy from a ,private insuran0e.
carrier, Such asi Blue Cross.

It - would include' many preventive

140
and psychological services not presently covered.
There would be no way that a hospital or a physician could easily identify a Welfare. recipient or a medically'
indigent person from other private insurance holders.
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At a time of unbelievable slashing of the state
budget for services to people in Illinois, there -is only a
small chance for the passage of this bill.

But we will work

intensively over the next'six weeks, in order to organize
public support iroutuI the real health needs of hundreds of
10
theasends of people in.the health care wasteland of the inner
city.
12
The nursing students in the Chicago B. N. 0. have
13
served as a national focus for a nationwide campaign of op14
position to the recent resolution Of the American Nurses As15
sociation which calIed for the drafting of nurses in the even
16
of a military conflict or civil disorders.

This was Panned

3.7
largely by a group of twenty-dive nurses, who were waving the
18
patriotic banner.
19
Medical students at Northwestern University,
20
the University of Chicago, have organized their own independent
21
service courses in social and community medicine.

This swam's

22
they will co-sponsor and continue to work for biomedical careers
23
in Chicago in a combined programs.
24
This is just a partial list of the present approaches
23
of the Chicago A. N. 0.

'VI* :are, of course, extremely involved right now
in the establishment of the S. H. 0. National Service Center
in Chicago this summer:.

And, I hope that when tits bag returns

from Norfolk..,there will be some handouts on it

so that you
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sill know a little more about it.
There Will be full-time steff members, and I think
they will bring such talent and energy to this key research
and communications. center.

We hope that the Center will

truly operate at the "cutting edge
10
11
12

15
16

out of New York, "Radicals in the Health Professions at the
Cutting Edge of Change".
It is interesting that the A. Id, A. is now circulating this as one of their public relations documents in the
Student Health 'Organization

19
20
21
22
23
24

and the medical community for

human rights.

17
16

That is a

phrase that came recently from 211.43. A. magazine article

13
14

04 ,Ohang04

It Is apparent from the foregokng description of
activities that many S. R. 0. members are still, involved in
community "serviee" projects.

This is as it should be

The

efforts to 'provids.:;seim important direct help where it is
needed.
But More profoundly than anything else, it, is our
continuing involvement with the frustratione and inadequacies
of service projeets by health profeseionals that have stimulated the growth of 5, R. 04 an a continuing creative politi
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movement.
Our continuing experience with community health
needs, and our relationship with community organizations and
grouPs of hospital workers

have led us to difficult but un'

--
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deniable cOnclusions.
We know now from experience, and we daily continue
to learn, that the roots of the problems that we face are
8
buried deeply in the often racist structures and policies
9
of molar government and health care institutions.

This most

10
'decidedly includes American medical. schools.

BY

institutiona

11.
I do not mean individual bigotry, of course; "in-

racism",
12

stitutional racism" means that an institute survives and °Vett
13
prospers in a social environment that continues to exploit
14
and Oppress people.

For a medical school this mane that

15
you can pay low wages to many hospital workers without pro16
viding educational programs that promote real vertical mo17
bility.
18
"Institutional racism" means also that you can
19
**lent indigent patients who provide good teaching material,
20
while 'sending other indigent patients to public hospital fa21
a ilities.
22
23
24
25

In almost all medical schools and teaching hospita IS

he poverty area patients who provide' you with so

much of your teaching materials, have no real. control over
your institutional policies and directions.

•

How many poverty 'area residents are on your board
of trustees?
• Our relationship with commimity organizations,,_
".•

has proved to us that their members could contribute considerably Ism money than, most present hospital board medibers
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With this conclusion I don't think you would disagree.

But _

they could bring far more to health institutions in the way
of insight into the real health problems of human beings.
Probably the most important information that I
10
11
12
3.3
14

of the death of careerism and privatism among the present
generation of 'medical students.

From Salad Clinic in Wood-

California, to the Health Polley Advisory Center in
,
New York, students and young physicians are creating now,

15

life styles in medicine -- life Styles that provide freedom

16

to practice excellent and Mulatto health cars, and to be- a

17

member of a community movement of people dedicated to a com-

18

pletely different set of priorities for this Materialistic

. 19
,

can bring you today is the news of the first ,enduring signs

and often brutal society.

20

Increasingly, you will find that your most cm-

21

'tive and energetic activist students will reject careers in

22

traditional private practice and in academic institutions

23

- that, because of their economic and vested power interests,

24

do not permit full.participation in the baste reform of, this
society.

144,
The very best of the activist medical students
are already rejecting participation in the hollow careerism
and repressiveness of most of our academic settings.
Satisfying szaiaples of new life styles in medicine
still difficult to find, but the new physician activist knows
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that he must live as he thinks, or sooner or later be will
join the vast majority of careerist professionals who think
as they live.
Our medical teaching institutions are in critical
10

need of a courageous and imaginative reform.

11

and faculties of our schools mast clearly demonstrate a com-

12

mitment to democratic consumer participation in health plan-

13

ning, and to the assignment of the highest priority to human

14

health care for all of our citizens.

15
16

-Certainly we need more and better teachers.

is

But we also need to seek and find more faculty

18

members of the moral at

19

and Spock.

20

today?

21

23
24
25

This

a crucial priority.

11

22

The leadership

and integrity of Doctors Levy

And how many„o; then are around in our schools

Most important of all, the leadership of our
ical schools must recognize that the interest of medical
research

teaching, gcbod health- care delivery, and the genera

welfare .of all'people, suet, not be net against one another..
_
The solutions to the health probIens that we tap, are not,

145
of course, simplistic ifiCaUt iOnS•
But a primary and simple fact has been learned by
many members of the S. B. 0.

That fact is that the only rea

solutions are those which give primacy to the basic health
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and educational and spiritual needs of all of our people.
Instead, we have accepted in the society a social and governmental structure which sets us against one another to compete
for the pittances that remain, while the riches of this earth
are squandered on doomsday weaponry and irrational.consumatria*,
Some say that it: is unfeasible to work toward a
12
drastic reallocation of the expenditures of this society, and.
13
that the present system represents the facts of. life.

George

14
Wald said it best when he said that those are not the facts
15
of life, they are the facts of death.
16

•

All of its must be iiivOlVed actively in the tran17
s ition from an economy of ,death to one of life and growth.
18
What specific and immediate actions would members of the
19
8. L 0. ask that you take as you attempt to -form it- new
20
M. C.?
21
There are innumerable suggestions that could be
22
made, but I will limit myself to two suggestions.

In a way,

23
I think this is a wenature of the generation gap, and-trying
24
to find where we difier tactically.
25
First, with regard to the dignitk and well being,

146
hospital workers

I would ask you to recognize that good

dical education for the future cannot be Implemented unless
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-physicians are trained in an environment which provides hoS- .
:vital 'Herber* in all job categories with greatly increased
-educational and economic opportunities with poligy-making
„.;
responsibilitis.,
would mak that the A. A. IC C.- obtain coneultan;#'
,
from such exOupst as the Drug and Hospital Workers Union

napi

in order to set 1110111 guidelines tor medical labor policies 10
for medical teaching_ hospitals, and imaMo enlightened labor
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

policies an important part, Of the accreditation process.

an immediate action, I would ask that ,you today take a strong
stand that the demands for union recognition ,and pay increases
of the Charles
' ton hospital workers be met immediately.:

20
21
22
23
24
25

Con-

tlimed silence by the Leadership of medical education repre:
,seats an awn/Jun*0k to support the struggle - for dignity
of the poor people within your own institutions.

18
19

As

with regard - to comprehensive health
mans:
Recently the National Urban league found that
each of the State Comprehensive Health Planning Boards contain Only one

and sometimes no

consumers from poverty

groups, and these boards* by and large, average forty to
eey.anty-five members; it was broken -clown from a survey of
,$hirty-iteight states.
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I would suggest that medical schools refute, to
participate in those planning efforts -until poor consumers
and minority groups are given a legitimate degree of parti.
cipation,
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I would close by *tending a sincere invitation
to those of you who are able to. individually visit our Ser.,
vie* Center after it opens on July 1, to have time to discuss
more thoroughly our efforts and directions.
(Applause.)
THE CHAIRMAN:
Bob Graham.

The final presentation will be by

He is a Junior - student at the University of

lenses School of Medicine, and Chairman of the S.

A. U. A.

.13
Commission on Medical Education,
14
1$

Bob.
MR, ROBERT GURU: Thank you, Dr. Anlyan.

16
_I mat admit that it is with some concern that,
17
18
19
20

as a student activist and a critic of the Establishment, that
find myself here today recognizing fully twenty-five per
commentary on where
cent of you. - I think that this is
have been spending ny times

21
(Laughter.)
22

It 'has been said In the past that the first Chris—

23
tian gets the hungriest lion.
24
25

I ;Ind myself in the position

now that I think that the prompting'speakers have, at beat,
managed to give this organizational :lion several good whacks

across the nose.

I now find oilmen in the position of being

the dessert in an hour which is reserved for lunch;
(Laughter.)
This is neither

the time nor the place to discuse

8, A. N. A.'s programs with you.

As Deane, you will be re.

calving a letter, a presentation letter from our National
President, Ed Martin, within the next several weeks, which
will detail for you what 8. 4. N. A. is doing, now

both

nationally and for the next year.
10
What I would rather do today is tell you the
11
philosophies and interactions and possible potentials of our
12
two organizations, S. A. N. A. and the A. A, M. C.

and per..

13
haps the other two organizations repreeented hers.
14
As'far as 8. A. N. A. goat I Can say that we
15
seek a confrontation with you, and this is a very dangerous t re
16
in 2,this day and ,age,'-and.I.'would -specify that we sleek not
17
rhetoric,/ confrontation, which is s-ciaeap. isolation

or a.

le
physical confrontation, which is very easy to arrange, but
19
rather we are seeking an intellectual confrontation. With you
20
on the .problesma and approaches to solution_ in medical'educa*i n,
21
care and financing.- 22
Now-veronima:that we have not "discovered" these
23
problem, and that you all have lang.standing-cOncerns in
24
the.. areas.

But we are eager to agasure our ideas against

yours, lath the realisation that some of our 1.1102eas*oos

may prove erroneous, but we suspect

that sons of your approa

may moot a similar fate.
_ We wont, most of all to work with You.
Nov on any confrontation

there are two levels

that you can approach:
-1 think the first level is that of principle.
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And the sseend level is that of the specific issue
whtch is more symptomatic and thereby is more dangerous.
Thor* are two principles of paramount importance
10
to us today that we feel that we should confront each other
11
with:
12
The first is the principle articulated best by
13
- John Gardner

that of organizational renewal.

The A

A.

14
L. C., I think* without a question, is undergoing a process
15
of organizational reneeal at this point.
16
The question is, if the A. A. U, C. in your Coun17
cil of Deans is to become truly as effective as it can be,
it must become a forum whore all individuals concerned with
19
health care education can participate. 'How will you involve
20
the students and the faculty-members of the various schools?
21
Will there be a separate Comoil of Students? Do you in22
tend that the Council of Academic Societies will represent
23
the faculties?
214
And to anticipate a rapidly approaching issue,
25
how will the community, as

CODIRIIIIIIIZO•

he involved in this

/50
organizatien and in its policy .decisions?
The second principle is that of the need of this
organization, sad of our organizations, for aggressive initiatiire to be taken in meting the developing needs and issue
in health car. and education.
Dr. llogasse and Pete Andrus have already spoken
this morning, and have alluded to some of these issues.

Ou

question to 'you is whether or not the *renewed" A. A. N. C.
can perhaps by virtue of the structural additions alluded
0
to above, begin offering sire in the sly of solutions

to the

11
problems rather than or

to the proposed programs of o her

12
13
Now, specifically, there IWO many imams that we
14
deal with:
15
The first issue is that of manpowikr.

Can we not

again as suggested by Dr. llogness

to more

16
find a way
17
the number of medics] students in our enrollment perhaps by
18
100 per -cent, perhaps to the point of assuring everyone who
19
is interested in

career in medicine of

place in some

-

20

medical school.21
22
23
24.
25

The problems of minority group recruitment are
in

COntIlLt with

the general practices of severely limited,

culture bound admission standards

which many of us are work-

ing to...corredt at this moment.
' `The second Immo is the process and.Content Of
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our medical education.

Can you effectivelY, change a cue-

riculum without firsit remelting the e*Vironment_ wherein that
edtWation takes place? The third Issue is the involveSent of medical..
centers and educators in the on-going process Of the delivery
of health care.
The fourth issue is the responsibilities of in-.
stitutions of medical education to the post.graduate educatio
• of phylicians.
3.0
This Is not the place for

long conversation.

11
• There are far too few of 'us and too many of you here.

If

12
the idea Of intelleettial confrontation is to really be sac13
cessful, and if it is to head off the possibility of con
14
frontatione of the other type
15

of which :if0 have spoken

these confrontations must take place on a local level. at -

16
.

your school, between. you:and your student*.

17
-Now these are the confrontation, that we, as ,stu18

dents

in search of Solutions, will,hOpe to be initiating,

19
U you don't beat Us to them. .And
201
21

I

a2114 1-rhope
that

youdo.
Thank you.

22
(Applause.)
23
THE CHAIRMANi

These presentations are now open

24
for discussiOst and an -exchange with thsi students.
25

that they can feel questions and coaemts:

I know

well as any of

1

John* you wished to be recognised earlier. I be

DEAN ROOMS: Yes.
THE CHAIRMAN:

John Bogness,

DEAN 1160110133:

i would like,'first, to cosPlinent-

all Of the students on their presentations, which I think aer4
intoallent.

I atoll Wish that I could speak as eloquently an

many of then.
10

.
The point that I an going to raise deals with the

11
issue raised first on the program, and is not in any sense es tnt
• 12
to indicate that it is *ore inpOrtant insy nand than some
13

of

• 14

the other issues raised by the other students. But I
•
.
would like to raise the Issue of student loans and to sake

15
notion* hopefully* for your approval.
16
?Irby reason I nab* this is:
17
- First* that I anconcerned ibeut,the proposed re18
duation in student loan

federal.student loan.

moneys.

19
an also conoentOd that I hays lammed just re
20
mmontly that there Is a rtumor

or I hope that it is a rumor

21
about that we as Deans and we as schools do not consider the
22
student loan moneys as very important* and that they do not,
23
that these student loan plane do not hay* a very high priorit
24
in on "Inds.
25
Bo with those two points in-maind, I would like to

move the following:
That the Council of Deans go on record hero and

To indicate that we do indeed give .st very
high priority to the need for Federal Student assistance
prOgrams (both loans and schOlarships).3. To urge

individual members of

. and their faculties to support this need by writing to mem.
Wire of Congress, stating clwarly the problem presented. by

he collections of the AAMC Not to be r

, or. Which would be presented' by a eut.back.in these programs.
3.
L2
13

To support the efforts of student organiza-

tions fiCo Obtain information and to develop ,position: papers
on this issue.
4. To attempt to enlist the support of other

15
16
rr

interested organizations and gro ups.in a campaign to avoid
a reduction in student aid funds, and
3. To sake aur position on this 'matter a matter
of public record.
And I would like tOr make- that motion as a motion.'
:78111, CHAIIIM&N:

Aar

Almond?

SEVICRAL VOICES: Second..
THE (31AIRMAN:

It bait- been seccinded,

Is there any

discussion?
I might ask Ike Taylor or Manson meede to..Comrient
on their own meetings with the Congressional delegation.

Do you wish to coament at all?
DEAN MEADS: Only to say that I think that If you

,cio

meet With the C:ongrossional delegation thatyon'eili'proi-

bably find the Same ivaction that we did, whiCh
Number one, not aware of the situation,,
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And number two

vary enthusiastically endorsing .

the problem,- Or the action to get money back into this area.
Our delegation, if you will, instructed one member to develop
a position letter which all would sign and direct to the,
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Appropriations Callitittee on this matter.
I think it is * matter of bringing this to their
attention, of bringing this issue to their 'attention, how
critical it is.
THE MUNN: Dr,
DEAN IC/CHIIANi

I Wish. I could report .the -same on

sowe:-contacts that I have had that were highly informal.,
have 'found a reaction that was closer to this:

18

That, well, the physician, in general, are in a

19

privileged economic position in society, and,:there-,wasn t - -

20

much enthusiasm in the contacts that I had that they be given

21

any special privileges, that, in fact, there was a.'feeling

22

that there have already been substantial Subsidies- and help
-„

23

directed toward medical education, and that until physicians

24

found a way to deal with what these people regard as the

25

rising oast of medical care and so on, that they wouldn't

5
• it a greet deal of support.
And this i

a very lisited contact

but it is ne-

vertheless indicative.
'TEE CHAIRMAN:

Merlin DuVal.

5
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DEAN DUVAL: I would suggest that there is truth
in both

and in part it may depend on the approach that you
•

taiat'•
-I have personally Stade a contact with threeCOngressmain and both Senators fromvArtkona,.and4 can toil
10 ,
you that if you addreep yourself ,to this quotation tonceptise,
11 ,
you will get exactly the response that you)kame-just heard.
12
If - you-oft:4mi yourself to the specifics in the state here
13
they become immediately very interested'.
14
(Laughter.):
15

Tag

CMAIRMAN:

Let- me nentiOn also, 1,0001* that

16
but

the
17

the reception that Ike Taylor, **MOD Mends, And I had with •
18
the North •Carolina delegation'.

This year's, and the last

19
thaelirears, it was massing, and it was amazing because we
20
had with us not just the three, deans, but the President of
21
the State Medical Society, the head of the State Board of
22
Health, one of the large insurance carriers,in the state, and
23
two other representatives.
24
23

FROM THE IrIOCa: it. II. P.
Tag CORIMAN: I beg your pardon?

1

FMK THE FLOOR; The R. M. P.
THE CHAIRMAN: The R. U. P., and with this kind

3
4

'of an audience, the Congressional delegation was not Just
merely being polite, they were very definitely interented: in
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the welfare of the people in their state across the board*,
and this was the student loan progras was the number one item
7

on our agenda.

8

FROM THE FLOOR: V le..

9

THE CHA/RMAN:- And they are working very actively

10

to help us with this.

11

MR. ANDRUS: I think thatIrr, AnIyan has raised

12

a very important point, and let us all be very clear about

13

this.

14

It is very well to discuss what the implications

15

are conceptually, but when it comes right down toit

16

men, this is practical politics.

17
3.8
19
20
21

This is lobbying.

gentleI don't

assume that any of you are naive and unaware of this, but
it la essential that the political "clout"

the word that

goes the rounds hers in Washington -- be felt by the Oftgress
nen and Senators that you ate speaking with because, you
know, money talks and "Does" have got money

and votes

talk.
23
24
25

And you kam, as long aerie:know that our
is

right

have

Mtge

those are really the two major mechanisms that we

to use to influence our Congressmen.

And that is very

17
unfortunate that that is so, but it is true.
I think that tbe. contention is often made

as was

pointed out by the gentleman in the back, that since physi.
clans are an economically privileged group, that they don't
rate any special assistance.
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Now let us cell to mind a few facts:
First of all, the beginning of federal aid for
medical students, end other health service professional stu.
dents, Is a fairly ~eat thing viewed in the contact of ler
10

grants that have been available for a considerable amount

11

of time for engineering students, and students in a number of

12

other areas;

13
4
15

The second point is that granted that -physiciane
.:cin the past have largely eons Iron akiddle *less families.
They have cone in large numbers iron doctors and lawyers, it
.r

'16
17
z'.18
9

cetera

that sort of faidliss. The point is that,tines are

changing, and Oss of the seJor change*, as was alluded to by
other gentlemen and myself earlier today is that the teal
area that we have to plat* our emphasis on the DOOM for
•funds
. *ad the need for increased funds,is the fact that.
are finally being able to break through this barrier in medical Schools and get minority group students and disadvantaged
students admitted to medical,school.

24

And once we have got then there,
pay for their education.

get to

Now I think this is an essential point to be bro

Another point that

think is essential, -and that'

holds great- merit, Is that I think that we should ,all consider the detrimental effect on the quality of education, of
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medical education, that decreases in this loan program are
going to have.
You know, oil, out of

every throe nights on, plus,

the fact that the Other night you are working on ,yoUr spare10

time job.

11

the old body gets worn down

12

level" things like that may very definitely create detriment*

1

That makes it., kind of hard to "book" very much,
and Iota of other kind of "gut

eftecte in :the quality_ of Medical education.

14

And I think that is

a

qualitative statenent

15

But I guess that Se could do,* control study and prove that

16

point.

17
18
19
20

So I think that theme are some of the things that
have to be streamed.
But I think that the,point that you have.oade,,ai
to the effect of let's get. the groups with the political

21

clout", the State Sooletise, the A. N. A. everybody, invo

22

in this thing, this is ihe.vay that us are going to bi able

23

politically to deal with the political beast that Is going.

24

that being the U. S. Congress, that is going to determine

25

how such money 1s available, not only in this prograo, but

159
in
2

ograms *cross the whole board in health, and in' Other

.
domestic areas that heed: a lot of helpCllAIRMAN: *ask you, Bob.

4

(Misrlie? Charlie Sprague.
:DEAN SPRAGUE: Charlie Sprague

-Southwestern
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University.
First, lot as say that I heartily endorse the no-

BS secondly, I was a bit .disturbed by the tenor
10

of imam of the preeentatious by the stiadmite, and I had the

11

were feeling, had the feeling them.
*
Ieeling that sone of then

12

• sob/ea that they were telling us something that we :were bear-4,

33

Lag for the first times, and,questiomad hos esr.i0Maly coflcernsd,

14

perhaps we wire *boat Some of these, matters.

15
16

Bow taks this, the less pivotal's, as * "tor in..
stance":

17

I think, if you were to ask this grouP *Ps Awry

18

had voluntarily, because of their deep concern, tried to do

19

something, and mere 'earting with their Congremmunand we fort

20

I think that yen would find that the vast majority were a

21
22
23
24

ready.
And so I don't think we aged to be sold the idea.
think that all of ye *re vitally concersed, and I would'
libm the etudoats to recognise this.
TUB CBAIMAII: Thank you, Charlie.

160
John -Det*trick of Cornell.
- DEAN -DErnlICK:

beim two questions that perhaps

We could get. some response to:
Soar of us *fie - thought * greet dell *bout student
loans and I suspect that the reason that a few of us have not
been too enthusiastic about student loan funds is the tact
that when a- student leave* medical school, he has _bees underpaid.
as• house staff member., and We mod his out into the prof.,
**ion with debts,
10

experience:has been that this is the best pois.;

mow hungry.

11

foible way to mahe a young doctor

12

only maintain a family, but *has to ropey,* debt. Therefore,

13

• he mot pay a greet dorsi of attention to the 4ioarning:of

14

Iers.

15

Be lokunt not

Bose of us have 'tried fairly hard to raise our •

16

seholarship annoy to the mazimum„ so that this incentive would

17

not be a major problem for the student in a capitalistic so-

18

*Jolty when be west out into practice

19

tided.

wherever he

20

The second point that I would .11* to raise,'ank4

21

it same to me that it it be worth considering, and that

22

is, would it be profitable or beneficial if the A. A. M. C.

23,

went all out and tried to abolish tuition? Saw helpful would

24

that be, if we could have every medical school open without

25

charging tuition?

161
I speak Personally because in a private school
our only resources

of increased income are tuition, endow-

immete alumni giving, and then live can persuade the state,
city, or federal government to help, support our enterprise --
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*len we raise tuition, and I have fought this for rms.
And, in fact, the Medical School at COrnell is the lowest
of any of theindkoole.
I have tried to desionetrate'to the trustees that
every time you raise tuition --say, to get another' fifty
10
thousand dollars

you turn another twenty-five thousand back

11
into scholarship and loan money -- it is peanuts.

I think °

12
that we have reached the stage of diminishing returns.

And

13
personally, I would like,to as

no tuition charged.

14
And I wondered what the students feel about these
15
ph*Shs:
16
OD*, the impact on the individual of being in debt.
17
And the other, how important is tuition?

is it a ,

18
sajorhandicap in going to a medical school?
19
ISR CRA1RMAN: Would the students like to respond?20
MR. XING: Can we consider this before the motion
is.acted on?
22
MR CHAIRMAN:

I Utak

well, are you ready for

23
the question?
24
ClIOROS OF VOICES:

QMestion.

25
THE MAMMA: Lot's get the motion cleared.

All

1

those in favor, say "aye".

2

(A chorus of "ayes".)

3

Opposed?
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(No response.)
5

Unanimously passed.'

6

We now can proceed with the questions raised by
Dr. Deitrick.
Bob?

9
10
11

MR. ANDRUS: This is Pets!
THE CHAIRMAN:
I think this One is live.

Would you like to use the microphon
(Indicating.)

12

rthink.all four of you -.-

13

NIL' ANDROS: Can I be heard? -

14

With regard to.tuition:,I,yoUr,:pOint, inter* a

15

Tuitiongross nuAbers'Of dollars, YO4AEROw, in OzaCtbr 1,1104.

16

really lin't a very profitable w*y - Of:increasing the amount

17

of mosey available to a- school.

18

I think we have to think,Apo, in terms of the

19

flow of dollars, and what:thislawanaJeconomically.

20

, Amount of
oral government or my dad, you know, gives me 71E'

21

dollars., either by scholarship or loan, and then I hand it

22

to the school, and then they us0-ihat to pay faculty salaries,

23

to lowep,tbeViiidings lighted, and buy equipment.

24
25

The,fed7

Now, reaiisticaliy, we can say, well, let'. abOlish,,
tuition, and stop all spholarship and loan Programs, and: just

increase the amount of money that goes into a program, such
as that which Dr. Marston described earlier, and that is
very, you know

it makes pried sense.

But the problem is

that, politically speaking, it is just not very -realistic
actually.
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Another point that I think: could be brought up
with regard to tuition is that those who can pay probably are
not so disinclined to do so, in consideration for the bene.
fits of a medical education
10

13
14
15
16
17

that can

be derived in that fashion.

11
12

if there are any

And finally, I think that you will very quickly
run into the argument on the other side of the fence that,
well, if you do away with tuition and look foryour funding
to federal and state levels to compensate for that amount of
money which was lost, then you have taken another step toward
evil socialized medicine

and that is a pretty tough arg

te fight.

18

FROM TEM FLOOR:

18

MR. ANDRUS:

20

Are you against it?

Not necessarily,- no.

I think what we need would be a lot more discus.,

21

alon e you know, and getting down to really what are the perti out

22

lesion.

23

can't all be raised, and value judgements made on them.

24

was your other question, sir?

25

And in throe minutes, obviously, the pertinent issue

FROM TER FLOOR:

With re

rd to studenta

What

164
MR. ANDRUS:

Oh, with regard to stmtent-loans?'

FROM THE FLOOR:
MR. ANDRUS:
4,

Being in debt.

Well, let's put it this

If you have got to be in debt to have s medical
degree, and if you wanted a medical degree, that although
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6

that is not the ideal world of all possible worlds, it is
better than not having gotten your degree.

And I think that

that is what we have to live with.
Ideally, we wouldn't have any loans

We would holy

10

all scholarships by the federal government, and that way ther

11

wouldn't be any payback, but once again, practical 1)(04:tim-

12

id**, that is not the situation.

13

'fact that there are loan programs.

14

So we have to live with the

Now I would just retail to your attention

and

15

once again

16

we felt that you weren't aware, because I felt firmly con.

17

winced that a.large majority of deans had already voluntarily

10

written to Congress, at cetera, and we were aware that you were

I am. sorryif any of us gave the impression that

*VW*.
20
21
22

Let se remind you though that the specifications
of the law under Title 7 of the Public Health Service Act do
_provide for an amortization of percentages of the lbans for
those physicians that, say, work in rural poverty areas, et

24

cetera, various categories of areas.

25

service you can have between ten and fifteen per cent of your

And for each year of

loan cutoff, in terms of what you have to pay back. So
think that this is another consideration to b.borne in niind
also.
TUN CHAIRMAN:

WOuld any of the others

thank

•
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you

Peter

would any of the other students like to res-

pond?
MR, CiRAHAM:

I have one response.

Is the Jake

OD?

FROM TUN FLOOR: Yes.
0
MR. GRAHAM: The first part of the viestion,
11
think it faced with the choice between a scholarship and a ion,
12
I would unequivocally take the scholarship:
13

FROM

THE FLOOR: Wouldn't we all?-

14
,(Laughter.)
15
MR. GRAHAM: To go to the second mitts which.lo
16
I am very "turned on" about this idea„, and I think that
17
I probably have some difference* with what Peter hail just
18
said, particularly along thit philosophy.
19
20

Now there is a danger in working, with the government, though, and we will come to that.

21
2
- 23
24

What I hear this gentleSat saying is„ 71 as a
Dean.

I.recognize the problem.

cut off all tuition.

What I will do r is, I will

This is at part.

No more tuition.

will go out and / will try to get money from endowment anno.;.
°Minn and from alumni. - This :is another thing that I Can

do of sy own initiative."
think this is tremendous.
But then you must go to the government and,
4

think, fight very hard for the maintenance of scholarship and

5-

loan funds it the present level,= because tuition is not the
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major cost of medical school, but from what a medical school
itself can do within the intramural juggling of budgets and
finances

I think this is a tremendous idea.
And I think that the tone that you would -set by

10

saying that you were going to do these three or four things .
might very well, be on a high enough plane that you could

12

00awlisce the government that you weredoing your part, and

13

that they mould look very bad were they to then undercut you

14

by striking all scholarships and loans.

15
16

Of course, I don't,think you Over get asimirances
of that type from the government.

17

72111 CHAIM/Ott 'Bert.

18

Wt. KING: 1414 at some schools the 'tUition is

19

a very significant factor.

20

is well over twenty

21

they tell us that the total cost of educating us each year-_

22

La more then thirteen thousand dollars per Student, so on a

23

fraction-mise basis it is a relatively small per cent that '

24

comes from tuition.

25

At the University of Olicago

X mean

two thousand dollars.

And.yet

And I would likm to see some efforts made- to eli-,

167
'allude sixth large tuition -fees.

I think that they are sig7

ificant factors especially with the situation that you have
nOW - With the decrease in the loan funds. .
think that the theory that the elimination of:
loan funds would tend to 'decrease the drive on, the part Of
physicians to go into practices that are oriented solely toward
the accumulation of' money Is an attractive theory, but that
it is only * very snail part of the reason why we have phyeiCians going after money the way that they do.
3.0
11

I think that

the factors run a lot deeper than that.
THE CHAIRMAN:

Maurice.

12

WEISE: Yes, I agree that it is inportant not

13

to over-simplifY why people become acquisitive after they .go

14

into medical school.

15

.And I think that I

in some degree you will find

16

that people who

17

mainly concerned with money after they get out of medical

18

school, some of them will avoid loans for the mere fact :that

19

that -wili4et in their way.

20

the kind of people whose lives becOna,

And the Other thing is that I think that it ii
ilpoistant in terms of — I think that there is no question

22
23
24

but- fihat.you. have to re-evaluate tuition.
OnM of the reasons — one of the reasons!, why so
,siudentio can make it at /toward is because the
tuttion:fai fairly low, because they get some money from the

government.

And I think it is a major_ obstacle to black

people- going to a 'lot Of ,schools.
But .i don't think,that eliminating tuitiOn is. the
- answer to all of your problem-_,because: the fact is that there -...,-,,,0
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are some people that can afford it; and there are some people
that can't.
TUN CHAIRMAN: I would like to - say that since it
is past one o'clock, and I don't want to - interrupt this
dialogue, and we have another fixed point in

lavas ,joining

10
Us at two o'clock, we can 'continue this discussion after' his
11
presentation and the discussion.
12
There maims to bii:One fervent gentleMan in the:.
13
- back who mill not be able to eat unless -he 'comments:
14
(14aUghter.).
15
MR. NICK MAJORITY: I have to go anyway:
16
an Nick Majority, and I guess I still qualify
17
as a student, since I an laboring ,under a $3,500 loan

and

18
it JO a little hard tb pay back right now.
19
But I an a little *lard, kind of appalled really,
20
by the tremendously conservative reactions you got from the
21
student

on the .Panel;

22
(Laughter.)
23
I think it speaks for im the knife cuts both ways
24
You know, it 110.11111 to me that

less *very active in trying

to mount the black admissions campaign in Philadelphia just last

169
fall and certainly' one of the things that we found exceedingly difficult, one of the difficulties that we had in
recruiting young men from disadvantaged backgrounds into
and

school_ wait the whole problem of money•

And now
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whether it was real or whether it was imagined, it is a very
very real barrier.
And speaking parsonally, I would also opt at any
.time for, a scholarship rather than a loan, because I think
that -from my own point of view that it is a very, veal" in-'
10
portant consideration

something that I would really like t

11
see pursued, and that it is important.
12
THE CHAIRMAN: Thank you.

We will reconvene here

13
at two o'clock.
14
(Whereupon, at 1:05 o'clock, p.m., the meeting
15
was recessed until 2:00 o'clock, p.m., the same day
3.6
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

170
AFTERNOON SESSzas
(2:11 p.a.)
THE CHAIRMAN:

Gentlemen, come on in.

Coma on in

and we will get started.
In the interests of time, since some of you have
early departure time', I think,* ought to get moving, and it
is again a privilege to hareAwith um this afternoon Iry Lewis
and Stan Olson
9
Joe English was to have joined than here

but be

10
got shipped out of town on short notice last night, and Iry
• 11
and Stan are going to cover what in going on at the present
12

•

time in the Health Services and Mental Health Administration.
23
Now many of you know Stan very well because

after all, he

14
Was

a member of this guild for a- great many years and a very

15
distinguished Dean at Baylor, and I an not going to spend any
16
time introducing Stan.
17
I do not know Iry as well since we had only not
18
on ono previous occasion, and I was very intereited in look.
19

8

tag at his biographicalsketch.

/ can only say that he has

20
got a blue ribbon education

all the way from the Batton lati

21
School to that finishing college school called Harvard

and

22
then in political science at the University of Chicago, and
23
subsequently. ..at the Bookings Institution,
24
As I also look at his biographical Sketch, I don't
25
know of any nook and cranny of the Federal Betehlieheeht

171
the Executlin Branc:11-*- that he has not at one -time or an.other bean,* menber Of, going iron the Bureau. Of the Budget,
to the

9. P. A., 'to the State Department, to the .Information

Agenay, tO.tiva

4.:

(Laughter.)
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This past May he was appointed Deputy Adninistrato
of the Health Services and Mental Health Administration.
I think it is referred to as Mismaha", is that what I have
9

heard?

10

MR.

wpm J. IX1116: That in one of the many ways

(lasegatek.) 12
13

THE CHAIRMAN.
but, in any event

14

MB. LEWIS: Jos English thought it was "Huspahn:

15

(Laughter.)

16
17
18
19

THE CHAIRMAN:

22

In any event, this_ latest award

of *kith we are all proud, Is the fact that he was one of the
ten recipients in 1969 of the National Civil Servico,Leagua
Award.

20
21

It sounds like a suppressed sneeze

,Alt is great to have you here to tell us
'had Irv'
what is going on at the interface of your area and the medics%
schools.

23

Irv,. would .you like to come up hero?

24

MR. ;MIS: All right. Thanks very much, Bill.
,reall7 do appear on short notice, and I hope

172
in appearing on short notice that I an wit 'going to
deprive you of woeful inforsatiOn•

Joe was called out of town

last night and then he case beck, Out then he **wooled out
of town this morning. Be had to go with John Vaneeiman :stonier
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where to a classified relocation -site.
still in that kind of a

Apparently, le are

as. Icing as we are not too win-

taped — that nonsense business!'
(Laughter.)

Is there a

can you hear is beck thire7E'

10
sorry, can you hear me back *here?
11
FROM THE YL0012:

Barely'.

12

•

Wt. L1CWIS:

Terrible?:

13
IRON THE FLOOR:- Bare17.
14
ER. LEM: Barely? I an sorry.

Could you hear

15
Bill all right?
16
I guess that I was merely making ey appropriate,
17
apologies for Joe English, who was not only called out of
28
town last night, but after he returned was called out to go
19
with the Under Secretary to our classified relocation site,
20

and I was saying that we are still engaged in that kind of

21
nonsense business, and that is one of the nooks and crannies
22
of the, Federal Establishment, in which I-have bed the privi23
24
2,5

lege for many years, ;to look in on.
•flo I hope that ny appearing here On - Short *title*

is not going to deprive you of the information- whid2 you are

173
seeking.
As far as H. S. It. H. A. is concerned

I think

the biggest problem is, what is it?
I had the pleasure of speaking not too long ago
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up at Beth Israel in Boston.

I spoke to the house staff,

and I found out that the dearth of information as to what
this organisation was, was the first obstacle to be overcome
in trying to understand what Bill called the "interface". So
I do have to take a couple of minutes to talk about that.
I know that you didn't hove to do that with respect to Bob's,
became* N. I. H. Is known only too !Pell to you, and it is
the other organisations that you probably have to know a little
more about.
•

But, essentially, the reorganisation ,which John

Gardner set in motion, which, Wilbur Cohen then accelerated,
and maybe now has got a little bit of a flat wheel — the
organization which he set in motion took the area of health
which we broadly 'call the environment and set it over here
under C. C. Johnson, and together with that arena Of P. U. S.
activities, the Food and Drug Administration, and slid, "Let's
call that the Consumer Protection Znvironment*/ Health Administration."
And than it took the empire that was Shannon's
and added to it the !preen of Health Manpower, and subtracted
from it the budding program, called "Regional Medical Pr

that over there now,"
e.

H. S. M. H. A. is everything els*: _
Oaltughtor
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So it is necessary, therefore, to reacquaint you
with a little bit of What'the'aeveryt*NC

in the Public

Health Service met

The Communicable Disease Center

I am thinking

in *terars of moss of the older and well-established- activi- 10
ties

the Commit:4W* Disease Center down in Atlanta.

11
The Hill-Barton hospital program with *whole
12
range of activities.
13
And the National Institute of Mental Health.
14
The Regional Medical Programs for Heart, Cancer
15
and Stroke, which had' been a , division With Institute ettitue
18
is the N. I H.
17
The arena, so called, the"Partnership for Health"
18
which is one of the luZeiest and most difficult to comm.
19
*end in the Washington political and adsinietrative scene.
20
The Indian Health Program, unchanged.
The Public Health Service,. the hospital system.
The proles:11;1*nel sumistance such as it is, given
to the Medicare programs, and the Medicaid program., which had
24
been In the old Public Health Service:
25
And than the newly developed, crisis-rid

Ilation 1

1

Center for Health SerVices, Research and DevelOpment.
Not having looked at notes as I was doing this •
recitation, Stanley, did I leave out a major activity? / have
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4

a sense I did.

5

DR. STAN= MON::-Test the

6

MR. LEWIS; Yes, I am sorry, the National Center

Statistics.,':

for Health Statistics.
8
9

.These are the major services or centerX in the
Health Services Mental Health- Administration,

10

Nov :there was, as many -of you know, a long and

11

bitter argument within - U I.e. as to whether the Health

12

Manpower fwictions should be with N. I. H. Or whether they

13

should

14

don't hive a personal view which I wish to agree/I-at this

15

point, but I as sure that the 'subject will. continue to'be

16

something that will plague *oil other people at any rate.

17

The decision — there were a variety of people who fiat that

18

it ought, to be with our o'nglemerate, which:is

19

ionable Word, and there were a variety of people who felt

20

that It ought to be with the National Institutes of Health. ,

21

My general approach to organization is that ,- -juriadiction is

22

essentially unimportant, that the question is, irhat armYou

23

going to do with jurisdiction if you vat it?

24
25

in

with some other part of the organization.

And I

today'* fash-

And if the jurisdiction with respect,to production
of physiciana is over with the National Institutes of Bealth

the important thing is the result of it having the 3urisdiction, not in soma theory that maybe it belongs somewhere
else.
But that is behind us.

the underlying

Now I think that the underlining
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the

behind this, creating this conglomerate, is that withou

taking on the entire medical Profession, without taking on
all of the

Medica1

schools, and without taking on all of the

states' and everybody. else, ho 'have to be: taken ,on in order

•

10

to improve the _health care system of the nation, vs ought

11

to, at the fedaral level, gat on with the job of beginning

12

to try to bring soot focus and some rationality,- into theheal h

13

imr0 System.

14

And so, without my going through the

15

cause I really didn't bring it along, and I don't 'know haw

16

relevant it all is

litany,

w ithout sr really going through the
_

17

litany of what one says are all the objective's, and what the

18

mission is, you know, in nine paragraphs and sub "en and so

19

on, I just want to say a few of what I think are the key.

20

questions that affect our programs.
I 'should have added, one other statistical fact. e'

21

I Ma Sorry. I still have

22

It in not all, available to you.

2$

Rif

24

three hundred million dollars; that is, the nine or so major
,
centers,: services, and programa whianj eaumeratai, cost the.

25

Budget Bureau instincts.

But we do haVe a billion point

1

American taxpayer about 1.3 billion dollars, which, I violin,
is a little less than the National Institutes of Health,

3

lOairoboro in the same ball park, depending on how Congress reacts to budget cuts under, the Nixon budget.
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5

The principal themes, I think, with respect to
our organization, revolve around whatever we mean

And

people mean different things by it -- whatever we mean by
8

"health care planning" and the "organisation and delivery of

9

health ears".

10

And I would say that underlying all of the actions

11

which H. E. W. is trying to tab* through us

12

of difficult to know, when you don't have a ,political boss

13

and it is kind .

- and the political boss in is alth is kind of high up right

14

"bow

15

little bit too high op, as far as met of us are concerned

1
17.
19
19

but the principal characteristic of this thole is that the
Ts...fashioning of the systole cannot take place by some natUnally prescribed plan., but it has to take place at the local
;Jewel.

20
. 21
22
23
24
25

he is up at the Under „Ilearstaryts level, which ,is a

And "local" can vary, as far as people, are concerned, but essentially it has to take place below the federal
level.
"Below the federal level" sometimes means at a
state. Sometime it means at a city.
medical smarket .level.

Sometimes it means at

118
•

When you talk "medical market" you quite often

• tilk,msdicaI schools.

And when you talk "medical schools

you_

',quite Often talk regional medical programs.
So sort of central to time activity of through_action short of a prescribed mandatory action, thro gh thO volDocument from the collections of the AAMC Not to be reproduced without permission

untary actions, the Regional Medical Programs is probably
the principal program which interrelates with the medical
schools in a fairly obvious way.
Bolever, the rationalization of the medical care
10
13.
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

systole-includes:Ws concept

little , bWOff Jolt rationaliiatiomt lea alsoAbinkieg
torms,,of pressure for money

the pressure- for money is very

-heavily in the area of delivery Of sorvires„ and the delivery
of lerviesellats, increasingly, acquired that word *bleb s
lot of,peoploodon't lib', thateord "Comprahonsivo
And this means that th041r0grestOf
to the ComMunity-implecialy,

extfacting Out

into the inner city, and'inio th

,deptivodrimml wrests, that thivprograme, Wherever44y
_-

19-

be in the federal government

20

fundiag priority.

23.

at sort of slipping a_.'

any

are aesuming higher and higher

Sat in order that they assume some kind of rations

22.

appreach„ ve look to some local organisations for helping to

23

rationallar.

24

So that we find that under the Partnership for
:Health grants

under the Commuaity Health SOrvioS, through

the Child Health Programs, which are being actively debated,
2

as to the jurisdictional location, through the 0..E. 0.
Neighborhood Health Canter Program, which may very well move

4

over to H. B. W.
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into our arena

and if it moves, most likely would move
through these arenas, through these pro-

jects, one finds again the interface, I think,
7

the

S. M. H. A. and the medical schools.

8
9

between

One of the largest problems, and probably a reason
why

again underlying our, although it is not fully docu-

10

wonted, one of the problems in the business is that, as Joe

11

Naglinh and I have discussed often, the government and, I

12

think, the professions have come to accept that simply giving

13

people a ticket, a money ticket to go and buy medical care,
_

14

is not going to bring about the delivery ofmedical care to

15

the individual, that there is an imbalance between financing

16

aid -capacity.

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Nov there are many people Who will say that: the Li
Medicare program did not produce price riseS, and I-don
know that I want to debate it again.

ate

that it has and that I would tell

My own instincts- tell
and that it would be

Joe's vie* as well .. and Medicaid as ii11.
And therefore, there is a tendency in -Waiihington
to may, net**, not *put so much into the financing -unless, we
are sure that the capacity is there."
This again has led to the.development, I think,

180
of the activity, or at least the developatent of the center,
not necessarily all-of the activity that is here, but the
development of the Center for Health- Bervides ReslerOh and Developamit, which

and since Health,Services Research in

probably onlyAkbotrt five or six years.old an it is currently
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seen, the Center is really one of the government's fledgling
activities, which is attempting to bridge, really, both the
scientific world, which attsmapts quits often to divorce itseig

and I an not oondemning'it

to divorce litseif from

10

whit is happening On the social front, and not necessarily

11

is Always- related to the quote, what we call the "real world"

12

It is an activity which bridges that kind of research function

13

which we all know are very clearly of the N. I. B. ordor,

14

sad the tett that the services.to be researched anti developed

15

can be witnessed only on sits.

16
17
18

There is no Sense witnessing them juirt in a theoretical world.
And therefore, the struggle that I think we are

19

hiving in, oar organization, to put substential meat on that

20

on the bones- of ,that concept, is that it is necessary that

21

that be sited in real world activity.

22

Me with respect to the medical schools, the Con-

23

ter ifI funding a nuaber of heath services research and re-'

24

search centers, and I think that we will find increasingly

25

an effort on oar• part, not fully rationalized 'yet, to bring

-

together a tenter, a community health service, and grants
in support of health planning out in the field, with regional
medical programs in some real tins studio,* on
- site.
Now it is, I think, foolish for me to repeat remarks:which you Already have heard in men, plates about the
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• nocessity for the universities- and the medical,echools to be
aware of the community problems.
You don't have up here in front of you an official
isho thinks that the medical schools are going to sOlte the
Vrobiens of the communities. 'X don't happen to^ believe that
universities exist to solve the social, problems .in the con.
nunities.
X believe that they have to be involved in them.
AM we are seeing, as the young nem "Come into

ther otir ora.,

giumization or else into the P. H. 8., their great- desire to
involved.
I as also witnessing a strong interest on the part
of staff in medical schools and in house staffs to be invol
19

is delivery.

2011

chief of miedicime at a principal hospital, telling me that

21

he was ready to get into the delivery sceo*; last did he have

22

to do?

And I was just a few days ago, eallml by a

Well, I had previously discussed with his a touple
of the implications; of the activity on the federal level,
which tends to put money on ~Viers which is our business*.

182 And I said that I felt that in the long run that the demand,
both of the student and of the society, 'would mean that the
teaching-Programs-of the medicalschools would, undoubtedly,
,
move way out into these new methods of delivery, including
the neighborhood health centers, and in the mental health
area, would include the community mental health centers,

as

well,
I didn't see how, if the society was committed in
the mental health area to produce two thousand community
mental health centers by somewhere in 1975 or 1980, that
psychiatrists could be well trained to meet the needs of so,
ciety without, at some time or other, being involved in those
centers, and / didn't see haw they could be involved without
the medical schools.
A second point that I would like to make is that
one that Stanley and I were talking about, as we were coming
down in the car --without my being a hundred per cent knowledgeable about it, since I haven't really been in the professions

I have hAd some concern in the several years that i

111

have been engaged in health and welfare, about the relation- 1
Ship between public' health, preventive medicine, and communit
or social medicine.
And I don't want to engage in a semantics problem,
M40

but probably there will be a need, if it is true that organization and delivery of medical care is now very high on the

103
•
J

2 0,

agenda, iol! javerment and for medical schools, it probably
will be necesstry ,for uedical ochools to be concentrating
on the relationships araong these semantical indications or
semantical expressions of what today is probably the same
phenomenon.
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a

In short, the medical students who come in,.. we

-

have a number, you know, who come in for two years-, And while
1

they don't want to, —you hnow,'Iike the political scientists
all make policy with President Nixon or Johnson or President
Kennedy, they do very definitely want to he involved in how.
we work these various instruments that 3 have briefly been
referring to. ,
Well, in order for them to be involved as they
move out into society as practicing physicians, they probably
are going to have to have something in their educational
curriculum , which has stimulated them more than they say
they presently get stimulated, and maybe giving them a little
more organization.

.1

Well, those are a few of the principle points that

I would want to make.
Dill, as I reflect back on what I have been saying,
I think I have been sort of darting to the left and to the
right, and I haven't actually said how much money is avail.
able for medical schools in Particular areas.'
But I suppose that kind of a problem can emerge
as the questions: arise.

So' why don't-I just Stop here, and

lot the dean* and others bare ask questions, and when
really run into trouble, Stanley is going to help as out.
TES CHAIRMAN:

Well, the floor is open for ques-

tions,
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And Iry said that he and Stan would "Huntley-Brink
ley", depending on the type of questions. So you are welcome
• to ask than now.
Test Dr. Wiehnan?

'Dmaimmuksi / would ma to

ask about the Dealt

10
Bereft** Research Centers.
11
Is there a prospect that new ones will continue
12
to be tonsidloti" Or is this a period of consolidation?
13
M. MIS: No

I think that as have funded,

14
think, seven
15

at least, if I use.the word properly, at leas

Tie have said definitely we have got the money this year for

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

We have been able to *cal** In the Nixon budget

revision* with the neeith serviemm R. and D. budget staying
absolute/4, intact; it hasn't changed at all, and there is
ens& noney to continue all of the centers; there will be no

Problem oil that.
I don't Iota. become* I dent* know -whether I an
familiar in that detail whether We have
I think as did have semi. But I don
money 'problems

on that.

&Or*

in the budget.-

know of problems

185
CIIAIRMA11: Charlie Sprague.
MR.
DEAN

Yes, sir?
One of the problems that ankny of

us, I think, aro confronted with, is that to get involved
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is this, it requires the rocruitment of additional faculty
of disaipliames that are not traditionally a part of a nedisal school.
And oftentimes it is very difficult, particularly
Oitis Oar loeal stet* mOney situaties being as tight as the
10
federal situation, to ;conviitco a legislature that they should
11
support this kind of indeaVor.
12
Now we have talkod to Dr. lianonoro, for It:templet

•

15
about trying to get a planning grant to help organise such
14
a group within another depastlent, or howOvor you wished to
15
establish this, an organization _dealing within your school
16
or effort, end tire soney, apparently, is not thin. for that.
It is only for the Individual faculty ,amber to explor0 his
notions. or ideas regarding this.
19
Is there sons way in which funds night be mad*
-

20
available to fors a nucleus, possibly, for such a group within
21
a medical school?
-22
M. MIX: loll, now, basically, my approach is ....

• 23
I would think that if them let

I don't know of legal or

/*Stilton*
I could onlyrssy that the Inhibitions evilest it
•

186
would probably be the .processes of the past, and maybe what.*
over jurisdictionsl'Ilnes are presently drawn.
Among the components, if you are talking about,
this last point *hat.I have made about the planning to bring
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is, to really fashion and bring in the other disciplines,
it swim to me that one of the biggest problems that we have
get generally in thaf,goveVnapint isthis packaging.
Now X don't know anything about the liws-oalL.t. I.
N. B.,

on the Oiralth Services Oenter,on the Bureau of Health

10
:Cbmmunity Health Servites Programsi.. and-L,
Manpower, On, mr
11

had one other in mind which suddenly missed me; X don't
12
know nothing in any of the laws which Prevents us from
13
putting funds together to create thialcind .Of a -situation, an
14
Al I were ..oh, the BurOa4 of Sealth,Manpower, X as Merry,
15
I would certainly think that its Bpseial Improvement Projects
16
has funds for this kind of purpose, but there

you know, Bob,

17
won* havet0-40114
0
18
But jthink that

have get aMeed Which is

19
identified' in this way, which is a general -seed, -which cute
20
across groups and - eeMoumme, what is needed often is1(
21
sightseeing guide through the process
22
(4aughter,)
23
X *OM* be personally willing to IieteW;t:e,what
24
problems you say you have, to.010

:package together, hoP..-

25
eaupe one of the prime„-jobs that I trio to take on is to break

187
down what is, essentially, inhibitions that are not statutory, but essentially created by the war that the processes'
exist,
Nov 1 know that that ,Is not a

undrid per,,cent
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answer, except that it is a statement —
DEAN SPRAGUE: Yea.

MR. LIN13: That if this is the direction that
we ought to be Oil:** that we shouldn't have -do- and there was.
a lot ofthe action taken to break down the,obvious light10
11
12

seeing -guide.

Punta= CXX)PER: May I jatt ask Dr. Gordon,
there is an emergency call for him to call his-office.

It

is right here, Dr. Gordon.
14
15
1
17
is
.19
20
23.
22
23

2,4
25

DEAN GORDON: Iwiligatitoutsid..
4311AXINEAN:

Are Vara any other questions that

you would litre to direct to Iry or any to Staler This is a
maique opportunity.
MR. IEWIE: :You mean everybody is happy with the
funding that you are getting under the Regional Medial
grass? Nobody is hurting?
THE CHAIRMAN:

think they are deeply depreased.

(Laughter.)
- FROM TEE FLOOR: Is there any more money tor- new
neighborhood health centers, either in your orient:cation,- or
in 0. E. 0., or anywhere?
•

188
MR. MIS:

don't think 0. K. 0.

this is --

I don't think 0. R. 0. has new money.
If owr budget goes through, we have about twelve
to fifteen million dollars in the Community Health Service
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budget that would cover neighborhood health centers.

I am

not saying that it covers each center fully. Sometimes. thoi 7

would have only funds for part, for part of a center.
But there would be somewhere in the order of twelve

9
to fifteen million dollars, and it would be heavily oriented
10
11
-22

toward* the urban areas, and probably under still some of the
mechanics that snisto would tend to be oriented into the model
neighborhood.

23
14
15
16
17
18
19

But that was what one of the hospital staff was
calling ns about a few weeks ago.

we would fund .- he has a model neighborhood close by, and
ghat he is interested in doing is really integrating the frag.
minted child and parent and retarded, et cetera, services.
And we can dome Into that situation, by providing the funds
that he need*, including on the faculties.

20
21
22
23
24
25

And it happens in his city

FROMM 1100R:

Are there any guidelines availabil

en this?
And whose stiles should one -go to?
MR. MIS: John Cashman.
of the Commulity Health Service.

John Cashion

Director

And it would be'project''

grants, project grant* under the Partnership for Health Pro-

189
gran.

TER CHAIRMAN: I think George

Ja11100

is first, and

then Core are a couple more.
_RR. IXWIS: Yes?
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DEAN JAM=: Irv, you are a long-time, diligent
student of the political and political science scene.
What do you think is the *ad result of this plur
alistic system we have? We have comprehensive health Plannin
R. R. P., N. I. Li and then Congress gives money to the
10
medical'acthoOla-for one thing, sod takes it away on the other
11
side.
22

you think „there will ewer be some bringing to-

13
gether in common goals?
14
MR. LEWIS: Sure.

You don't take the long-.range

15
look, George.
16
There isn't * coastrvativo Republican in this
17
ooM Who in 1935S Would'hays,Vito*ght..that Social Security was
18
a program down before tak which evorybody would bit,.

There

19
just *ain't that, you know, kind .of a political setting, and
2Q.
tisn'Social seaurity System is on a completely different kind
21
of- a financial basis.
22

4- 23

We are not, in the society

in our society

*trio to adopting firm plane, doing what the Dutch "do?, *
a** an infinitely higher population and density' can,be
coemodated with more comfort and soon.

wo are not doing

190
what the Scandinavians will do.
But we will probably, through the route of disaster, and," you know

the price escalation which is going on

in the health care areas, eventually bring ourselves to the
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point whirs we will face where we want the public and private
eector to come together.
think that it is

particularly with nobody

in the role of the Assistant Secretary for lipalth, which,
Oink, encapsulates the problem of the societr„ it would be
10
lbolish for se to say how it is going to come out. But, the
11
role of state and the role of the city area, and the role
12
of the private hospital and the medical school and the federa
13
government will get to the point, you know, you asked me
14
I as like Saul Alinsky in his speech last night; wear. a lot
15
better off than we were thirty-five years ago:, That is as
16
far as I can go, *Wrist!
17
(Laughter.)
18
TSB MADMAN::Ralph.
19
FROM TER FIDORz 41bkiently we were in the Regional
20
Medics/ Program in the *id-Teineesee South, we were interest*
21
in determining whether we should move in the direction of
research projects, or moie in the direction of health deliver
projeeta.
24
And I think is vent..through some discussion, and
25

moat of us felt that we abould,stay away from research pro.

191.
jecti, and instead

if ve could possibly take those thougb

.Mealth Services Research Center*.
And what I am - tring to find out, what I would Uk
to know is, is there some influence from Washington to steer
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the Regional Medical Program more toward health services
research

r mean, more toward thedelivery of health care,

and at the same time, open up the possibilities for sore
Walth Services Research Centers?
MR. Ingig: Stanley,I want yost to start thit, ,
10
13.

end if it is neceSsery for me to then **Ordinate you with
**nobody *lee, why, I will then do it that way:

12

(Laughter.)

13
14
15
16

DR. °WOK: I think that the winery objective
that me have in mind in making awards to Regional Medical
Programs is to stimulate the maximum degree of coordination
and cooperation among the various elements in the health care

.17
syeten.
18
•19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Nowise have, by legislative authority, funded'''
education .- including continuing education, demonstration
prejetts, as well as research.

I *would judge that the pro.

portion of research Is the smaller or the smallest Of this*
three categories.
But we have not tried to tell the individual re,
gion whet was most needed- in their own region to accdmplish:
what they felt had to he accomplished to bring about the

Is
degree of coordination and cooperation.

And we have not

at the present time, ,trbad to segregate funds, to say that
a (Pertain proportion ought to 0 into heart •disease, and a
Certain proportion into cancer, and a certain proportion into
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stroke.
'We know what the proportions are;
It tuxes out that roughly fifty per cent of the
funds are going into projects, and of those thirty-threw per
cent are going into eardiovescular activities, eleven per
eent into stroke, and eleven per Cent,intocancer,
Now I would say that at the meeting* that we have
had of the Cannon -- and John will perhaps be able to expand
on

this

we

have, essentially, tried to assess the programs
-

as developed

by the individual regions

are apprevablo

approve those that

decided the amoUnitof money that were to be

**de, available, and then delegated back to the region the
decision as to which of the "provable projects would be implemented.
Now whether as the program begins to mature the
Council will feel that it wants to mot priorities of a kind
that you just posed, or other priorities withAseepect to
whatkinds of things ought now not to be funded from Regional
Medical Programs, but funded from other sources,i,don'tknow:
that I would like to predict.
But it strikes as, for example, that the amount
of mileage to be gained from establishing more intensive.

193
Coronary care units is probably not very great.'
2
3

Os ?mai-the'Council

And it may

either on a policy basis, or on -the

basis:-„of an individual review of projects
_

will make deter-

minatiOns of that kind.
5

Up to the present time it hati`not.
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John, do you have anything to add to, that?
7

PROM THE FLOOR:

I would second what Stan said,

and say that it concerns me a bit that the Council has not
yet established a auff igient numbir f priorities,of:this
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

nature, and I am hoping that they will, that the Council will
do 10 in the course of the next fire meetings.
MR. LEWIS:

I would have to say; john, that —

and -it is in line with George's question

I don't think

that in the climate that is bound to be with us for still a
cOuple of years

with respect to the aiaount of -money that

the federal government is willing to put in the various so—
cial programs

in that Climate, which is fairly retitrictive

18

an to the amount of money, aid in that cliMate which has not

19

yet ratioialized the different programs, that the approach

20

which- we have taken to many social programs of a non-directiv

21

approach and a non-priority approach, that that approach can

22

reilly, in the long run

even in several years, be viable.

25

I don't‘thiik that we can, oven though thit program

24

P. certainly had quite a bit of — was sold very heavily on,

25

the non-directive approach and just on the non-directive, I

194
don't think that we can refrain frost I direction that rationalias* it in relation both to within itself in terms of whet
it dose, and in relation to sons of the other programs that
arson the books.
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- And whether it is going to be our administration,
or whether it Is going to be a new Assistant-Secretary, I
don't know, but you won't start getting it until you got a..

new Assistant Secretary. / will tell you that.
TER 011AIRMAN: Irv, there were two more questions:
10
One ower here and one Bill Jordan.
11
FROM ME FLOOR: I !would 1ike to return to the
12
Community Health Centers.

These are still being handled

13
through Regional 'Cations rather than directly through the
14
Washington Office, is that correct?
15
1111. L111118;

Well, the 0. R. 0. _Misters —

• 16
YR011 TUE Fl.,0011:

Woe

• 17
1411/ai, You mean project grants for our organ,
18
ination?
19
FROM 2HR FLOOR: Yes.
20
21

MR.-IMF/3: That's right, well, the projects*, the
•.
applications are'tiled through the Regional Offices, that's

22
right.
23
The funding and the final approval is in Washington,
24
Mai t is correct.
25
IXR CHAIM*: Bill Jordan.

195
DEAN JORDAN: Well
Dr. Janes gaol:Um

it is wy ismierstanding of

it is my understanding

that cociperatioa,

and coordination is what Comprehensive health planning is all
about.
And I Would like to ask two questions about com.
prehensive health planning:
I understand that these fellows have now formed
their own Club, and also that there is considtrable'pash for
top -representation at higher, kaffiel for then to sort of
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

tb

Comprehensive people.
Secondli, the recent memorandum indicated that
there will be a United amount of nosey available for funding
new Health Planning Cannella.,
RR. LINIO: Is, aSencien•
DEAN JORDAN:

Would you comment on that?

MR. LEWIS: Yea, that these fellows have farmed
their club, you know, "formed their club" means that two gro
of these fellows have formed their club:
One of them is at the state level.
And the other one is at the local level

or the

area level.
And comprehensive health planning—. I am not talk
Jug about the comprehensive service, or the neighborhood
health center; Is. talking about the general planning func-.,
Hen, and the comprehensive health planning, under the law

1
which was passed in the last administration, cells 'for cow.
verage of the scene in health

not just medical care, which

is what certainly this group would timid to concentrate on,
and what our administration

also, tends to concentrate on.
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They have formed their club, and there is push for represen.
tation at higher hovel.And when that issue is confronted, and it is not
in the days of Philip Lee, it vas

being confronted now

confronted by saying it will be done withal* administration;
Aim it is confronted, I think the prim question will b0
whether or not it is to embrace the viola larvironaft
' tal healt
arm, and related to that, will the federal government

mil

the federal government essentially be hooking its health planning
14
to a particular law

which starts out conceptually, you see,

•15
with,* function for goverment?
16
And sow aff aim PerSonwl 30diyanint

and it is

17
pure personal judgment

in that at now point in tin.

18
and George's question, hick to his question, that the two,
19
Comprehensive health planning will have to be brolcon uP, in
20
the sense that there will have to be a concentrated effort
21
on personal health servioes, on the health Care system which
• 22
doesn't esbrace the way in which you clean - Op the Potomac
23
and the way in which you clean up the air up along
24
the Potomac, where the Potomac Electric Power Company its
23
pouring sulphur into the air.
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And I think that these two problems, governmentally, will-break up, and will break apart, because I personally believe that it is an intolerable burden of cooperation to expect the functions to be brought together at a
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State and at a local level.
That has nothing to do with whether the federal
government provides to a governor the Option of bringing
together financial support, of bringing together for himself
in his state

assuming his willingness to do it

the

various health activities.
Nor does it have anything to do really with the

11
;II

health planning function which Secretary Finch has to under-

III

take --- whether we had a comprehensive health law or not
he still ought, he still ought to be undertaker, as far as
I am concerned, and I would so tell John Ettowles.

And maybe

you already have told him.
(Laughter.)
With respect to

I don't believe that they

will end up, and assuming he is there, of course

if he

chesn't get there, it doesn't matter:
(Laughter.)
il!

I don't anticipate, in my own personal view, ther4
fore, that the Office of Comprehensive Health Planning would
be moved up to the Secretary's Office, because

r believe that

it would totally combine the federal. responsibility to do

111

health planning..
And I went longer on that anaimpar„ -and so
have to hit ne again with the second question..
DEAN JORDAN: Funding for 31400.
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MR. LEXIE: Yee, now you retorted ma to a nowand**, _and I will be beiwket

User* arev so many that 2

not wen num that I know the nuubor that you were referring
to.
You _said thorn was a recent aim on what? It
would indicato-eur funding was insufficient to fund more "b"
a ginciee, in that right?
DEAN JORDAN:_ Well, this in

I dolitt pose_ thin

13
.w1).1 necessari1y 'Internet the whole group.
14
MR. II8:-W11, tint funding
15
DEAN JORDAN:

I -.an not

16
_ MR. JAMIE: Well, there is not *Dough funding in
17
the 1970 budget to fund all ,of the local area agencies that.
18
night possibly cone on the scene in fiscal year 1970v

if

that

19
was your question.
20
TiNt CRAIRMAN:_ Irv, for.

sent Ws thought you

21
were making a tangential announcement!
22
(Leughter.)
23
Out I think
24
NR. -1,N1113:
25
body in this roan:

No

I an no nor* privy
to it than any
,

19
(Laughter.)
T a =Anima: But I think that we, have taxed you
and Stan, in terms of today's schedule.
thou* Jos

I know that Oven

as called out on short notice

you were called
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out here on even Shorter notice.
Yon and Stan have helped us immensely, and I hope
that this will be the.first of may visits with the Council
of Deans.
HE. UMW: Fine, fine.
10
TM ClIAIRMAIlt -Thank you very anugh.
11

MR. LlarIS: Thank

very such.

12
(Applause.)
13

(At this point

Mr. Lewis and Dr. Olson left the

14
rOon.
15
THE CSAIRMAN: Just before ow. lunch break

we

Oai

16
that

if there

INPZIP

any other questions or comments in the

17
dialogue with our student representatives, that we could
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Sons them, and perhaps they would like to came up again and
see if there are any other questions that you would libt to
direct or, any other comments that they would lite to make?
Yes, linsusuel?
DEAN =AIM HUTZE: Suter, Ilniversity of Florida.
I would like to ask the Chairman the question irhether‘ the
Executive Council has given any consideration to the possibility of establishing a Council of Students although, of

course, one recognizes some of the shortcomings of student
participation, namely, the short duration of their Status as
students

relatively short duration.
DEAN MEE: Almost as short as Deans:
(laughter.)
DEAN 3171111t:

Almost as short **Doane, I agroW:

Especially if you include the hones staff, and
**cond, the question of true representation of the student

0

body.
10
Still / feel that I would lib, to *me the Antoci*.

0
sD,

ties come to grips with the question, and maybs you are going

0

12

•

to report on this, or its virtue?
• 13
TOE =AIRMAN: I think Bob *ward is going to
14

0

report on the Itiumstit iv. Colwell.
15

0

It nowt Bob•

or

DEAN

Would you woofer, to answer'

-lator?
ARD: I am not sure that

PRESIDENT COOPER: Bill, I ,night ana‘tor.
yes no

ibex* has boon some disitaitimit but no official

position taken.

8

we had the

At luncheon, we were talking- with

pleasure or sating with the studsnts that were liore;'*0411.7'
22
23
24

and the real question Is how can,we really makebo the,soot -of:.
ilectivato provide the most effoctivo dialogue?
We can ,keep getting one organization larger and
•larget and larger,and then

we may break

that organization

201
may, itself,
„ break down.
The clileation is, can we entablish a method of
dialogue between organizations? Or should we try and get
everything under en* roof? dud I think that this is something
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that we will have I. study in some detail with the student
groups to see the most effective sanniir.
TOE CHAIRMAN:

I think, to back that up, the

students have organisations to talk to tbeemilvea What they
want is the Opportunity for a better interface with us.
right

Au

Bart?
MB. WO: We will find. you:
(Laughter.)
My' other questions or comments?'

Would the students lib, to saki any final remarks about any.
thing?

inerr COOPER: Pete night.

Ism

CMAIRMAN: Pete.

1,1113101111i1 COOPEII: Do you want to answer that
quotation? Did I answer it correctly?
KR. AIMS: I guess I an always
cents:
One thing would be that, you know, at each schoo
we get students, as get'faculty and administration, and
think that, at least at that level, you know, that you guys,
if you guys care enough *bout this, then you have got the

ability to begin really effective communication between all
of these groups.
Talking about at the national level, then one of
the points that I made at lunch was to the effect that you
can put all of the deans in one room
Document from the collections of the AAMC Not to be reproduced without permission

3IL

and put allot the stu-

dents in another, and put all of the academic societies in
another, but that is not really as relevant as saying let
from
us develop a mechanism for putting some of these people:
each group together, and getting them working at, you knew,

a
the real problems, instead of just indulging in rhetoric back
and forth.
And that is my one and two cents!
(Laughter.)
TED COLMAN: Bert.

ma,

KING:

1 would just like to ask the question

as to whether or not people agree with the assessment I made
of the comprehensive health planning boards on a state-wide

Liy view of it is that the definition of the con
sumer has been applied in a manner which isn't very democrati t
aid which doesn't include many representatives from Communitie
that have the greatest health problems.

And I would like to

know if people agree with this, and if so, whether or not you'
feel that medical schools have any responsibility to try to
really push to open up these boards?

THE CHAIRMAN: Would anyone like to answer?
I can only say that in Our State, in North Carolina, the biggest cry that I have heard is that there aren't
enough practicing physicians.
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Out of a group ot about fifty, the

are *air tato,

and myself and Art Miller, representing two medical, centers.
7

Last Monday afternoon I spent the entire afternoon with a
taek force on diagnosis and treatment and iaprovement, and
I believe there were only two physicians out of a group of

10
11

eight, and the rest were consumers, of which that left

let

me -meak, six, and three of the six were black community load-

12
era.

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

So in our own particular situation, we have ndt
heard any complaints about the lack of representation from
the consumer.

We have heard many cOmplaints from the medical

society.
Yes?
DR. ANDREW HUNT: (Note:

Michigan State did no

respond to the roll call; U this is Dr. Andrew De Hunt, Jr.
of Michigan State, he should be added to the -list of those
present on the title pages,)
I would like to answer your queation, since I
have been awarded the''task of being Chairman Of Comprehensive
Mealth Planning.Commmission and Advisory Council for Michigan.
I agree that the Advisory Council, which, on a state-wide

204
basis, is appointed by the governor, large* brings out the.
powerful consumer" in the state

the bank presidents and

people who have influence politically, and so on and so forth
,

Oro

•

sad, by and large, have * distressing dearth of the

con-

=or whibrit the reel needs are.
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I agree coupbetely with your statemont.
:And what we are going to do is to develop teak
forces which do involve the per consumer, se that he can
begin to express his needs in * way which is effeotiVe.

•

But

10

think that you have brought up a very significant point,

11

sod this is that those in power in maw government are still

12

not *were of the aajor social issues which affect this cowl.

13
14

And I think that some of our activist students

15

are *ware of it, and this is the reason that they ere so

16

fruntrated.

17

cognise this and to do something about it, which is *Stec.

18

ti,..

19

Mod

20
21

And I think that one of am- big jobs is to re-.

cosuand you on your observation.
CHAIBMAM: Thank you, Andy. Are there fly other.

cominsts?

22
23
- 24
25

BB. =Mg

Jae* am potato 'hick is noes Or less

in line with that:
llot only are we *were at the 'major social issues,
'bet I this* that many of you me. And it has gone post the

205
point that we can sit back and Mit for the students to do
2

U. kind of things that need to be done on these social issums.
Bome of theft are Just that you, yoursolves„ must- make the kind of commitment and start doing the kind of thing
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on these very issues, particularly on the black students
and / don't think that you can do all of this by yourselves.
8

I think that you will need salvia" and aid from the black

9

physicians and the black medical students that are already

10

around, hopefully.

11

THE CHAIRMAN:

12

Are there any ,other quaitione or comMentat If not

13
14
15
16
17

Thank you, Maurice.

would move to ami.
:John,Coopers, in Carl Chapman's ablinca,
to giva a brief report4m(the deliberations of thelPaderal
lth Program CM"Attn.'.
PRO/Dnir COOPER:! Dr. Chapman was sorry that he
couldn't he hem and

maks this vemy brief, since time

is running out, IMMI'tho,ageMda is quite long.
19

Dr.

Ctilitittem has been active in pre-

20

paring •itself to testify::befOre the Appropriations Committee.
4

21

The Committee made the decision that it would turn its at

22

tention largaly*t

trying to got the

to tabs advantage of

the opportunities available under existing legislation, that
the climate

of

this Congrma is not such that it'would be

very fruitful to try to get new legislation.

4

206
And so one of the major point* is going to be to
try to get full appropriations for authorisations now available in the current legislation.
4
5

And this will go across the scope of activities
related to the

asdical

-

centors, including the student in
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Program, health asnpower support, and some attempts to, at
least, retain the cost of living increases in research, research training, which are an integral part of the present
9

programs of medical schools, and something that, if great

10

changes oocur suddenly, nay have disastrous of

11

schwas before they Can re-orient themselves to take advan-

12

tage of other areas of interest that are certainly groling,

13

as you have heard today, in the medical schools.

14

Testimony will be given on

may the 26th. mare

15

Will be -0- Dr

16

are preparing testimony in particular aro**.

17

on the

Chapman has made up some Subcommittees the

John Amoebas Is headings,group with Bill Hubbard

18

and Bill Jordan in the manpower area. Dan Promo, and ,Jonatbito

19

abodes are working in the area of research and reviser* fa._

20

*Unties. They had a briefing yesterday at N. I ,li, at our

21

reeved*. They are coordinating their testimony with, the Fed-

22

oration's and their testimony.

23

Educational -facilities will be donbiy hooket,by'

24

Dr. DuVal. There has -been a breakdown in communication.;

25

lands there will be needed if lee are going to expand our

The
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institutions over the long term to respond to the social
needs.
-Another thing

will say:

We have had interaction with the Department on
the activities of the health task force, and its various proDocument from the collections of the AAMC Not to be reproduced without permission

gra* teams, which have been -considering questions related to
the development

Of

the 19 P.

Y.

11 budget, and the budgets

through FT. '75.
It Is a very long
10

I could give a very ions din

sertation on the problem* in this areas

11

We feel that Vora' has been ,*

12

between the Department, and those institutions_ which

13

ski
.
to be responsible for carrying out manyof the programs

14

thee. teams axe considering. _

13

lege et

communicati

are

And in the health manpower area, in particular,

16

eOnsidoiratiOns are being given to _Programs without

17

now have input, but at first without the input in any forial

18

way from educational institutions, and this includes not on

19

medisime but 'dentistry, allied health, aed

20
21

SO

they

on•

We did 0,4 a 10ag tole/gran to the Secretary, po
- lag out that this wituatioa didn't augur "Nell for the _kind

22

Of pertnerehip that we thought was ,going to be,mecesiery, if

23

we were going to face the very torgathibill Preblesw in mores
ins health manpower broadly.
I don't know whether that we* the entire

that

208r
was the only factor with, in effect, a change is approach,
bat there is a team which has now been

of consultants which

is now meeting with this Progran_Qoanittee to consider these
natters.
We did not have any input ifl the selection of this
teas.
In talking with the people in the Department, we
were assured that the Secretary** answer to that telegram
'each is now being prepared in letter fora, will massurs us
10

that we will indeed have an opportomitY to have input *0 an

11

Association before any final kind of decision* are side with-

12

regard to the budget.

Document from the collections of the

13

We are altiyisg to arrange ating with

Stow

We tome hew very active in trying to got

As-

rOtary

sistant Secretary appointed.

an

And we think that the Departeen

is suffering very ouch from the lack of this kind of leadership. And, of course, the first choice is to get an Assts.
19

tang Secretary ....we continue to back very *troller Johnny

20

libowles, and have stepped up our activities in association

21

with other organisation* trying to get this appointnent

22

done.

23
24

25

We do want to have a chance to talk to the Ikteris.
tart about other things. Se is not available, apparently,
natal the aiddle Of May or later.

209
know that A. B. A. tried to get in to see him,
and had an appointment arranged through a Congressman.
wan arranged originally for two

It,

clock in the afternoon,

and it was delayed until two-thirty.by a phone ,call, - and they
vent and patiently Waited and the Secretary never showed up.
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• So they think *gybe he is just a myth:
(Laughter.)
I thlink, if there are any questions
wants to add to this

maybe Bob

but I think that Is the main activities

of the Federal Health Programs Comittee, Which is working
- right now in the area of .testisony for the Appropriations
Bill.
TOR ClIAIRRANt 'fin and Ike.

Ken.

DEAN CROPELL: 1. Well, John, this doesn't
Crispell

fan

this doesatt' have to do with the present legis-

lation.; this ha* to do with rumors, which are very rampant.
But could yoti fill us is, it you cOuld

if possible, on the

rumor that we have got -problems with keeping the peer system ,
going on grants and contracts,

the appointment* aro

going over the,SearetstrY!s desk and then to the White House?'
,You may not want to speak to this and if you don't,
it is perfectly' &Wright.
PRESIDIUM COOPER:

Weil, I have 'talked to Dr.

Marston about that.
The change is that the recommendations .- the

MM.

210
precedent, which - has been Wed in the past for the. appointment
of Council melbers, which has alway$ gOne up
s to the Secretary
is nos being cateaded into the Study and Review Sedtions
The Departmeat instill

'the National Inatitutes ot ifealthS

tor instance,'is still asking:the nominationas minidisks the:
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mamas up, and they have had no change that they caa
what is happening with the alietto.'
In ether words, Dr, Marston Says that :INDY have,

sew a* change- in the 'operation of the system.
10

But now the feelingi is that maybe it. would be vise

11

for as to keep a carefnl eye on this, and to reassure our-

12

selves that the peer systems as we have latowa.,it over the

13

years, will continua to be Import** in asking di/aslant, *bon

14

the allocation of the fvmds available.

15

At this' time he says ha does mot ells in: his point

3.6

Of View, say particubr *bangle' occurring, as a.-renal* of

17

this. And lo he said it would -be well for the AlsO:ciatioit,

18

to keep itself informed, and that I aa sure we,i2da -do. And

19

if anything comes up where this spite* is being throatlimid,

20

whys than me can mike timnpolvel 'known.

21

THE CHAliiiia:: Da.

22

DIAN TATUNi: Taylor.

23

Sirs President, I suppose the *moor Of ws -queetiOns

24

and remarks is indicative of the fact that the NOrth Carolina

26

(ismaral Aimsembir La .in losaion, Just asiwi

211
(Laughter.)
But I can't help asking you what the effect of
the Aasociatioa's support of Jobs Knowles, for the post in
tiOalltion is going to be ,on the Association's influence
in the event John &howlers is not appointed to that poet?
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you given thought to that?
FROM THE IPIAOR: Se is a winner!
8

PRESIDENT COOPER: I think that at the present
tine, the only oondidate

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

11101,141Ititke

itt limit, the Secretary still

that Johnny Miowles is his nOmineir, and that Dr.

Xaorless has accepted, aid that the hasgup is not with the
Secretary.
SOO it becomes a point of changing in this your
direction or row support at a Particular tine, because it is *till the Seoretarra appointment, as he we, and until
we get some different word, I *Mak that the,Federal Ilealth
Connittee, which discussed this, felt that it was better to

18

Sentisue support of Esowlimi until ..... and arapacia4y in view

19

of sae of the other candidates, at beast, that seed to have

20
21
22
PZ
24
25

say gimes beyond libewles.
And so the Ormaittee did discuss this, and it was
the vie* that support should continue for his. Now there
ars ?going to be a lilt of Peep* in this conntrY who het*
hashed the wrong horse if he doesn't nab, it.
la fair), seed eoepaey.

I thiak we are

212
(Laughter.)
And, thymic**, I think I don't sirs how it would
react wary bad, givon the fact that ire ham only endorsed t
Beerotary's appointment.
Mai TAYLOR: I think that Ut fin*.
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TIN ClIAIRSAlts

I think har.Hilocczs tine

when you hem* to stand up and be counted

and this vas one

of thous* occasions.
And I sight say that it was done with the broadest

•

10

poseible consultation in the tine period that was synilabia

11

for station.

12

Are them any *thew quotations that you would Iiko

13

to direct to thy President with mgard to the Federal Realth

.14

PrOgrass?
Ms, John? John Doitrick.

16
17
18

DEAN IMITTRICIL: I wonder if there has been any
sonsideration of priorities?
1* Wont a -cobalt/ ?aria* Of bills., and various

19

**poets of support of the schoole

20

imisr firths* roduetien. could we have an idea of what the one,'

If there is going to be

two three areas we would givo our maim* 11uPPort to?
22
23

PRISIMIT COMM: This woe also diectussod, and
eartainkrth* viewpoint is that we should make the initial.
attampts, of course, to gat the funding in all of the arias
that am appropriate to our activities.

213
The area of sttsdent loans IOW out aat

very high

priority in this, John. as I think the top priority of thin
ErouP•
The other,thing. that are institutional Support
come In.the second area.
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TIE CIAIRNAN: If there are no other question* or
connintii, I would like to nowe'as to the next item, and till
on Deb Swards the Chairman Merit of the Association, to give report of the deliberations at the KneetitiVo Council.
10

DEAN NOWARD: Thank you Bill.

11

On April 8th there was a Meting of the lizecutive

12

Committee of the Executive Council, and On that occaSion

13

there sere'discuss/one- :of the duties'

14

of the Office of the,•ProilIdents and the still reasonably

15

recently newly elected President then mad* a-presentation

- 16

and discussed the financial stating of the Association and

Ind responsibilities

17

brought forward a plan-for severance pay for A. A. M. C.

18

staff who Will be choosing- not to novo with the Association

19

- to Washington. •

20

•

21

There were scer,discuisions

bout certain apsCts

of the move.
There. was a discussion of future annualneetingis_
'beyond those alread, scheduled.
There was a dieOuseion of the National Internship
- Regional Matching Prostate.- and in particular. With reipectr .

.214 _
to its status in the li.ght of the
to Washington.

of _the Aimsociation

And the action that was,ta_kon on that wan

that it was agreed that the Association 'would palmh for hotting
thx.11 /. R. 11;

P. movii to Washington with their'staft

,

There was a discumisiom of , liaison ,Witim the inert.,
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can Hospital Association, and the iticecutive -Committee approved
the establishment of a Liaison Committee With the American
Holpital Association, including representatives of'both, groups),
and looming large„, of course
10

C,O,T.H. There were then discussed some inplic,ations of

11
12

the eevem-school study of cost allocation.

13
14
X5

would be representatives of'

Is were brought up to data on the appropriation
on on the 'state of the negotiations with Northwestern Univ.
relative to the sale of the Ridge Avenue property is

16

Evaniiton, and plans :Or the building at,Ome Dupont Circle

17

as veil.

18
19

lop

- Mat was the Nmseamitive Committee.
The,following day, April 9th, the itmecutive Com,

20

ell met, and first of all, reviewed the actions that I have,

21

just described an the actions of the Eximentive Committee.

2

It heard a report on the progress of the development *I the

23

1969 Annual Meeting by John Rogues,.
There was * discussion of a proposid iCommission

25

on ftreign Medical Graduates. and tiara imam iairI ixtensive

2.1!i
discussion of this proposal for the development of such a
Commission to deal with

-On abroad basin, with some of the.

problems that relate to foreign medical graduates in this
country, serving on internships, externships,- and so on.
It was proposed that the Commission On Foreign Medical Grad-
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uates be supported jointly by the American BoOpital Association, the American Medical Association, the Educational Cbun.
cil for Foreign Medical Graduates, and the Association of
American Medical Colleges would be asked to make a modest
contribution to the support of such a Commission.
11

And the action taken by theft/SC*41We Council was,

12

to approve the A. A. M. C.I* support and participation in such

13
14

a Commission, if it is established.
_
.
There was then k discussion of the A. A. M. C.

15

participation in, or more correctly, for -its proposed develop

18

sent of a larger program in continuation medical educutiOn,

17

and she

18

the President in moving fOrward in developing a formal pro-

19

gram:_. in the field of continuation education, and to ex.

20

plore the possibility

21

program.

.22

Committee approved

of

authorised and support

outside funds

funding for such a

There followed the report* of the Liaison Com-

23

mittee on Medical Education relating to specific institution

24

that you are familiar, with.

25

There is --and me had a report of the Federal

216
Health Program

and you have been brought up to date more

currently now
There ,W1113 a discussion of the procedures which
the Committee

the'Federal Health Programs Committee

should follow* when it was necessary to state it position on
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behalf of the AssoOiation in instances where there was no
standing policy that had previous]; been established, and
it was agreed that the President was authorized to determine
when a legislative issue involves a policy which should not
10

as established by the Committee On Federal Health Programs,
and to move then in the presentation of such a, proposed
policy, for the approval of the Executive Committee of the

13
14
15
16
17

-Executive Council.
In other words, reliance -.- greet reliance

is

placed on the President to determine those issues which he
feels require discussion of varying degrees of breadth.
There was a discussion of the Medicare-Medicaid

18

matter that you heard about this morning, and some of the

19

swan kinds of things that you have heard this morning were

20

-presented at thlis meeting.'

21.

Dr. Azil;an than presented a report on behalf of

22

the Council of Deans, but this
one of the items that
-• loomed large in this was his report of the concern of some

23
24

of the Deans, especially in the *Southern Region

25

level of faculty salaiies, which are being pa id in whole or

over the
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in part from'fideral :Uncle.

And the fear was *xi:reseed

that there were problem' loaning ahead in this regard, and
Dr. Anlyan. presented a memorandum that indicated some kinds
of approaches that night be used to help meet this problem.
And after a rather protracted discussion of this natter, the
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Executive Council referred this issue, and the memorandun
Setting forth the recommendations concernjag this, to the
8
9

0ouncil of Academic SOcietles and to the Council of Deans,
with the recOmendation that these be considered at Regional

10
meeting*.
11
12
13
14
15
16

Reports were heard from the Division of Operation*
Studies of the Council on Academic Societies.
There was a 'discussion

at the

proposed Commission

'

on tkeduate Nedittal Education --- neasthing that we have heard
about now for

within the past year. .And this again was

a fairly protracted diScussion, as f:recall it.
There was agreement that if such * Comniesion

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
23

on Graduate Medical Education in established, it should also
be concerned with education for the allied health profee-r
Leal; and the action that "se taken was approval of A. A.
11. C. participation in the development of a Commission on
Sedical Education, urging that it include the allied health
professions se well,
.
,
An internal organisational matter was. them die
'cussed about the development of a

there had been a pro.

pawl node that, we have a Contittee on Comolittees. This
stemmed from some feelings of -some of the Other Councils' _-•
that the standing committees Of the Association weren't as:
representative as they sight have been of the'Membership from
the other Councils, academic, societies, and ,teaching=boler,
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vitals, sad some lingering concern that vs don't always give
as fell attention as we might to geographit Upsets when we
aro talking about the ExecutiVw Council and

so On.

In the long run it was decided, however, that we
10

did not really need a Committee on Committees, but that the

11

Executive Council really ought to perform each a function,

12

and it was recognized that the .officers, the staff, and npli7

13

cUically the'Presideirt need to be in. tune With the need fbi=

14

geographic and disciplinary representation on varlet*.o0m.

15

rittees,_ that his recommendation should reflect this, and

16

that the Council itself. then ought to be'Similarly,in tane,-,..:

17
18
3.9
20
21
22
23
24
25

and when recommendations are brought to it, ought to have 'these
_things in 'mind.
The other reports were those of the Council- on
Teaching Hospitals, the. Division of Student ,Affeirs

Interns."

t local Medicine, and the Division of Educational Ileaserementand Research.
I believe, Mr. Chairman, those cover the main
items that were covered.

If there are cinestiona about some

of them, Maybe you and I together can tale, them on.
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sorry Bob wasn't here.
THE CHAIRMAN: Thank you, Bob.
Are there any questions or commants that you would
like to diroct to Bob about the actions qf tho Executive •
Council?
I night enlarge a littlo bit on the business Of
0

academic inflation.

This was to have been prosonted to you

at Our Chicago meeting in February, but we ran out of time
And therefor*, this is the report of Manson Meads' Committee,
10
11
12

on which Charlie. Sprague esrved, on Academic Inflation, and
thoir recommondation.
The Council asked that it be tabus up, as Bob in-

13

dicated,.by the Council of Academic Societies and by ther

14

non.Bouthern regional groups, an that it will be coming to

15

the *thew regional groups for their considsration.

16

ties* or cossnts about this?

17

Any Wise-

If not, I would lilt* to move on to ask Chaves

18

Hayths to give a report on the meetings with the A. Y. A.

19

and other groups on the emtablishment of a Commission on

20

Graduate Medical Education.

21

Chaves.

22

DR. =MI auras

I believe it wast -in 1962, or

23

muksequent to the failure of the MOuee of Dologates of the

24

A. M. A. to give its biassing to a proposition through which

25

third party payments like they use for paid house officers.

that the Consi.alition on Graduata ilediCal,Sducation was ap..
Pointed.
You are familiar with. the report they brought- in
that such a Commission be formed, and in October s'workshop
was held in which

around this &amoral oubjact• of the role
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of the university graduate in medical education,:and from
that workshop 4owergad a recommendation that this Atalociation
participato with other associations in a Commission on Oradua
_Media:pal Mitigation.
10

In the meantime, the A II. A. bad invited repro.

11

sentativas from this Association, the American Hospital Al..

12

•satiation, the Specialty Boards, and the Council of Specialty

13

Socialise, to moat to attempt to bring **gather-

14

• that was tconorotsi enough on a Commission

proposition

and what it night
-

15

do.
They imet and went through theumual day

1.6

of airing

17

their gemaratiticie in positions, and finally, in classic

18

administrative fashion, appointed a Subcommittee.
The,Ssaboommittee was *shad to draft a propooal,

20

and asi* itirugglad with this pamakk, it ran into am* thing*

21

:
. Oink, are worth a aslant*, if I may be allowadt. Itr.
that, I

22

Chairman:

23

And that was, should * Cbanaission on Graduate

24

Medical Musette* be an boamet to God Commission with a bud-

25

get and sows powwr and soma strength? Or was this largely

221
another talk session, a window dressing situation?
And unable to resolve this, a drafting committee
brought beck before the group originally invited to be as.
ambled by the A.

no

A., four alternate propositions.

That

group considered these four prepositions, and elecited to
refer to its nultiplo memberships the following proposigb
tis:
And that ie that

rather than a Commission on

Graduate Medical Education, there should be a Commission on
10
1
12
13

Medical Education

not aradosto Eledignel Education, but *

Commission on Medical:Wm:titian

and that this cessission

would be based and organised, essentially, as an **pension
Of today's Liaison COmmitteo on Medical' Education.

14

The Liaison Committee, as you know, is involved

15

in the accreditation of undergraduate schools

16

in this proposal this Committee would be 'considerably ex-

17

of "Medicine.

panded, and it would addresm itself to problems of graduate

18

medical education heretofore handled entirely by the A. M. A.

19

and Boards and by the Joint Commission I'mt Hospitals, to prob.

20

law in continuing education, and to problems in allied health

21

education

22

'active than this Immolation.

23

again in which the A. M.

A.

has been such sore

The Liaison Committee nor consists of six repre-

24

sentatives from this Association, and six representatives from

25

the A.

-A

222
Wader this proposal, it would be e*panded, to: an.
eighteen.iian Cossission, with four representativelifron this
organisation,'four 'representatives froe the A
ton representatives from * number of other bodies.Answering to this Conitission, or reporting to
this Comission, would be four standing ,SubcOnsitteest, es*
each for undergraduate and gridtaate, continuing,'and .allied
health education*
ThispropOsal hattilow been Put in draft form, !hi
10

Is definite enough to be votablo on.

11

its processing in such fashion that it can be -presented to

12

this group at this tin*, but a proposal like this le being

13

processed and it will else before you

14
15

as prepared

It has not ,gondo, through

at least,-

by two tsiu!

to anewar: any gusstionso.

THE CHAIRMASt

Rob

did you wan

16
17

HUN HOWARD: No, I wanted to asks question*

18

believe that it will not only cons to this body, but any

19

actions by this Association suet be by the Aseembly as the

20

final action?

21

DR, SW/2111:

22

DON HOWARD: Is that corriat?

23

DR. 8MITUE: Tess I should have said "to this body

24
25

sad to all of the other bodies concerned*"
DRAW HOWARD:

All right.

223
DR. SlITTME:

Decause A. IL A., A. M.&, and healt

specialty societies, and so on, et eaters, all --,
VII =AMAX: John Deitrick.
DEAN

azitaicx

Will this be available Tor the

regional grew* to disc• uss?
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DE. SlITTEE: Yes.
DEAN DE/TRICE: Another question 151 will there be
an

residests or fellow* as the.. Committees?
DE. BMW: Tie.

10
11

THE CRAIRMAN: These

the clearest,answers we

haws gotten all day:

12

(longmhter.)
John Patterson.

14

DEAN PATTERSON: Patterson, Connecticut.
I vonder it you could tell is a little bit more

'16
7

about, what the fanctione of this Committee will.be that re
to graduate education?

18'
19

ao
21
22
23
24
25

Will it give all the

accreditation" for what has

bees dome by the Boards? Or just what will its overall fun
tieing bi?
DR. Mtn: Accreditation, basically.
I think the derelopment, however, Is away from a
programmatie progrow!
by-gregras basis_ for the conduct of
graduate odueiatios toward an inatitutionalised

whether t

institution be hospital Or medical center or medical school

or what have. you

base for graduats

dical education.

Now this is a development which is really occurring

I

essentially independent of such a Commission
4

of the ap-

pearanct of each a Comusiesion, and 1- would view- the appear.
once of a group like this as, well

not independent, but a
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a development which is in parallel to the rapidly changing
patterns in how graduate education *ill be organized,

they

8

'Tan CHAIMIAlit

9

way really in their deliberations.

10

I think

have on

a tremendous

Here up to now Ire have had the Medical Schools

11

concerned primarily with Undergraduate Medical education

12

A. U. A. with, an interest in 'graduate medical ioductirt ion, the

13

Board of 80001**ts hardly talking to each other, except once

1.4

a year in a group ,that really has no poser.

the

And the Catalytic effect of the Council of Ada..

15
16

demiC Seciaties and the leadership shown by the A.

1.7

and the A

X. A.'in *Malang them Croup* together, has really

18
19

I think that the conference that the A. A.

20

.had with the C. A. S. Iasi October was another strong moving

21

Zeros in this diniction, and Iuoderstawl, Choves, that you

22

and Ton Kinney are preparing a report for publication on this.

23
24
25

MML. BUTTIS: It goes to the "Jeurnal" on the 15th,
sad is to appear, I think, in- llepteMber.
THE CHAIRMAISt

Aro Oars any other questions or

5
coinuents:about the proposed Commission?
,You may recall that under ,the Xillis -COnaisition
report, it was supposed to .hawa been a part of theA. X. A i
*tractive

and this,position ha* been abandoned, as, I get

it.
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DR, SWAN: There are a *limber of political
trade-Offs in the proposal that has been written.
..(loughter.)
TIM CIAIBMAN:
10
11

cements, ve will Novo to the final it,* on the agenda, the
regional roperes.

2
3
14

U there are no other question* or

And nanny Suter, since you are closest to the nibs,
would you report on the meting of the Southern Deane last
Week?

DICAS Sum: It is a pleasure. I will tryl to be
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

The Southern Deans.set on April 39 and 30 for
one-day irsting.

The first afternoon, or the nfternoan of

the first 'day., Iwo a joint meeting with the Cotnicil of Teiuthing
llospitalin„ the corresponding regional group.
•

The topic at the meeting was the financing of

teaching hospitals, end we had three presentations:
One by a Mr. Tittrop, who is Executive Lam ter

24

Deputy Executive Director of the affiliated hopsitals.

25

The seoend presentation ens by Bill ,AnlYani

226
And ths third by Dave Stuart, who is with the
Rochester group in New York.
I think the value of the *meting was not so such
the amount of information ,produced, since all of the people,
I think, realised the probiem. But I think it was worth
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'Alba to bring these two groupie together, chick

irf

different people, and to bring then'tosethor in this kind of
oentent.
I think we recognized that teaching hospitals are
10

in * particular predieamest

11.

One, of rising costs, of course.

12

And the other, of ill.dofined contribution to the

13
14
15
16

of the educational programs.
And it sight be necessary to find a bettor way to
dean* these areas of cost.
The seeend day, or the earning of the second day,

17

was our regular meting, Obviously, this group

18

happy mod, *ad decided that from now on, we will have, once

19

a year, a sore reined. meetias for two or three'daye, in boot

20

tor grounds that is the airport of Atlanta.

21
22

less

And we chose for oar first Raoting, or accepted
invitations from the Deaa at Puerto Rico to go to Puerto Ri

23

(Laughter.)

24

And slats Alert* Rico ha* been very such

25

in a

with the relationships- between *Mu ardical schools and the

-community, we chose for our first topic this area Zr discus.Ation and we hope

sinie this is a very germane issue, ob-

Wiously.
ihe second item which was disclosed

or which waS
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brought to us, was a report by Art Richardson on the planning
of the Regional _Medical Library in the Southern Region.
For about two years, three medical schools, or three librarles

considered trying to plan for a regional program

one,

9
the Library in Alabama, I believe, the Library at Duke, and
Emory, and Vanderbilt

at different stags, of development.

Finely, I think, Emory made it.
The Calhoun Library will, I think,- be authorized I
13
present a program to the National Library of Medicine for
14
funding as a Rerlimaal Medical Library.

And I an very pleased

15
that this is o,and I think that all of the,Dean0 were rerla
16
tively pleased.

And / hope that they will all support this,

17
at least, those who will be involved.
16
Now tome of the itess have been discustod
19
41112d so I will not go into them.
20
We were expressed concern over one issue, and a
21
resolution was unanimously passed, and should be brought be.:
22
lam this group, and the issue is, in a way, the discrepancy
23

24
2.5

between pressures on medical schools to increaso enrollment,
and the disappearance of funds to support medical schools.
#nd tbe resolution rends about an follows:

228
"In view of the:problem of health manpower in
the nation and the great danands placed on medical
schools, and in view 'of the

reduction of reeearch
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and training grants, support in faculty recruitment
,
and training, and in Vivre of the shortage of teachers
for USW and expanding medical schools, some ultimate
mechanism should be developed prootptly to support the
training of aldical Ipdticaters in medical schools."
And Iwould like to present this as a motion for
10
this Council to present to our Executive Council for

hope-

11
fully, some action and consideration.
12
THE CHAIRMAN: Manny, Would you repeat that?
DEAN SUTER: All right.
14
THE CHAIRMAN: Because some people may have Wafted
15
the resolution.
16
EM WHIR:,
17
"In view of the Problem Of health nanpoier in
18
the nation and the greater 'deism:de placed ,on Medical
19
nehnOin, and in vien*eithel-narked , reduction'cet rfeearch.
20
and training grants, aupport in faculty rearuitnent and
21
training,-. and in view of,the,preSent shortage of tweak*,
22
for new and expanding medical'schools, sone Lultinate.
23
mechanism should be developed promptly to support the
24
training of medical educators in medical schools."
25
-TEE CHAIRMAN: I think.tbe
intent' of. the word
,

229
"medical educator" was a teacher development pr gram,.:like
the R. C. D. A. is for the research development, is that
right?
DEAN SUTER:

Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:

I as just merely trying to clarify

that.
DEAN SUM: Yes, it is the teacher development.
THE CHAIRMAN:

Is there a second to the motion be-

ing made by Nanny Suter?
1

PROM THE runt

Second.

11
THE COMMA': It is now open for disCission.

John.

12
..lbhn Patterson.
13
DEAN PATTERS(: I,belieVe there is a program
14
supporting at the present time.

I know one of our faculty

15
is on the Study Section for it.
16
They support programs such as the one at Illinois
17
that George Miller is related to, and they have been on Site
18
visits for saes 'otbiersi," such au,the one at Southern_Cali
19
fornia.
20
I as not sure exactly' ithere in the federal govern21
ment this IS.

r think it ,is under resources of some kind.

. 22
there is some kind Of a program insch.as that, at the pre—
But
_
23
24
,25

sent time.DR. SUTER: There is one, I think., that support*
individuals to be trained

that is, in psychiatz7.

The Ni I.

M. H. supports teacher training and psychiatry training grant

230
for this particular purpose, I think.
DEAN PATTERSON: I believe this is broader.
DEAN SUTER: Yes.
• DEAN PATTERSON: And someone Oise may know sore
,

about it.
THE COWAN: Does anybody have any further information?
T

Do any of the other Southern Deans wish to comsent on this on the intent of the resolution? Charlie do yo
10
wish to comment?
11
12

•

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22.
23
24
25

DEAN SPRAGUE: Well, I think that you are talking
about two different things, perhaps, Dr. Patterson.‘.
I think that what we 'had in. mind was that with
the curtailment of the training grants to pick up Ph. D.
programs in the basic medical sciences
programs lad training grants

both research

that we were unable to at.-

tract and fowl the number of individuals that could come into
these programs.thai had beim pOssible in the past,, and that
research training, in a sense, was training for a ,career.
in academic medicine, and that without these- funds, some
mechanism needed to be developed to try; to support
duals who would fill these positions, 'partici lark in the
basic medical social cos.
FROM 111E FLOOR: Sure.
TEE CHAIRMAN: Bill, do you wish to comment? Bill

Jordan?
DUN JORDAN: No, be has said it very well!,
(Laughter.)
THi MAIRMAN: aol the intent of the resolation,is
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for this, if passed, for this to. be 'brought to the attention
Of the Executive Council for further action and consider-'
atlone
Are you ready fll'Yr the question?
John'Deitrick.
10
DEAN DEITRICK:

Well 'speaking to the whole

11
lowship and traineeship program, we mat in New York, and I
12
believe

z Can'speak for

most of tbe schools --- our facultiee-

13
ire Much disturbed by the fact that we are faced now with
14
interns- receiving approximately -fifteen_,hundred or two thou15
sand more than a fellow.
16
And I think perhaps we really'should speak to
17
this and it should be brought up, 'Perhaps, before:the .red
18
oral Health Program, or before the Sembership
19
may be in a (Clique posit,ion at the prat time where, in20
terus and residents are being paid, two Or three thousand
21
more than trainees or fellows, but 1 suspect that most of
22
you will be involved in the sane problems laithin another year
23
or two,. (=fortunately.
24
And what to do about it

I. don't know yet.

The

25
steetion that we had was twiehoemend that if there

232
is a reduction in, funds, that they cut back the ;Weber and .
raise the stipends of the trainee's and fellows, or the other
suggestion
' that I was considering, if the N. I. 11„ in its
programs, would allow ueto.set

to match it, say, they :pay
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seventy.tive-per east, and we pay twenty-five per cent.
That hat ease psychological angles to it.

Ws eight 'be very

mu& more iselective in, our picking of young men

if we had

to put in seise of our own money.
And right now we have to anyway. We can't use
10
federal fund* to supplement theee traliseeships and fellow.
31
*hips.

We have to get stoney from some other source.

12

•

But it seems to us that the future of developing
13
young men is an item that we couldn't. ignore in the Assiso.
14
. station, and that it ought to be discussed1 and I think that
15
it is pertinent to this question now.
16
.TBE CHAIRMAN:

It certainly could be brought up

17
as a separate Jesus to the, Executive Council.
18
19

If you are ready for the question, all those in
favor, say "aye".

20

(A chorus of ?ayes,)

21-

Opposed?

22
23
24
23

(No response.)
'Thank you, Nanny.

•

Is there anything *Ise in your

report?
DEAN SO'rER: Yes. There is one more.

233
•

At the time we met

alsO, it became public that

the New York State Legislature had passed a bill which
would, I think, enforce a particular program in state °per.
JEW or supported medical schools.
This is a very real issue.
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stellar bill

And the eaee

hes come up in the Florida Legislature

which

fortunately, did not get out of Committee.
However, I think this represents an infringement
on inetttutional academia freedom:
Assoctation

And I think that this

and 'especially, I think, this Council ... to.

gether with the Council on Academic Societies should make '
every effort to support local groups, If necessary, In trying
to prevent such legislation.
And I was wondering:whether In this respect

also,

a resolution would be in order, which maybe would empower
our Executive Connell

urge our Executive Council

to dO what

ever it can.
THE CHAIRMAN: I think, Manny, if I read_the group
at the meeting in Atlanta, one of the concerns about any
formal resolution was that we didn't have all of the facte„
and perhaps-at the appropriate time the, Dana iii New York
State might relay to the Executive Council that their is..
prosslono of the impact of this legislation is.
And perhaps we can bring it back to this group
enbanCuently, If that is acceptable to you?
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DEAN MICR: Oh, yes. Definitely. I think I have
Med, my point, and that is the important, thing.
The final item, I think, is an item which Bill
referred to a little earlier, on the Joint Conference Com.
mittee on Health Core, which was established in North Car...
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6

alias. Bill Anlyan and it* Tsylor reported on this, which
apparently was the moat effective method to approach and

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

bring certain problems to the Congressional delegations.
And it was highly recommended as, possibly, a mechanism for
other States to act, especially in view of the lack of Coops
ressional, of Senate leadership, in terms of health login.
1stion.
I think this covers most of the items `unless
Somebody wants to add something.
TEE CHAIRMAN:

Thank you, Nanny.

I think that Bill Jordan still has his hand up.
'Would you like to?
DEAN JORDAN: There wee one item that came up in
our Joint Nesting, which / would lika- to have the reaction
of this group to:
Obviously, the cost of:'house stipends, house staff
stipends, was a major part of the discussion of Medicare.,
and the legislation, and we were urged, at that time-, as
Deans, to write in support of this new bill, -which had been
introducsd,_recommonding'that 'masa staff costs be'bokns_as—

235
1

educational -casts through ,separate funding mechanism.

This

was agreed and submitted
'THE CHAIRMAN: This is the point

3

DEAN JOHDAH:, The object of this recommindatiOn
5

was

we dra.tted something or other

we haven't sent it,
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waiting for this meeting, because I will be addressing the
sane gentlemen, in many other ways, asking that the student
8

:loan funds and other perhaps more immediate needs, not be

9

cartailed.

10

And I wonder If it would serve our best interests

11

by supporting thin piece of now legislation

12

lotion

13
14
15
16 '
17

possible login

or net.
CHAIRMANz• Jiihn, would you summarize the dim-

cussiOn of the Federal Health Program. thing?
PRESIDENT COOPER:

I will talk a minute

and maybe

Bob Hermon will add to it
In considering the Baid.arademus bill,- the Federal

18

Health Council, Programs Committee, made the recommendation

19

that maybe that part of the- bill not be supported, because

20

It was all tied up with a very complex kind of support for

21

residents, and it didn't ameunt to a great deal of money, ad

22

the real fear vas that if this bill

23

bill went in, that indeed it might remove a lot more kind of

24

support for residents than it would provide.

25

if this part of the

And so it was the recommendation of that Committ

that this particular part of the bill not be supported. an
Bob,the letter was sent on that behalf, wasn't
=I CHAIRMAN; Thank you.
PRESIDENT COOPER: So that was the viewpoint of
the group on the Committee.
PROM THE YI/XiR: you I,:thisliord to others.
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Somebody might be

ding the kind of letter we would murk to

send.
THE COMM

The Northeastern group did not

10
11
But I know that the New York City group mete and
12

•

we sight etas back to them and see if they have anything,
13
after the regional groups have reported.
14
Bud Grulee, would you report for the Midwestern
15
group?
16
DEAN GRIMM: Sells Mr. Chairman, the Great Plains
17
and Midwestern Group has spent a lot of their effort in the
18
last few months in the reorganizational plan

which we hope

19
will be characterized by:
20
(1) Simplicity, and
21
(2) By a certain parallelism with the national
22
relationships within the Association of American Medical
23
Colleges.
Itill have one feature which ins Mite imusuil

ga

in that the Great Plains - lIidiàSflr 0:4:pup boo had a Ceunoll

of Faculties, as Opposed to a Council of Academia Societies.
2

The Council. Of Facultios is a fAirlYiSil structurod group,
It is ostresely involved in the Regional growl., And we
there are those of us who think that this is an appropriate
sad A potentially very cOnStractive rePrelentitiOS from the
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medical schools.
It is ow overall, Plass is Our organifiattion that
C. O. T. 11., the Council of Acadasic- racultisio,- this fiscal
officers, ,aed even hopefully, the costisuing group for situ10
11
12

dist affairs, who have disorrosid our official titio and are
soot calling thieseivel the '14)satnt1 Region", for resifts' that
I as net quite -sure of, say agree-to, at 1sest, pasting in

13

plenary siessioe for part of a.combinsi sasting, and than

14

split into their individual esetirtyr in sow siagie locs

15
16

As aft just bass said, we also irele litth, bit

17

tired of sooting in airports end running for planets, gio that

18

we our last meeting vas arranged, as was the Southern mast-

19

Lug, for one.half the afternoon, that evening, and then the

20

next sOrning, with the tiorainol. pertiee Of the prOgrse break

21

leg up into the comment mite of - oar Region

22
23
24
23

In brief, we discussed the seventh school costStudy, and Dr. Boehm and Or.

11r. Barnard Lightener,

Ohio State, giro kind enough to cone sad discuss with us.
We will have a resolution which the Tice Chairs*

of our Region, Dr. Mayer, will later offer to the organizati
hers.
We dieouswed• liediaare, the sane.- type of problems
that balm been referred to born.

-Mr. Rana* was kind Om

So lead this %rev,

101

At our evening discussion, the 'Weald.* Of the
Association, Dr.

Oper, spoke to ea on health Simple:Were and

the current altuetion in iashington as Wks** it, We icuct
it ortrisiky Automatise.
10

And the nest inOrosing, among other thing*, we had

11

the ,Assistant Dem from Missouri, who had e ivory rich heck-

12

ground in the functioning end internal structure of the BUM

13

Of the Budget, And the leglioations of this structure and

14

this functioning to the various prOgrallil that our schools

15

were interested in. And that was, I think very well roosts

16

and very intorsetive,siva.

17

And sow if I sight oak Bill "layer to present the

18

resolution that resulted from our meting, I think that is a

19

I Med to ww.

20
• 21
22

CMAIBMAN:

you, Bud.

Bill Mayor
DON MAUR: Yes, as Dr. Grain* las indicated,

23

we did spend sone Us disomesing prove* cost analysis study.

24.

and discussed at great Isugth the critical importance now,

25

became of funds coming Iron nultiple sources, and our havingi

239
to anoint to aultipile grouPut further, nor* clearly:and sPacitiailly defining where our dollars are coming from, and
what kind of labels that they have.
And we felt- that the A..A.

*C: had taken a great
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step forward in initiating tho study, and * a coasluimuce of
this, Pained, a resOlution to rsoommend on to this group for
their recommendatioa hopefully on upward, simply to encourage
the A. A

C. to continue their efforts in the program oust

analyels study.
10

•

THE GUAM

Thank you, Bill, That is * reS01.-

11
Utien

12

Is there a second to that?

•13

Dant JAMS: Yes.

3.4

Tan MUNN: Is there any discussion?

15

awes.

16
17
18

OR. 81111114 Well, possibly Dr. Rice ought to let
peopba knee what Is already being dos*. „I think that sight
bs good.

19

Tie =AMMAN: Walter Rice,'would you comment?

20

' going fOrwax4 into
DR. ULM RIG: This study ifs

21
22
23

its aseend phase.
The

11.111111

schools that were

lavolvad

are continuing their study and refining *ad• *Proving the de1•'

24

finitisms. For theme of you shear. unaware o( t1* satyrs

25

of this study, time definitions become *ay, very important

in ociiing up with relevant- information.
2
3

We have a tentative list, or eh Sink in neirotist.,tics, the final stages of negotiation, of a Contract to con.
time this, and to extend it to involve maybe tWelVe other
Schools, and we are sitting more volunteersi than we can prob!.;
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ably handle.
One of the two developments,. or -the two new
dwislopments, which I think are rather exciting:
One school is proposing to turn their medical
3.0

economists on this problem in a special project which
think, will ecover

I

or VI using a different technique of

12

en input analysis or an input-output analysis, will define

13

the results of massy and the Inter
.
end here'I think a very

14

important part is the interplay or the relationship of the

15

one element, lit us say, undergraduate meditel education to

16

'research or to patient care or to other elements * the

17

system, because, as you know., this is a very complex,system,

18

and each cos Is interreleted, and we have now broken it

19

(loin into amaposent parts, and now we have to PutAt back

20

together again and *Ow which

21

say, a research prograim that is esseatial tci the educational

22
23
24
25

!that= the factors are 'in,

program, and what would happen if we 'cut out the research
program or reduce it, what maid happen to:the educational
program.
And this project, I hope, will be supported, sad

241
within it year, we will hay* something to report on

3

The second project that is part of this cost al-

4

location is being don* by another school, is being proposed,

5

by another school,.for which we are seeking support, LS to

6

tars their social scientists Onto this program, and to do
what You: might *spec*, to analyse the validity of moms of

a
0

,the ,r0Sponses in their School, Using control you* and the

9

various types of

10

tioni and so on.

0
11,
0

12
13

Now this is needed because the major critiOiss of
r this kind of a program is that it -is subjective

15
16
17
18
19

8
20
21
22
23
24
25

and that the

'
I information is nit vs114.

14
0
0

using instructor groups and peer *veins-

I liniment that the social scientists are going to
tell us that it is rOasonably valid. $o these are the &meiopments.
•

TM 01411111411: Thank you, Waiter.

It .1100510

to as

that the resolution is supportive of one Dean Goddard.
MAW

V*

rstand that.

THE MINOS: If there ii so further discussion,
all those.in far, say "aye".
(A chorus of "ay".)
Opposed?
alo resposime.)
Is there any other comment iron the Midiaantern

242

group?
Yes, Bill?
PEON THE FLOOR:
is not spared.

I just want to report thEIllinois

The Legislature on Wednesday passed out of

Committee the sane kind of, bill that has been passed, in New
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York and introduced in Florida.
Is have two more opportunities

perhaps, to deal

with it:
Glie in the Senate.
10

And the other on the Governor's desk.

11

But although I an the only State school in

12
13

nein — I represent the only State school

the other lour

e chocolat will be getting State mealy probably front this le-

-14

gislation, and they will be tied in with this, almost ,for

.4

aortaIn.

_16

So it is spreading lest:
(Lmaghter.)
TON CHAIRMAN

-19

(Laughter.)

20

ram TM

21

24
25

FLOOR: Sure:

IRON THE FLOOR: To lbw/at?

22
23

Just keep it ,ping West.

THE CHAIRMAX: Speaking of the West, Werlin DuVal,
will you report regarding the meeting of the'Ilmatern Deans
nowt

WAN DU VAL: Bill, I think you should know, be-.

243
1

canes me have had an extensive meeting before, and secondly
beeline* aPproxinately fifty per cent of all the membership
of our group meet monthly in California anyway, we, did not
lost this time.
I might 'ftda one comment,'however;
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Re toosree little tired of coming in -end Out of
airports, especially in San Praicisco on the aame:day when
we never get to see that lovely City, so we haVe ell drawn
on the sap wpoint that is equidistant from all of us and
10

it does approzisately turn out to be Hasaii.

11

(Laughter.)

12

CRAIPplAN: 'There is a distortion somewhere:

13
aithwia,fra.
14

PROM TUE 27J3OR: Turn it around the other way: •
TEE CHAIRMAN: Is there any other business to co

15
16

before us other than future meetings?

17

-PRESIDENT COOPER'
: May I as

18

THE COMM: Tem.

19

PRES man,copact

20
21

one?

thought maybe Matt would - be

'
her you need to discuss that any
bank, but I don't knew - iheit
Sere.

I would like for those of yen who don't know it,
to say that Er. McNulty will become the Vice President for,
Medical Affairs at Georgetown University on or about July t
15th.

He will be a great Ines to the Association. He want

244
to got back into the operational aspects of his
care and zoodical education

of medical

and gm are meeting with tho Cotmc 1

of Teaching Hospitals, and will be neekinga staff amber
of the •itaiseelittion to'replace
• Re has been a- veil aotiVe and itoportant member .of
'the staff of the organization, and vs certainly -hate to sae
.thougigt:that I'would be able to;say this 'in his
- acking that, I will tll you this sothat:t
Presese.,, but l
of you who haven't bWani it -will knoi

10

TIM 014111111111: Thank you.

11

Ciaarlie Sprognn,

12
13
14

- DUN SPRAGUI: - I think that ,I.Personally 'feel that
vs do need mom additional dlicnision Of this .liedicatO. Part
paysent, hecauso„- you know:„ there is an inStruotion.AW.:that

15

seaorandua indicating that the intermediary shall sabo.no

16

payment after this meth oolossall of thew conditions are

17

sat.

18
19'
20
21
22
23
24
25

And / know our faculty is not Certain mist VI*
really oteann.

And / have three specific quiretionai that t

*mad 11.10` to Pomo and **VA eameeeke here can meow time.
&I MAX: Could we do this?
Chaves, could we possibly

Mitt MB supposed t

join us, and his meeting is in the next room

if Ire could

seed a seeks sigma sad nee If be could 40.1e oe?DR. MITTial: For further disetteelon?
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CHAIRMAR: Yee.
For those who would like to stay on this specific
issue

and I agree With Charlie, this is one of the' issues

that is ,going to affect graduate medical education profoundly,
it we don't do soselh int about it.
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What it means for the neditel stiff in that you
*met have two rousding people on the ward, on the teaching
ward, and collect any fees on the patients.

It has got to be

the sea* person as the physiciaa in charge,
10

For the surgeon it means that unless be,takes con.

11

plate charge and does the operation

12

of scrubbing in; U he scrubs in, ha ha. got to wove that.

13

soother resident wasn't available as an assistant, and if

14

that is true, than be gate paid'si assistant's fee.

15

it Isn't just a

For the obstetrician, it new that they can't

16

round every third day in a three.aan teals that they have to

17

take care of the individual patient.

18
19

I as worry; how did we get

u. yes, that is for

Madicald.

20

DEAN 3FRAGOZ: Right.

21

(laughter.)

22

ISR alitimmAn: I was wetting a little costumed with

25

Medicare:,

24

(Laughter.)

25

DEAR SPRAGUE: Vary good.
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CEIAIRMAII:

But this is a vary crucial issue,

and those of you who are concerned about it, I think should
stay on for a furtbar discussion.
While we are waiting for Matt to ,join um, it has
been ay 41114erateadiag that it is your wish to bays three
meetings a year of the Council of Deans
crisis

barring sane

that that these would be in February, In associati

with the meetings in Chicago, in May as we have now whoa
there is so such legislation bubbling, and at the tins of
10

the nesting of the Association in late October or November.

11

Is there anyone, who has a different via, of what the Council.

12

of Deans ehould be doing?

13
14

I think that sowbody had a hand up in the back,

aad

I would like to recognise his.

15-

Yes?

imam 71111 FLOORS I was just going to ask, Dr. Mar-

16

e** milotionect soma asigget figure*. Dig that material ar

17:

stir.?

18
19
20
21

TIE CLUBMAN: Tios, it just did, and fee will dia.
, Or make it available, on the way out.
FROM TUB Ft004: Dr Chairman, I think that - our
Reston, at Beast, would be greet3,7 Waged in tpiing oar Reg-

2

- tonal naetiass„ it there could be a publication of specific

23

dates for ow Council of Deems Bestial..

24
25

We would Ilk, to space our'meeting* a felt weeks
before,so that we could 'effectively relate to the national

CHAIRMAN; Maya.do that, John?
And, of course, the dates in October-lovembor for -

the Association sefirtibg, and the pa/mei dates, ire prettr,,
Lived,so it is a matter of trying to fix maybe *Ito yearn
ahead the May mooting.
That is a good point.
Is them any other business that you would likii
to bring up?
10
II
12

•

Charlie, would you 'start'out by voiding aim* of
your Concerns of t

to am on tbe Phone, about Medioare,. Part B?

13
14
15

1
1'7
18
19
20
23.
22
23

24
25

faculty, and yours as you aspresasit t

DEO 01111400E: Iloilo I don't ,knoe has many of you
received the material that you saw today that was passed out On this Part B, Modicaro.

And I have several concerns regard

Lag this:
Ono was what this, Ultimately might do to graduate
education, particularly in surgery. And I think that there
is sow difficulty on our part in knowing icracrtly what this
semorandus means.

If it is interpreted litorally, it can

quite devastating, not just from ma economic standpoint
either that or re:dr:acting completely our method of graduate
teaching,. mot 3turt in surgery but other arson as well. And
*home of us she function in a hospital
wie ought to wait.

Matt is hero
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THE CHAIRMAN: AIL right.
DEAN SPRAGUE: Seamus* I would Mba his to ;tumor,
some of this, it I Say.
•

TEE CHAIRMAN: Blatt, would you join us for a

continuation of the discussion of the new set of guidelines,
for Part B of Medicare? Regarding teaching

Charlie, would

you lib" to cone up here?

DEAN

SPRAGUE: Well, all rights I will be glia

0
7E
,

THE CHAIRMAN: You eight as well express yOur con.

•
C.)
C.)

1

terns.

0
0.1
C.)

11

DEAN SPRAGUE: Now we were just rovioving again

C.)

12

0

13

(-)

14
7E
,

what we initiated this morning, and I know that our faculty
is quite concerned about this memorandum

not knowing how to

interpret it

0

Should it be interpreted literally? Or just what

0

16

does it swan?

17

7E
,

18
t

19,

8
20
21

And in as such as thero are lastruatione here to
tki intermediary to withhold payments beyond this month, ue..
loss these conditions are met, we fen that them say not be
time for the Committee to review this at groat length and theis
to report hack to the Council of Deans, or to the Executiva
Coimeil.

23
24
25

But we will steed sass interim interpretation On
same of this, specifically with respect to the surgeon, for
him to bo to be an attending, or considered

an

attending, is

249
this really a significant departure from the previous understanding that they have bad with the Social Security Admia3

istratiOnt And if so

Jest exactly what does it meant

literal interpretation, of course, would
5
6

A

an that he would

in effect, have to do the surgery, to be considering an at
leading, gamest, unless you can consider that portion of it
Which states that unless in the community this is the usual
role of the surgeon, performing that particular operation.
Secondly, there is a statement that billing for

3.0
11
12

professional services shall be for no sore than professional
billing for other patient* rendered similar service in that
hospital...
.ln other words
:tees

Blue Cross

if you have 'varying Professional

Welfare, and so forth

that they choose

, the,lowest
Well, in our particular instance, where the hos17
18
19

pital is solely or almost exclusively for the indigent,
taws is no billing for professional services rendered these
other patients. Does this mean that we cannot bill at all
for the Medicate patients that are rendered professional *sr-

21

vices?
MR

MC: =ITT: Well

ORAN SPRAGUZ:

And there in one other thing I

sight ask
25

There is a statemeat. one Paragraph stating that

250
the function of a physician in conducting grand rounds, that
this is basically a teaching function and not patient care,
and that this service cannot be interpreted as rendering
patient cars.
New I don't /mow what they

an by "grand rounds",
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and nom institutions conduct VIM*a in one way in various
-

departments, and an individual within a department, and teach.
8
9

lag and patient rare ars often alawar4 one and the sane.
we'don't thaw how to interpret that paragraph either.•

10
11

And

So if you can ,tell us bow to interPeet itt it vii]
he most sppreciated.

12

M. MC MIT: Well Charlie, I an not sure that
I can fulfill all of your expectations in the asnan that I

14

an the last word or that I have! positive interpretation.

15

What I can do in ;iv* you a consensus of discnsaions and

18

the Conclusions those discussions produced

17

this at the nesting that Dr: Grubs. had in (Isicago, the one

18

in Atlanta, the one in San Francis** and the one in 1/1“

19

York.

20
21
22

as an dlieOuseed

Nov from that sort of a bass, it has appeared to as
that the friouniork runs this way:
That correctly or otherwise, a Comaittee of the

23

Senate has interpreted the Medicare, progran as being devised

24

to provide an individual pbysiciaw for each beneficiary who

23

was receiving health ease water a figiaftelal eapport of the

251
Medicare program.
And that this physician should be identifiable,
that there should be a distinctive arrangement of aometimes
some type espathy, identification, laying on of the hands,
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advice, counsel, some sort of a relationship established
twain a patient and a physician similar to that that would
be established for a private patient, and than the *wheels
in the law on semi-private accommodation.
New it one takes that as a basin, then the audi10

table, or audit trail that you shouhdAmrhOaUsh4ould be-a
11

relationahip to whatis dons in each area. 1W4Lthis is the
12

comfusioa, Charlie

because every area in the Country, and

13

every institution within a given area, differs is their tra.
14

ations have differed. ;
15

For instance, on the East Covet. Atseeeuto us
16

that there is a fair amount of utilisation of the "grand
17

rouad" technique as a charge to the eupertamion-of2-lediCal:
18

Odusatien, - and the fee for, service heing_leriet:only when
19

the physician who was conducting the grand round* -males a20

specific stop and undertakes 6 specific responsibility for
21

that'patient.
22

80 than the physician can have services rsieburted
23

under Part A. for his supervision oliesent,.'and - naderPart
24
for the specific patients that be picks out that be gives
25

identifiable nnti_MO'crific attention to.

_ 252
On the lest :Coast there is a very strong elinent'
/that says "We have no supervision. '*very patlent se see is
a patient that gets individual ,attentioi froma the
round' technique, from the attending physician, and a fee.,
0

Can be and is schmitted for **Oh Petlara so ,
.
10 01
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Them there is

I have not examined the method.

()logy other than to look et some clinical records, but there
is a_ contention that each One of thee* Patients is than
corded in terms of the a-ttending or the grand rounder, in
10
11
12

•

13
14
15
16

terms of a note, and a recommiomdatlan, and evaluation, a
diagnostic obserration, a therapeutic suggestion. 11, that
tier* exists those extremes.
Most at those abs have carefully- looked at these
imegulatitins — Cad hers I would ask, perhaps, Bill

Dr.

Mayer, to join as, since he eat as elm' all vent round with this
*I a Committee

have said, In answer - to your first questiOn,

Charlie, that really there is nothing different :about then,
other than that. they have become more stringent,, that th‘
emus* me, I bele bean talking all:day

that they are aa.

.20

plitteation to ridieulemil,.partieularly shoe you talk on page

21.

one as "superfluoue", and page two as "not medically necessary

22 I
23

in a tesiversity setting" — "superfluous" for a

111211 160

is

putting in eighty hours is an insulting word, and "not midi-

24

golly micessery" is a sort of presumptuous and gratuitous*

25

phrase', since if he vasn't there

I mean

if -it iimen!'t

ry, the fttOulty member wouldu

soosseary, medically
b. there.

But aside iron those extremes of ridiculousness,
it has .generally been the belief that what this, does is es.
tablieh in more detail the ground rules that have already
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existed.
And how far does one have to go
your questions

in documenting this? I think as Dr. neh-

men mentioned this morning

•

in another of "

/ don't think there he to be

10

proven that every case in the community is similar to this.

11

I think there has to be 40-I would urge that there be enough

12

documentation se that if an audit is taken, you can indicate

13

that five or .ten- or twenty

14

and •dimfendable

15

defend it —

15

common customs and, therefore, that is the may um do it.

whatever you think is * fait

the OMB. that eadt of us will hays-. to
defendable position that that represents a

"
0100, What CM your from of reference on a -common
cunt)** Doctor?",
"Well, here are five or ten or fifteen vases
as can get fifty, if yes want, but we have taken that 'number
end that is out -position of a usual method of professional
practice in this community, or in this particular area"
whatever it may be.
Maybe I had better stop there, and see if / have
answered it.
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TRE CIIA TRUAX:
FROM MR FLOOR:

One question, Matt:

This, of course, applies to the Medicare patients.
that is your best guess as to how soon the same guidelines
will be interpreted to apply to Title 19, or indeed by those
Document from the collections of the AAMC Not to be reproduced without permission

earriers who are for their own subscribers?
MR. NC NULTY: tell, I think that as soon as
Tit)* 19 officials home, conscious of this, which

may

be

right today, or it may have been a math ago, I think se will
1
11
22
23
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

find the came sort of application.
Title 19 la in more financial trouble in May
states than ise the Title 18 program,

And in those states/

where they are having the greatest financial difficulty
tabs gee Kesler) ....I presume that if they int* trying to resurrect Medicaid, which mamma temporarily to be Interned,
11 they were trying to raise it, I thigh that they would
immediately want to inplasent something like this
FROMIME FLOOR: But this Muld not mime it lamedaftly ettective, nor would they be able to interpret this as
beim( applicable?
MR. NC NaLTF: Other than that map states have
mmod the Wording, in immplooloting Medicaid, that they would
fdbaw the mem reimbermasat principles as Medicare.
FROM Tat FLOOR; Yes.
XR, MC NULTY: And if that lathe wording is each

of your particular states, then this would beam* loos*

2

autonaticalV applicable.
FROIN TVS FLOCS: T.
DEAN EATER: It is a state option hoe*
way WO awe rigeroan or lose ritparaue or do the au*
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THE MANNAR: Jolla Deitrick had a question.
DEAN IMITRICN

8

uslater.)

9
10

No, I want to **he a speech.

But it is lats. I think that we are going to
ins thie ondleisly.
In the sewn School study, as I recall, what he di

12

between -seventy and ninety per Cent of his tine was in oar..

13

via.. If you alio

14

of education

15

nine or ton thousand his supervision or his education in

16

wilting the school another five to eight thousand. Is have

17

OW this and it cheeks alanart .exectly with sou* other Audi

•18'

you will find,. I think,.that in terns

that is, the salary .0. that if -a nan is paid

of etikor schools*

, 19

Se we are already Paying for 6duestio4.

20

These sea are physician* and yet the law

and

21

Blum Shield swat that 4111,1111 00119* ther are SWIM years out

22

of nedisel retool they caamot be paid for their profeenional

23
24
25

nerviees.
Teti! they quit after' st. year's internship and go
into practice, they would be paid linediately. this is the
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1.

organised tooklicise

but we could save the- public a tremor'.

doss asoust of mosey if we would havo teaching hospitals
approved for patient cars, and charged so such per day for
professiosal care of patients.
We have reached way past, game way past the stage
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where the individual doctor of * teaching h000pital provides
pottiest Care. We do a heart transplant.; it takes sixteen
twenty doctors.

Who collects the fitee?_

I think that we are jest talking a bunch of sou.
0
11
12

lie are wasting federal funds and ottr ova mosey,
and tursisig

lot of sosersalts here with a lot of details.

And t was hoping that this Association
14

it night take ue one

or two or five or ten years,,but if these young nen aren't
able physicians, who taboo care of you at right b an accident.-

16

or your wife?

17
*18
19

Igo

No expert doctor!' These fellows are going to have you
either alive or ftaKi before soy doctor is ever ring to reach
year side

Sr, by Medicare:

21
,22
23
24
25

I seas say doctor who is accepted by Blue Shield

I think it is

31wirt a batch est aosionis and we

would save as us:believable amount of Nosey

and we have dolts

this and made•test onraeIvoe in ono ward, what we -would save
if

we billed for each patient par day ter all at tha Profoopional

care, and thee it is our business how we distribute those funds

25?
among the men oho dolivorad,tho care.
TIE COMAE: Joins
DEAN =MICK: I think, in this Association, le
shoukt moony take some leadership. We say not win our point
but the way I as. this ea have awfully gpod grounds for
standing.
THECNAIREAN: Aro you suggesting doing this as
Part A or as a Part B package?
DEAN DZITSICK: I as taking Blue Shield
10
11

too.

as trying to tak0 it *Gross the board.
Theo you are a teaching hospital, you havo to moot

12

certain standards, and we haw, a as organisation now, cor.

13

tale,standards, and adult those standards for ePProvoll;

14

"couldn't bill* be acesipted, '
ter drefelesional care of patients -

13

in that teaching hospital, a:gisplifisd approach?

16

TEE CUAIRNAIII:; Well, you kiwi, lie base tried this

17

and, in tact, tha plooplo Came &ea to -chef* el out. All of.

18

the billing was and

19
20

4,name of'the head of the department

aelloatively.
But the liadloaro-peepte case down and said that

21

the Pilot Life insUranew Co‘aey, the intermediary, had 'Avila

22

as a bad suggestien, *4 do it that may, and that this yOulit

23

no longer be acceptabbe.

24

I think there is another cosmmet.

25

DEAN DEITRICIE

You have to go to isgislation to

get it done.
CIAIRMAII: Tea.
DVS DZITRICIC: I appreciate that.
THECHAIRMAIE: And that vas one of *be confusions,
be

of
a011
.

this _bed been on site visits somewhere olet,
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but all of the billing was done in their name so we have got
a cheer bill on that.
Yes?
John, this

Witat

the thous that vs

10

raised !when we started getting hit by this by our fiscal

11

istormsdiary, sire even intorp:rotad this far further

12

the queStion is, and to follow that suggestion that I con.

13

asistsd to Bill Mirka and to others, that the time ball arms

14

-tor thi$ Association to take saes positive constructive

15
16

sad

leadership.
And *hat came out of the nestles in lashingtialt

17

as.that didn't go on further and comment on it

18

same out of it, at least, I hope what case out of it was the

19

disc;isinst on that reinforced Committee, which has ambers of

2o-

the- Council of Teaching liespitals, the Council of Academic

21

lIesioties, and ,the CommOil of Dears, on it, to address its*

22

primarily to tuition — the first holm is what kind of a at ncs

23

eon we 'appropriately take in relationship to existing law?

24

Is ether words, that which you can change is the regulation.

25

And to takes look at the *van longer range issues, which

I hope "ha
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IS what kind of chasm's might be appropriate to accomplish
is toms of the ohmage in the law?
But those are tha two things which I

ay under.

standing was that that Committee is now going to novo on to
addreds itself to, and X hop* that they do it in a burr,.
FROM THE FLOOR: We might get a lot of support
iron the *house staff too.
FROM TRW FLOOR: les.
TEE OIAIRMAM: Tam?
1

DRAM vans: White, Teems

11

I avant to go back to the comment that was sada

Iimiston.

12

soment ago about the audit procedure and what is common to

13

a community in terns of procedures in medical cars. I still

14

*wet uisdorstand the explanation of this, because what is

15

common is the communitF say not be cememon to the teaching

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

hospital.
That is the way a Modica!, patient is handled in
a totally private hospital has so relationship mehatemer to
the way a Modicrm.patient is handled in a teaching hospital.
'pare is what Dr. Deltrick said, that in a private hospital
a fellow with ono year of internship may be taking full ranpossibility for lk Medicare patient

and be eligible to bIM.

paid, and a seves-yoar resident may be taking the responsi.
bility of the supervision by a teaching hospital and there
no oligibility
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I don't understand

the ..community practice aspect

there.
NR. MC NULTY:

My community practice comment re..

lated to the exanple that Dr. Richman used this morning of
where the opthalmological procedures in that community were
doss in that way

that an acceptable way of doing them?

And wry response was yes, if there is a clear history.
DEAN WHITE: Yes, in a commmiity such as his.
ER. NC Nviairs

Yen, sir.

DEAN WILYIH: In a community such as Dallas, there-

10
11

Yes sir.

in only one teaching hospital of any —
NM4 MCNULTY: Then you may have to establish your

12
13

own practice in the way it was done, and just indicate that

14

it has been continued as has been the tradition in that low

15

cation.

16

DEAN WHITE: Well, the tradition —

17

NR. lid NUM

18
19

Well, I could answer it better may

if I luld the specifics. Sir?
DEAN VIM:

Well, the tradition in a teaching

20

hospital, this would be sufficient to establish precedent in

21

the community?

22
23

MR. lip NULTY: No, sufficient to establish IMMO
precedent for what you are doing.

24

THE CHAIRMAN: • Bob,. did you have a comment?

25

rata( Tan

FIACIR:

The Only cOmnent that I would

make is that, having gone through some of the problems re'sting to the interin, to the care financing, to- the medical
center, and thus in the educational process, it impresses as
4

in many ways that haw Title 18 and 19 are interpreted by the
istermediary may be as important to, at least, some instittb.
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**mos as whether or not research fands are cut.
YEN IME PUXHit Yes.
12011 TIM FLOOR: And et the moment there instill
a greet deal of room for interpretation within what appears
10

to be a rather rigid statement.

11

DEAN

12

nal MS FLOOR: And so I would hope that in sOme_

That's right.

13

any, rather thali our individually tackling this problen,

14

"LOA sake appearanee to the Social Security Administration :::

15

to encourage them before rigidifying policies, and before

16

asking then too specific, to look to the effects, at least, '

17

in regions, of the interpretation

18

theme regions.

19

Used

by the carrier* in

THE CHAIRMAN:. 1411, let's ask Matt whet the

20

Goulet Committee that has representation from all tines 0)101...

21

din in going to do when?

22

Mt. MC NULTY: Well, our order

23

1101

Specifically related to this?

MR. MC NULTY: Yes, our order of attention is,
first, this tire fighting activity, in which we are now en-
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gaged, which is, as Bill Indicated, an attempt to insure that
the entire A. A. K. C. field — delfts, faCultioet and hoevitals — know at this new document, know why. it originated,
4

in:terms of. a Onsgressional interest, and as beet we can,
explain it as we oulerstand it-, Ind emphasize in that as.r
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planation the audit aspect as being, perhaps, the wet Por7

tions* in terms of being able on soma occaeient if necessary,

8

xpl*ththgithatever is the local situation, but with C record

9

available that it is Just not * via,voice explanation when

10

somebody shows up, but that it Is a clear record og "This is

11

OP say vs do it, and this Ls wily we do it,"

12

And then, secondly, ask if we can evolve some

13

prise/plan that relate to the rules and regulatiOns in the

14

law, as It Doe exists

15

And that principles doaunent is being drafted, and

16

Is already in second. draft.

17

We would cell clean longtime*, we would tend to recall the

18

Cammittee on Pinanaial Principles and retries that.

19
20
21
22
23
24
25

A. soon as we can put it in what

At that same asstjag, we would hog* to more Into the nest area, otd is, can we remelt any agreement on the
'hinges that we arould lihe to reconmemd that take place in .t
Ism ao it .eastits?
reat la. wordo4 very vaguely. that = statement, that
last etatement is worded very waguolit _boUnwook I don't bakall
how such dleounsion you have bad, but any time you getton
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or fifteen Oomph, together on this, there to no unaninity of
opinion,
/ROM TEN NAIR: That's right.
Ma. MC MAT: Noe the position that John took
r. Dettriek ..- be is

no

would really rale, some very

om the collections of the AAMC Not to be reproduced without permission

interesting discussion among his immediate colleagues in the
immediate New York City are*. 3o I don't know whetber VO can
find any common ground.
And while talking, Mr. Chsirmin, 1.thought that
10

apraguo *ado a very excellent point:

11
On Pais
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

you sill OMNI* the vernacular

23
24
25

no sons? *nor Mairo 2969.

is the boepital, or the medicol school, cm. shower is doing
this billing, got in Utah imith the carrier, so that there
is net am automatic stoppage, and indicate to thS carrier
that, tiro are here and available to explain; don't stop our
namey,
llocamee this is another emotion that is open to
-

InUirpoststion.

21
22

if

I nOmmid urga and minggeet that each billing group, slither it

19
20

this document talks about nothing

Naar of the Carriers, se have discovered, don
even read these very theroughly, moo you may be calling something to their attention that they desist Imam anything about
actually;
(Lowlier.)
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FR011 1101 MOE: / hope s*:
MR. MC 10112ft So you ran that risk: You any want
to play it vorr

klifft You lakov:

(laughter )
'There are others that tali* thess and literally
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apply thee with all sorts Of aelargaments. And so it is for
those instances that you any Want to find out what is going
to be dams and be sure that it is not an automatic stop on
Parlente.
10
11
12

•

13

OlkIRMAM

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

25

will you tell US h011 011

maks out?
(
10111adirtilir.)
PIM/ IBM FLOOR: Tea.

14
15

Charlie

OMAIRMAII: I. there! any other discussion of
this isportukt lesne?
I certainly thank this manor'grow, tor staying
es to diatoms it. IS there Is no other basisess the ameting
IS adjourned.
(Whilirell.Os, at 4:30 o clock; p.n., the aseting WWI
concluded.)

